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PREFACE

Television has come to play an important part in life today. 
In science, engineering and the national economy, it is a 
means of observation, control and communication. For the 
public at large, it is a means of education and recreation.

In industry, television facilitates the organization of centra
lized control of manufacturing processes and observation of 
the operation of machines and instruments in inaccessible 
places. Thus, special television cameras housed in air- or 
water-cooled casings are used to transmit information on 
conditions in blast and open-hearth furnaces, and the opera
tion of nuclear reactors.

At large railroad terminals, television systems are used 
in marshalling operations. At sea and river ports, they control 
loading and unloading operations. Submarine television instal
lations have been developed; as far back as 1952 work was 
begun in the USSR to use television in astronomy. Television 
installations are being successfully employed as training 
aids, for automation of manufacturing processes and in di
verse other fields. Television is now an important means in 
space research and the study of other planets.

This book has been written to facilitate training of the 
highly skilled personnel required for maintenance and repair 
of conventional television receivers and industrial television 
installations.

It conforms with the curriculum for vocational training of 
installation and repair mechanics. The physical aspects of 
the phenomena discussed are considered in detail.

The book contains a large number of circuit arrangements 
and diagrams of conventional TV sets. A special chapter deals 
with the main principles of colour television.

The book is easy to read and understand. Radio amateurs 
with an elementary knowledge of electricity and radio will 
find it helpful.
8



CHAPTER I

PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF TELEVISION

1. Light and Its Characteristics

Light is that part of radiant energy sensed by the human eye.
Light, just as radio waves, is electromagnetic oscillations, 

but the length of the light wave, in contrast to the length of 
radio waves, is negligibly small. If the length of radio waves 
ranges from several millimeters to thousands of meters, the 
length of light waves falls within a range of about 400 to 
700 mp. The shortest wave length is characteristic of violet 
rays, the longest, of red rays.

The main light unit is luminous flux <D. Luminous flux is 
a visually evaluated power of radiant flux. The unit of lumi
nous flux is the lumen (lm). The value of the lumen is defined 
with the aid of standard incandescent lamps. Luminous 
intensity I is the ratio of luminous flux to the solid angle 
wherein said flux is emitted. The unit of luminous intensity 
is the new (international) candela, provided the luminous 
flux of one lumen is radiating within a solid angle of one ste- 
radian. The point source emits the light uniformly in all 
directions. The solid angle round this point is equal to 4jt 
steradian. Hence, the luminous intensity of the point source 
is

The luminance of the light source is called the luminous 
intensity per 1 m2 of radiating surface. If the luminous in
tensity of a light source is /  (cd) and its radiating surface is 
5 (m2), then luminance can be expressed as

Luminance is measured in nits (nt). Luminance is equal to 
one nit when each square meter of radiating surface provides 
a luminous intensity of 1 cd.
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The elements on which the light falls reflect this light and 
they become visible. The illumination of the element is mea
sured by the luminous flux per unit area illuminated. If a 
uniform flux ® (lm) falls on surface 5 (m2) then the illumi
nation is

(Dim

The unit of illumination is the lux (lx).The lux is a uni
form luminous flux of 1 lumen per I m2. Illumination is 
equal to 1 lux when a uniform luminous flux falls on a 
surface of 1 m2.

The light falling onto the smooth surface of a mirror is 
reflected according to the following law: the angle of incidence 
equals the angle of reflection. The reflection of the light 
from rough surfaces is diffused. The ratio of diffusively reflect
ed luminous flux <Dr to incident flux ®/ is the diffuse reflec
tion factor p:

Factor p is always less than unity as a part of incident lumi
nous flux is absorbed by the illuminated surface.

The greater the portion of luminous flux reflected by a 
body, the lighter the latter appears.

2. The Human Eye

The human eye is a complex and sensitive optical device 
(Fig. 1).

The eye proper is a body called the eyeball with a tough 
coat termed sclera. The sclera is transparent only in the front 
portion of the eye where it forms the convex cornea. Behind 
the cornea is the anterior chamber filled with aqueous humor. 
Between the anterior chamber and the transparent vitreous 
body is the iris whose colour determines the colour of the human 
eye. In the center of the iris is a round opening called the 
pupil. The diameter of the pupil decreases as the incident 
luminous flux increases and vice versa. This adjustment of 
the eye, especially the pupil, to the various levels of lumi
nance is termed the adaptation.
10



Behind the pupil is the lens, the transparent gristle-like 
body in the form of a bicpnvex lens. The eye muscles change 
the lens curvature. This property of the crystalline lens is 
called accommodation.

Behind the vitreous body is the retina. The retina ends in 
the optic nerve and consists of#nerve elements of two types

Fig. 1. Structure of the eye
I — sclera; 2 — retina; 3 — yellow spot; 4 — optic nerve; 5 — vitreous body; 6— 

iris; 7 — anterior chamber; 8 — cornea; 9 — pupil; 10 — crystalline lens.

known as cones and rods. The number of cones reaches 7 mil
lion. They are light and colour sensitive. The rods number up 
to 130 million. They are light sensitive.

Opposite to the eye lens on the retina, there is an area 
called the yellow spot. This spot contains cones only. There 
is an especially large number of cones in the central depres
sion on which the eye lens focuses a reduced image of the 
object observed. Each cone in the central depression is con
nected to a fibre of the optic nerve that transmits the light 
sensations perceived to the brain. The greater the distance 
from the central depression, the greater the number of cones 
“served” by one fibre of optic nerve. Therefore, the finest de
tails of the object observed are discerned by means of the 
cones in the central depression. When we examine the details 
of an object, we unconsiously turn the eyes so that the image 
of the detail falls in the central depression.

The rods are located mainly in the periphery of the retina. 
About 100 rods are connected to one fibre of the optical nerve. 
The rods are highly sensitive to light and are responsible for 
“night” vision but make it impossible to recognize fine details.
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The ability of the eye to recognize fine details is character
ized by its resolving power. When observing points located 
comparatively far from each other, their image on the retina 
is on different cones and is perceived separately. When the 
points converge or when the object examined is moved away 
from the eye, the image of the points on the retina converges 
and at a certain moment they are projected onto one cone. 
At this moment the eye perceives them as one point. In order 
that two luminous points be considered separately, there must 
be at least one cone unexposed to light excitation between 
the cones on which the image of the points is projected.

The smallest angle at which the eye distinguishes two points 
separately is called the resolving angle. The value reverse to 
that of the resolving angle is called visual acuity.

When making calculations, the resolving angle is considered 
to be equal to one minute of arc. The visual acuity corres
ponding to such a resolving angle is equal to one.

The light causes photo-chemical reactions in the rods and 
cones; the result is a stimulation of the optic nerve fibres 
that is transmitted to the brain. These photo-chemical 
reactions cannot take place instantaneously. Consequently, 
the appearance and disappearance of the light sensation is 
delayed as the light flux goes on and off. This property is 
known as the persistence of vision. The eye can retain the 
visual sensations for approximately 1/8 to 1/a6 sec after the 
stimulus ceases.

The cinema and television take advantage of the eye’s 
ability to retain a vision.

As is known, a film consists of a multitude of individual 
pictures taken at the rate of 24 frames per second. Each frame 
is a momentary photograph that differs from the preceding 
one by a change in the position of the moving object being 
taken.

During a film showing, the film moves intermittently at 
the rate of 24 frames per second and the moments of frame 
changes are artificially blanked by a special device called 
a shutter. Due to persistence of vision the eye does not distin
guish the blanking (because of its short duration) and sees a 
new frame in which the position of the object is changed. As 
a result, the impression of continuous motion is created. 
But if the screen is blanked only 24 times per second, the 
flickering will be evident and cause eye fatigue, thus spoiling 
the general impression. The only way this can be avoided is
12



by increasing the number of blankings per second to 48. 
There is one blanking when the frame changes, and one when 
the frame stops before the lens. The eye cannot distinguish 
blanking at this rate and no flickering is perceived.

The eye’s persistence of vision is made use of in television. 
A picture scanned into elements is transmitted in V25 sec. 
In one second 25 frames are transmitted and, as in a film show
ing, the impression of a fused, continuous image is created.

3. Television Transmission

Glancing at most newspaper pictures, one can easily see 
that they consist of a great number of individual dots. These 
dots are spread over the picture in a strict order and form a 
lattice. This lattice is termed a raster.

Although the raster dots are positioned in strict order, they 
can produce any desired image by changing the degree of 
colouration of the dots. The colouration is non-uniform: it 
varies from black to light-gray and the greater the number of 
dots spaced on one square millimeter, the clearer the picture.

The coarsest rasters are used for outdoor advertisements. 
Electrical advertisement reproducing the motion of letters 
or a picture consists of a definite number of illuminating lamps. 
By means of a selector switch the' lamps are switched on/off 
in a strict sequence and produce the visual sensation of a 
moving picture. This is the simplest method of image trans
mission at a distance.

With progress in radio communication the possibility of 
transmission of pictures by radio was envisaged, but only in 
1933 did this become a reality. From physics it is known that 
the photocell is capable of transforming light of variable 
intensity into electric oscillations. The stronger the photo
cell cathode is illuminated, the more intensive is the electron 
flux emitted by the cathode and the higher the photocurrent. 
If a certain number of miniature photocells are placed in one 
plane, i. e., spaced similarly to the newspaper raster, and 
each of them is exposed in a definite sequence to a beam of 
light with a variable power, then a current can be obtained 
at the output which varies according to the same law that 
governs the variation in illumination of photocells.

Change of current by means of special devices can be turned 
into variation of luminance. Since every picture can be brok
en down into separate dots then to transmit the picture by

13



radio or wire it is sufficient to transmit the electric signals 
corresponding to the illumination of each dot in the given 
picture. Whereas in the cinema the whole picture is projected 
on the screen at once, in television broadcasting a stationary 
or moving picture is transmitted in sequence, i. e., a fused 
image is divided into a great number of dots. These dots form 
the raster and are termed the elements of a picture.

In telecasting these picture elements are transmitted in 
strict sequence at a high speed and due to the persistence of 
vision the impression of a continuous line is created. The 
sequential transmission of all the picture elements at a defi
nite speed and in strict order is termed picture scanning.

During the scanning cycle the average luminance of each 
picture element is transformed in the transmitting equipment 
with the aid of a complex photocell into an electric current 
whose value is proportional to the illumination of the cathodes 
of the complex photocell. The current thus obtained is 
a picture signal. To obtain a picture signal special transmit
ting cathode-ray tubes are used.

By means of a lens, the picture is projected onto the target 
of the camera tube which contains a great number of micro
scopic light-sensitive elements that convert light energy into 
an electric charge.

The stronger the illumination of a portion of the target, 
the greater the charge of the target elements located on this 
portion.

The electron beam slips over the target thereby ensuring 
switching of its elements, i. e., the scanning of a picture.

The picture signal enters the amplifier, is applied to the 
transmitter and modulates the oscillations radiated by its 
antenna (Fig. 2).

Positioned at the picture reception end is a receiving ca
thode-ray tube or picture tube. The electron beam moves 
over the screen of the picture tube in step with the motion 
of electron beam of the camera tube. The screen of the picture 
tube lights up where the electron beam falls. The picture 
signal acts on the electron beam in the picture tube so that 
the greater quantity of electrons in the beam corresponds to 
the stronger picture signal and, hence, to the brighter spot on 
the screen. As the motion of electron beam over the picture 
tube screen exactly reproduces the motion of the beam over 
the camera tube target, the alternation of spots of different 
brightness on the picture tube screen reproduces the same
14



picture as that projected on the photocathode of the camera 
tube. Due to the persistence of vision of the eye not the motion 
of a spot over the screen is observed but a fused picture.

Correct picture transmission is possible only when the elect
ron beam moves over the picture tube screen in step with 
the motion of the beam over camera tube target. For instance, 
when a signal received from the end of the second line in the

Fig. 2. Simplified block-diagram of television transmission line

camera tube reaches the picture tube, the beam in the picture 
tube should retrace the end of the second line.

The synchronization of the beam motion at the screen of the 
picture tube and on the target of the camera tube is due to 
the transmission of special sync pulses which together with 
the picture signal make up the composite video signal. At 
the reception station of the television transmission line the 
sync pulses are separated from the composite video signal 
and are used to synchronize the motion of electron beam on 
the screen of the picture tube.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Find the value of the luminous flux falling on an area of 100 cm2 at 
noon when illumination is 100, 000 lx.

2. Which elements of the eye are most sensitive to light, the rods or 
the cones?

3. What part does the accommodation of the eye lens play in vision?
4. Explain why the eye cannot perceive small objects separately when 

they are far away.
5. What is persistence of vision?
6. Draw the block-diagram of a television communication line.



CHAPTER II

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONIC OPTICS

In the modern television equipment the picture is scanned 
into hundreds of thousands of elements and to transmit all 
the picture elements several million switchings per second are 
required. This can be achieved only with the aid of the elect
ron beam as it practically has no inertia.

To scan the picture in picture and camera tubes, the electron 
beam should be focused at a point and moved over the target 
or the screen. The focusing and motion of the beam are due 
to the influence of magnetic and electric fields on the electron 
flux.

The branch of electronics which studies the laws of motion 
of charged particles in magnetic and electric fields is called 
electronic optics.

4. Motion of Electrons in Electric Field

Let us take an electron in a uniform electric field between 
the plates of a flat capacitor. Under the action of field forces 
the electron tends to move from the negative to the positive 
plate. The force of the field which acts on the electron is equal 
to the product of the electric field intensity E and electron 
charge e, and is directed opposite to the electric field intensity 
vector:

F = — Ee
If an electron, caught by the electric field, moves from 

the positively to the negatively charged plate, i.e., in the 
direction of the electric field, then force F is directed towards 
electron velocity v and the motion of the electron is decele
rated (Fig. 3a). When the electron moves from the negatively
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to the positively charged plate, its velocity increases under 
the action of the accelerating electric field (Fig. 3b).

If an electron moves at a certain angle towards the electric 
lines of force of a uniform field, its trajectory becomes curved 
as shown in Fig. 4. The electron is influenced by force F di-

; — ;2 / —- e — ~ v  T
: G—»— ^
: F

(a) (b)

+

Fig. 3. Motion of electrons in electric field 
a — decelerating field; b — accelerating field.

rected along the field lines; the vector of initial velocity v0 
has an increment Av which coincides in direction with force F. 
The vector of resultant velocity vres has another direction as 
compared with the vector of initial velocity v0. In the subse
quent periods of time, the resultant vector velocity will turn 
still more. The velocity vec- __
tor continues to turn until 
the electron moves along the 
field lines of force. Then the 
electron motion becomes rec
tilinear. As shown in Fig. 4, 
the value of the resultant 
velocity changes as well as 
its direction.

Let us now examine the 
motion of electrons in a non- 
uniform electric field. The 
lines of force of such a field 
are curved (Fig. 5). The force 
acting on the electron in 
the electric field is directed 
opposite to the field intensi
ty vector, i. e., tangential
ly to the lines of force in the direction of a higher potential.

electric field at an angle to the elect
ric lines of force

17



The increment of velocity At’ which receives the electron due 
to the influence of the field has the same direction. At point a 
the field increases the electron velocity and moves it down
ward, whereas at point b the field moves the electron upward.

By using the electric field, the beam of cathode-ray tube 
can be focused and deflected.

Vt and V2 — plate potentials.

5. Electrostatic Focus

The source of free electron flux in modern cathode-ray tubes 
is a heated activated cathode placed inside a metal control 
electrode (Fig. 6). Control electrode 1 is a cylinder with an ori
fice (diaphragm) in bottom end. It is supplied with negative 
voltage of an order of a few score volts. Positioned behind 
the control electrode is the first anode 2 supplied with a high 
positive voltage of an order of hundreds and thousands of 
volts. The cathode, control electrode and the first anode comp
rise an electron gun or electron projector.

Under the action of positive voltage on the anode, the elect
rons emitted by the cathode flv through the aperture in the 
control electrode. The negatively charged control electrode 
retards the electrons and forces them to move in a convergent 
beam. The electron beam converges at point A and then di
verges due to the mutual repulsion of electrons.

Following the first anode is the second anode 3 (Fig. 6a) 
supplied with a still higher positive voltage, and the electrons, 
moving at high velocity in a divergent beam, enter the elect
ric field between the first and the second anodes. At point a 
force F, directed tangentially to the electric line of force acts 
on the electron moving at an angle to the tube axis. It accele
rates the motion of electron and moves it towards the tube 
axis. The electron beam becomes convergent. At point bf 
force F already “draws” the electron away from the tube axis.

18



But in the left-hand collecting portion of the field, between 
the first and the second anodes, the electron moves at a lower 
velocity and it takes more time to pass through it than through 
the right-hand scattering portion of the field. Thus, the collect
ing action of the left-hand portion of the field is stronger than 
the scattering action of the righVhand portion and the elect
ron beam converges at a certain point B termed the focus.

Fig. 6. Electrostatic focusing of electron beam 
a — motion of electrons in tube with electrostatic focusing; b — schematic diagram 
of tube with accelerating electrode; / — control electrode; 2 — first anode; 3— second 
anode; 4 — screen; 5 — electric lines of force; 6 — electron beam; 7 — bulb; 8 — 
focusing potentiometer; 9 — accelerating electrode; 10 — brightness control poten

tiometer.

By varying the potential difference between the first and the 
second anodes, the electron beam can be forced to converge 
at a point on the tube screen.

Focusing is commonly performed by varying the potential 
of the first anode with the aid of focusing potentiometer 8 
(Fig. 66).

By varying the negative potential of the control electrode 
with potentiometer 10, it is possible to control the amount of

19



electrons passing through its diaphragm. In the picture tubes 
such control causes changes in the brightness of the light spot on 
the screen and is therefore called the brightness control, i.e., 
the lower the potential of the control electrode, the smaller 
the amount of electrons that falls on the screen and the poorer 
the light of the spot on it. When the negative potential of 
control electrode is sufficiently high, the electrons do not 
pass through its diaphragm and the tube is blocked.

The electron gun, comprising a cathode, a control electrode 
and an anode is called a triode electron gun.

A change in the potential of the first anode in the triode 
electron gun brings about a change in the electric field’s in
tensity in the space near the cathode and hence, a change 
in brightness. On the other hand, a variation in the 
control electrode potential brings about a change in the shape 
of the electric field between the first and the second anodes 
and, consequently, a change in the focusing. To eliminate 
this undesirable phenomena, additional accelerating elec
trode 9 with a potential higher than that of the first anode is 
provided between the first anode and the control electrode 
(Fig. 6b). The accelerating electrode operates like the screen 
grid in the electronic valve and eliminates the influence of 
the control electrode on the shape of the electric field between 
the first and the second anodes thereby permitting focusing 
and brightness control to be independent of each other. In 
some types of tubes the accelerating electrode is connected 
with the second anode.

The electron gun comprising a cathode, a control electrode, 
an anode and an accelerating electrode is called the tetrode 
electron gun.

6. Motion of Electrons in Magnetic Field

The electric field acts on any electron regardless of whether 
it moves or is at rest. The magnetic field in contrast to the 
electric field acts only on the moving electron and only when 
the moving electron crosses the magnetic lines of force. This 
is explained by the fact that the moving electron is an elem
entary electric current and, as is known any current produces 
its own magnetic flux. The magnetic field acts on a conductor 
carrying a current and, hence, on the moving electron so that 
it is repelled to the side where the magnetic field is weaker.
20



When the electron moves along the magnetic lines of force, 
its own magnetic field is added to the external magnetic 
field so that the resultant magnetic field does not become 
weaker in any direction. Therefore, in this case, no force from 
magnetic field acts on electron.

If the electron crosses the magnetic lines of force, then 
along one side of the electron the magnetic field becomes 
stronger while on the other side it becomes weaker and the 
electron is subjected to the action of a force which repells it

into the weaker portion of the magnetic field. The direction 
of the force acting on the electron is determined by the left- 
hand (palm) rule, i.e., if the left hand is placed so that the 
magnetic lines of force enter the palm and the four fingers are 
stretched out in the direction opposite to the electron motion, 
then the unbent thumb will indicate the direction of the force 
acting on an electron (Fig. 7).

The value of this force can be determined from the 
following formula:

where
e=electron charge; H= intensity of magnetic field; ^ e le c t 
ron velocity; a=angle between the direction of magnetic lines 
of force and the vector of electron velocity.

Fig. 7. Left-hand rule

F = eHv sine a
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As seen from the formula, the magnetic field does not act 
on the electron when it moves along the magnetic lines of 
force (a=0). When an electron moves perpendicular to the 
magnetic lines of force, the field acts on it with greatest force.

Let us consider the case when an electron moves at a con
stant velocity in a uniform magnetic field perpendicular to

the magnetic lines of force 
(Fig. 8). Then, at any posi
tion the electron a=90° and 
force/7 according to the left- 
hand rule is directed perpen
dicularly to the magnetic 
lines of force and to the vec
tor of electron velocity v. 
Since velocity v is constant 
and the magnetic field is uni
form, the value of force F is 
also constant.

When the electron reaches 
point /, force F forces it to 
deflect from the initial direc
tion and it will be moved to 
point 2. At this point force 
F acts again with its former 
magnitude but in opposite 
direction and as a result the 
electron moves to point 3 
and so on. The trajectory of 

electron motion in a magnetic field perpendicular to the 
direction of its motion is a circle whose center is at a cer
tain point 0. The radius r of the circle and the electron’s 
rotation period T can be determined easily.

Force F with which the magnetic field acts on the electron, 
is equal in value to the centrifugal force that arises due to 
the movement of the electron in a circle and is opposite in 
direction:

cular to the direction of the magnetic 
lines of force

F = FC
Force F = eHv sine a; since a =  90°, then sine a  =  1. Accord
ing to the laws of mechanics
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that is eHv —  ,r

whence where m ^m ass of the electron.
Hence, the greater the mass of the charge moving in a mag

netic field, the greater the radius of the circle inscribed. This 
means that the trajectories of fieavy particles are curved in 
a magnetic field less than the trajectories of light particles. 

The period of electron rotation is

where co = angular velocity.
As known from mechanics, angular velocity equals the 

quotient of the division of linear velocity v by the radius r
of the circle co — — whence T =  —  r v

By substituting the value of the radius r of the circle 
in this expression we obtain:

rp _  2;im
1 ~  eH

The mass m of the electron and its charge e are cons
tant values.

Hence, the electron’s period of rotation depends solely on 
the intensity of the magnetic field H.

If the angle between the direction of the motion of the elect
ron and magnetic field’s lines of force does not equal 90° then 
the electron trajectory is a helical line (Fig. 9). In this case 
velocity v may be divided into two components — longitudinal 
vt and transverse vi. The interaction of vL and the magnetic 
field will cause the electron to inscribe a circle with radius

r _ m v t 
~  eH

simultaneously displacing in longitudinal direction at velo
city vL.

If several electrons move in uniform magnetic field, while 
their transverse components of velocities are different whereas 
the longitudinal components are similar, then the trajecto
ries of these electrons are helical lines with different radii 
but with the same pitch. The radii of the helical lines are 
different since the transverse components of electron veloci
ties are different. The period of rotation of all electrons is
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the same (since the period is dependent only on the magnetic 
field intensity H which is the same at all points). As the longi
tudinal components of velocities of all electrons are the same, 
then during one period the electrons cover the same distance

Fig. 9. Motion of electrons at an angle to the magnetic lines of force

in longitudinal direction and all helical lines will have the 
same pitch.

The action of the magnetic field on the moving electron is 
used to focus the electron beam and to control its deflection.

7. Electromagnetic Focus

Let us examine the motion of the electrons of a divergent 
electron beam in the magnetic field of a long coil (Fig. 10). 
A coil should be considered a long coil when its length is 
commensurable with its diameter. The magnetic field of 
such a coil may be considered uniform since the magnetic 
lines pass inside the coil practically parallel.

Let a divergent electron beam pass from point A positioned 
on the coil axis. The electrons, either due to the anodes’ 
positive potential or their own momentum, move along the 
axis of the coil. As the anode similarly attracts all electrons, 
then, although they move in a divergent beam, the axial com
ponents of velocities of all electrons are the same and the 
electrons move along helical lines of different radii but with 
the same pitch. On leaving point A on the coil axis, all the 
electrons, after making a complete turn, will cross the coil 
axis again at point B and after one turn more—at point C 
and so on.

The points at which the helical orbits of electrons converge 
are called focuses. The greater the intensity of the coil’s mag
netic field, the less time it takes for an electron to make one 
revolution and the shorter the distance between the focuses. 
To focus the electron beam with the aid of a long coil, the
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tube is placed inside the coil and the current in coil is changed 
(and, consequently, the intensity of magnetic field H is also 
changed) so that one of the focuses falls on the tube screen. 
Focusing with the aid of a long coil is used only in camera 
tubes.

Fig. 10. Motion of electrons in magnetic field of long focusing coil 
1 — focusing coil; 2 — path of electrons.

In picture tubes the focusing is ensured by short coils 
whose length is considerably less than the diameter (Fig. 11).

8

Fig. 11. Focusing of electron beam by short coil
/  — focusing coil; 2 — magnetic lines of force; 3 — electron trajectory; the cross 
and clot show the direction of current in coils; A — point where the electron beam 

diverges; B — focus.

The magnetic field of such a coil is non-uniform since the 
magnetic lines of force inside the coil are not parallel. Due to 
the small length of the coil, the electrons do not manage to
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make a complete turn. First, they fly along a straight line 
and then, on entering the field, they make part of a turn and, 
having left the field, they move tangentially to the turn, 
never failing to cross the tube’s axis. The intensity of the 
coil’s magnetic field is so selected that point fi, which is the 
point where the electron trajectories cross the tube axis, 
falls on the screen. Fig. 11 shows the projections of electron 
trajectory in three planes.

8. Control of Electron Beam Deflection

The electron beam can be controlled both with the aid of 
the electric field (electrostatic deflection) and with the aid of

the magnetic field(elec- 
tromagnetic deflec
tion). The electrostatic 
deflection is obtained 
by means of deflec
ting plates (Fig. 12) 
placed between the 
screen and the anode. 
The difference in the 
potentials created be
tween the plates forces 
the electrons to deflect 
towards theplate which 
has a higher potential. 
The greater the differ
ence in the potentials 
between the plates, the 

greater the deflection of the electron beam. The plates 
positioned in a horizontal plane control the vertical de
flection of the beam and are called the vertical deflecting 
plates. The plates positioned in a vertical plane deflect the 
beam horizontally and are called the horizontal deflecting 
plates. But as electrostatic deflection gives rise to a strong 
defocusing of the beam at the edges of an image, tubes with 
this type of beam deflection are not used in telecasting.

In electromagnetic deflection use is made of the action a 
magnetic field has on moving electrons. Placed near tube 
neck 3 (Fig. 13a) and energized are two seriesly connected coils. 
There appears a magnetic field whose lines of force intersect

Fig. 12. Deflection oi electrons by electric 
field

/ — deflecting plates; 2 — electron trajectory; 
Vd — voltage between deflecting plates.
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with the electron beam (Fig. 13b). This field acts on the elect
rons with a force whose direction is determined according to 
the left-hand rule. The higher the current in the deflecting 
coils, the greater force acts on electrons and the greater the 
deflection of electron beam. By varying the value and the

Fig. 13. Deflection of electrons by magnetic fietd
a — magnetic deflection coils; b — motion of electrons in magnetic field of deflecting 
coils; 1 — deflecting coils; 2 — magnetic lines of force; 3 — tube neck; 4 — magnetic

field region of action; 5 — electron path; F — force acting on electrons.

direction of the current the value and the direction of electron 
deflection can be controlled. With two pairs of such coils, 
the deflection of electron beam in horizontal and vertical 
planes can be controlled. By employing magnetic deflection 
it is easier to obtain uniform focusing throughout the screen 
and its use now is commonplace.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. In what direction will the focus be moved if there is a decrease in the 
difference in the potentials between the first and the second anodes of the 
tube with electrostatic focusing?

2. How is the brightness of the spot on the picture tube screen cont
rolled?

3. Why are focusing and brightness control in tubes with triode electron 
guns interconnected?

4. Explain the function of the accelerating electrode in tubes with 
tetrode electron guns.

5. An electron and a negative ion with a charge equal to the charge of 
the electron move between the plates of a charged capacitor. Which par
ticle will deflect more from the initial direction?

6. Flying between the magnet poles at an equal velocity are an electron 
and a negative ion with a charge equal to that of the electron. Which par
ticle will deflect more from the initial direction?
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CHAPTER H I

CAMERA TUBES

Camera tubes transform the optical image being transmitted 
into an electrical signal.

Of great importance in the operation of camera tubes are 
photoeffect and secondary electron emission. Let us examine 
the physical nature of these phenomena.

9. Photoeffect

Photoeffect is the ability of certain materials to change their 
inherent electric properties under the action of light, and it can 
be distinguished as photoemissive and photoconductive. Photo
emission is emission of electrons by a solid due to the action 
of light rays. This can be explained by the fact that the elect
rons present on the external shell of the atom of certain mate
rials are poorly connected to the atom. On exposure to light, 
they acquire an additional energy sufficient to overcome the 
attraction of the nuclei, leave the atoms and flow away from 
the body into surrounding space.

Devices based on the photoemissive phenomenon are called 
photocells. The photocell (Fig. 14a) comprises cathode 
and anode. The cathode, under the action of light, emits 
electrons. If load R and storage battery B are connected be
tween the anode and the cathode, so that the current will 
flow through the circuit, a voltage will appear across resistor R.

Photoemission was first studied at the end of the last cen
tury by A. G. Stoletov, a Russian scientist, who found that 
the current of photoemission is directly proportional to the 
light flux and when varying the light flux the photocurrent 
varies practically instantly.

With a photoconductive effect, the liberated electrons 
remain inside a material and increase its conductivity. The
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devices wherein the photoconductive effect is employed are 
called photoresistors.

Fig. 146 illustrates a circuit arrangement with photoresistor. 
In the dark, practically no current passes through the photo
resistor.

When it is exposed to the light, electrons are liberated and 
a photocurrent appears. The greater the light flux, the greater 
the photocurrent and the drop of voltage across the load 
resistor R.

Fig. 14. Circuit arrangement with photoeffect
a — with photocell: b — with photoresistor; 1 — light flux; 2 — photocell cathode; 

3 — photocell anode; 4 — photoresistor.

10. Secondary Electron Emission

If a metal body is bombarded by electrons at a great velo
city, new secondary electrons will be emitted therefrom. 
This process is called secondary emission. The intensity of 
secondary emission is determined by the ratio of the number of 
secondary electrons to the number of primary (incident) elect
rons. This ratio is called the secondary emission factor o.

The electrons that escape from a solid being bombarded, 
whether knocked out or reflected primary electrons are called 
secondaries.

The value of the secondary emission factor a depends upon 
a velocity of the bombarding primary electrons. At low velo
city, the secondary emission factor a is less than unity. As 
the velocity increases, the energy of the primary electrons 
increases, as well and a, at a certain velocity, reaches maximum.
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With a further rise in the velocity, the energy of the primary 
electrons grows to such a degree that they penetrate deep 
into metal and spend a considerable part of their energy on 
heating this solid. The value of secondary emission factor a

Fig. 15. Photoelectronic multiplier
/ — light flux; 2 — photocathode; <V — dynodes (emitters); 4 — anode (collector); 

Rx Rz> R 3 — voltage divider for dynode supply; R 4 — load resistor.

in this case decreases. The maximum secondary emission 
factor a for some materials reaches the value of 20.

Secondary emission is used for amplification of photocurrents 
in photoelectron multipliers which are a further modification 
of the photocell (Fig. 15).

Electron multipliers were first designed and developed by 
L. A. Kubetsky, a Soviet scientist, in 1934.

Under the action of light, the photocathode emits electrons 
which are attracted by the secondary emitting electrodes or 
dynodes. The dynodes are supplied from voltage divider and 
the potential of each successive dynode is higher than that of 
the foregoing one. The stream of electrons emitted by the pho
tocathode knocks the secondary electrons out of the first dy
node; the electrons are attracted by the second dynode and also 
cause secondary emission, etc. The secondary emission factor 
of each dynode is more than unity, and therefore the electron 
flux in the multiplier grows up from dynode to dynode. The
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amplification factor of the electron multiplier is equal to the 
product of secondary emission factors of all dynodes: 

k - - 0,0,0.,......... o,r
The electron multiplier can practically have a photocurrent 

amplification factor of up to 107.
•

11. Iconoscope

The first camera tube to find practical use was the icono
scope developed in 1931 by the Soviet scientist S. I. Katayev. 
The appearance of this tube inaugurated the era of electronic 
television.

The iconoscope (Fig. 16) has a laddie-shaped glass bulb 8 
the great cylinder of which accomodates a target made of

2 3 4 -F

Fig. 16. Iconoscope
1 — lens; 2 — collector; 3 — photosensitive mosaic plate; 4 — mica; 5 — signal 
plate; 6' — second anode; 7 —deflecting coils; 8 — bulb; 9 — accelerator; JO — cont

rol electrode; 11 — first anode.

thin mica plate 4. One side of the plate is coated with light- 
sensitive mosaic 3(5 to 10 million silver globules activated by 
cesium), while the other side has a conductive sprayed metal 
coating known as signal plate 5. The cylinder of smaller
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diameter accomodates the electron gun producing a focused 
electron beam.

Positioned before the mosaic is metal ring or collector 2 
which is connected with the second anode 6 inside the tube. 
The second anode is made as a thin conductive layer of graphite 
(aquadag) applied to the inner surface of the small cylinder.

Fig. 17. Formation of picture signal in iconoscope
/ — electron beam; 2 — photomosaic grain; 3 — mica; 4 — signal plate; 5 — secon

dary electrons; 6 — collector.

Load resistor Rt is connected between the signal plate 
and the ground.

The image transmitted is projected onto the mosaic with 
the aid of lens 1.

Let us consider first of all the operation of the tube when the 
mosaic is not illuminated. The electron beam traces the mosaic 
in a definite sequence and liberates secondary electrons from 
its globules. The electron bombarding takes place at such 
a velocity that each electron knocks a secondary electron out 
of the mosaic globules. The mosaic globules which have lost 
electrons become positively charged to a value of about 3 V. 
The electrons knocked out the mosaic flow towards the 
collector.

When the mosaic is illuminated, its globules are photoemis- 
sive. The strongly illuminated portions emit lots of electrons 
and acquire a much higher positive potential.

The potential of poorly illuminated portions is lower. Thus, 
the distribution of the potential over the mosaic strictly cor
responds to the illumination. The picture being transmitted 
is recorded on the mosaic as a charge pattern.

When tracing the illuminated mosaic with electron beam 
(Fig. 17), the secondary electron emission from its different 
portions will be different. The strongly illuminated portions, 
having a higher potential, release fewer secondary electrons. 
The poorly illuminated portions produce a higher emissive
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current. Hence, the current of the secondary emission varies in 
compliance with the illumination of the mosaic. Therefore, 
that part of the current which reaches the collector also varies 
in conformity with the variation in picture illumination. Due 
to the secondary electrons knocked out of the mosaic globules, 
charge current ich of an elemqptary capacitor formed by 
a globule and a signal plate appears. This current varies accord
ing to the variation in the mosaic illumination and generates 
voltage Vsig„' of the picture signal on load resistor R t. The 
polarity of the picture signal is reverse or negative, i.e., the 
lower voltage corresponds to stronger illumination.

The capacitance between the mosaic globules and the signal 
plate is negligible and its resistance is too high for low-fre
quency currents. Therefore, there is no constant component of 
the picture signal across the iconoscope load which reproduces 
the slow variations in illumination of a picture being trans
mitted. The advantageous features of the iconoscope are its 
high definition and good transfer of brightness gradations, 
i.e., variation of brightness from point to point. The disad
vantages of the iconoscope are its low sensitivity, great over
all dimensions and specific distortions.

Up to the end of 40’s, the iconoscope was used at all tele
casting stations. At present it has almost completely been 
replaced by new camera tubes with incomparably better cha
racteristics.

12. Image Iconoscope

The image iconoscope (an iconoscope with image transfer) 
was proposed by the Soviet scientists P. V. Shmakov and 
P. V. Timofeyev in 1933. Its distinction from the iconoscope 
was the provision of an image section.

The flat face part of the image iconoscope bulb (Fig. 18) 
is covered on the inside with semitransparent photocathode 1. 
The rear end part of the tube accommodates, on a parallel with 
photocathode, target 5 made as a thin glass or mica plate 
100p thick. The reverse side of the target is coated with metal
lic film 6 which is the signal plate of the tube.

The scene being transmitted is imaged on the photocathode 
with the aid of a lens. Each portion of the cathode emits 
a number of photoelectrons that is proportional to its illumi
nation. The electric field between the photocathode and the 
collector forces the electrons to rush towards the target.
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They move along the magnetic lines of the uniform field of 
long focusing coil 2 without deflecting in any direction and 
transfer the image from the cathode to the target. The target,

Fig. 18. Constructional features of image iconoscope
1 — semitransparent photocathode; 2 — image focusing coil; 3 — photoelectrons; 
4 — collector; 5 — target; 6 — signal plate; 7 — secondary electrons; 8 — electron 

gun beam; 9 — deflecting coils; 10 — beam focusing coil; 11 — electron gun.

due to bombardment by quick electrons, emits electrons of 
secondary emission 7. Each photoelectron knocks several 
secondary electrons out of the target and a deep charge pattern 
is formed on it. The distribution of potential on the target 
depends on the illumination of the photocathode sections, 
i.e., the higher positive potential of the target sections cor
responds to the lighter sections of the cathode.

Electron gun 11 is positioned in a side branch of the bulb. 
The electron beam of the gun scanning the target knocks the 
secondary electrons out of the latter and the current of the 
secondary electron emission varies in accordance with charge 
pattern of the target. Due to the fall of secondary electrons 
onto collector 4, a signal current appears and the voltage of 
the picture signal appears on the load resistor.
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In contrast to the iconoscope, the image iconoscope is more 
sensitive and can be used for telecasting in natural illumina
tion. The disadvantages of the image iconoscope are its com
paratively large overall dimensions and specific distortions. 
At present image iconoscopes are widely used at the Soviet 
telecasting centers for studio * transmissions.

-w/13. Image Orthicon
The image orthicon-type camera tube, in contrast to the 

above-described iconoscope, and the image iconoscope, has a 
two-structure target: the picture is projected on one side of 
the target while the charge pattern produced is read off of the

Fig. 19. Constructional features of image orthicon
1 — semi-conductor photocathode; 2 — circular accelerating electrode; 3 — mesh; 
4 — target; 5 — three electrodes creating decelerating field; 6 — focusing coil; 7 — 
deflecting coils; 8 — alignment coil; 9 — collector (anode of electron gun); 10 — 

dynodes; 11 — control electrode; 12 — signal electrode; 13 — cathode.

reverse side. Such a target was developed by G. V. Braude, 
a Soviet scientist in 1939. The structural features and the con
nection diagram of the image orthicon are shown in Fig. 19.

The tube bulb consists of two glass cylinders of different 
diameters. The inner side of the larger cylinder face is coated 
with semi-transparent photocathode 1. Positioned behind it 
is circular accelerating electrode 2 having a positive poten
tial of the order of 300 V with respect to the ground. Behind 
the accelerating electrode, there is fine-mesh screen 3 compris
ing about 30 openings per one millimeter of length. It has a 
positive potential of the order of 1—3 V with respect to the 
ground. Target 4 made as a glass plate 3—5p thick is posi-
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tioned at a distance of some tens of microns from the mesh. The 
narrow portion of the bulb mounts an electron gun inside 
the secondary electron multiplier. Placed between the target 
glass and the electron gun are three circular electrodes 5 
that produce a decelerating field for the electrons emitted by 
the cathode of the electron gun. Load resistor R lf on which 
the picture signal appears, is connected to the circuit of the 
photoelectron multiplier.

The electrons emitted by the illuminated photocathode flow 
inside the tube under the action of the accelerating electric 
field between the photocathode and the accelerating elect
rode. They move along the magnetic lines of force of the long 
focusing coil 6, and the density in the photoelectron stream 
is distributed like the illumination on the photocathode.

About half of the photoelectrons is trapped by the mesh. 
However, it is impossible to distinguish the shadow of the 
mesh on the image as the mesh contains a great number of 
openings. The photoelectrons bombarding the target glass 
knock the electrons of secondary emission out of it and a charge 
pattern is formed on the target glass: the more brightly illu
minated portions have the greater positive potential. The 
secondary electrons knocked out of the target are caught by 
the mesh and do not settle on the glass. The charge pattern is 
also formed on the reverse side of the glass just as on the face 
side. This occurs as follows: the face of the glass, having lost 
the photoelectrons, becomes positively charged; then the 
negative charges in the moleculae of the target dielectric are 
displaced to the face side and the same positive potential 
appears on the reverse side of the glass as on the respective 
portion of the face side.

The electrons emitted by the cathode of electron gun pass 
through the aperture of the anode and are decelerated by 
electrodes a, b and c whose potentials are lower than those 
of the gun anode. The voltage across these electrodes is so 
selected that the electrons near the target have a velocity 
close to zero.

When the phctocathode is not illuminated, the target has 
no charge pattern and all the beam electrons, having reached 
the target, flow back to the gun.

If the photocathode is illuminated, then the target has 
a positive potential and therefore, a part of the electrons 
that have escaped from the gun will be attracted by the tar
get and deposited on it.
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The number of electrons deposited on a portion of the tar
get glass is directly proportional to the potential of this por
tion. Therefore, the number of electrons reflected from the 
glass depends on the value of its charge pattern: the higher 
the illumination of the picture portion, and the higher the 
positive potential of the respective target area, the greater 
the number of absorbed electrons and the less the number of 
reflected electrons. The motion of the reflected electrons is 
shown in Fig. 20. The flow of reflected electrons is accele
rated by electrodes a, b and c (see Fig. 19) and knocks the 
secondary electrons out of the electron gun anode. Each 
reflected electron knocks out several secondaries. The stream 
of the electrons liberated from the anode is increased with 
the aid of an electron multiplier, as shown in Fig. 20.

The manifoldly increased stream of secondary electrons 
is collected by the multiplier anode. Due to these electrons 
a current flows through the anode circuit which creates the 
signal voltage on the load resistor R,.

The image orthicon is highly sensitive.
At present tubes of the image orthicon type are widely 

used for out-of-studio transmission as well as in industrial 
and special television equipment. Some types of said tubes 
can operate in a very poor illumination, e.g., in stellar light. 
The main disadvantages of the image orthicon are a compli
cated design and difficult operation.

n/  14. Vidicon

In vidicons use is made of photoconductive effect, i.e., 
the variation in the resistance of a material when there is 
a variation in its illumination. For the first time a tube of 
this kind was developed by A. A. Chernyshev, a Soviet scien
tist, in 1925, blit due to the technological difficulties it was 
made only in 1950.

The main element of the vidicon (Fig. 21) is a semi-conduc
tor photoconductive target 3. It consists of semi-transparent 
metallic signal plate 2. and a semi-conductor film. The signal 
plate is connected to the input of picture signal amplifier. 
The tube mounts a triode electron gun. Situated between 
anode 5 and target 3 is the second anode 4 with fine-mesh metal 
decelerating screen 10 at the end. As the signal plate has a 
comparatively low positive potential, on approaching the 
target, the electrons are decelerated.
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To simplify the description, let us mentally resolve the 
target of the vidicon into a great number of elements whose area 
approximately equals the cross-section area of the electron

Fig. 21. Constructional features of vidicon
1 — light flux; 2 — signal plate; 3 — target; 4 — second anode; 5 — anode; 
6 — beam current control potentiometer; 7 — cathode; 8 — control electrode; .9 — 

electron beam; JO — decelerating screen; V — voltage across signal plate.

beam. The target element may be shown as a parallel section 
RC (Fig. 22) wherein resistance of the semi-conductor target 
portion is represented by resistor R and the capacitance be
tween both sides of the element — by capacitor C. If the tar
get is not illuminated, resistor R has the maximum value.- 
When the electron beam touches the target element, capacitor 
C is charged through resistor Rt to the voltage Vs p , i.e., 
in the dark the reverse side will have a potential equal to 
that of the cathode. If the image is projected on the target, 
then resistance of R of the target’s illuminated elements 
sharply decreases. The stronger the target element is illumi
nated, the lower is resistance of R. The capacitors C discharge 
through a shunting resistance, and the stronger the target 
element is illuminated, the lower the voltage to which the 
capacitor discharges.

The charge pattern appears on the back side of the target, 
i.e., the more strongly illuminated elements of the target 
have higher potentials. The scanning electron beam charges
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capacitors C again. The stronger the capacitor discharge, 
the greater will be the current of the charge and the higher 
the voltage that appears on resistor/?;. The current, varying 
according to the law of distribution of illumination over the

Target , elements

target surface, flows through resistor /?;. This current gene
rates the voltage of picture signal across the load resistor.

The smallness of the vidicon tube together with its high 
sensitivity, simplicity of construction make it suitable for 
use in industrial and special television equipment for repro
duction of motion picture films.

REVIEW  QUESTIONS

1. Explain the essence of photoemissive and photoconductive effects.
2. Why does secondary electron emission decrease at very high veloci

ties of the primary electrons?
3. Explain the construction and the operation of the electron multi

plier.
4. How is the charge pattern formed on the iconoscope mosaic?
5. How is the picture signal formed on the iconoscope load?
6. Explain the formation of the charge pattern on the image iconoscope 

target.
7. How is the charge pattern formed on the target of vidicon?



CHAPTER IV

TELEVISION PICTURE TUBES

15. General

The television picture tube (kinescope) is an evacuated 
enclosure made of glass or of a combination of glass and metal 
(Fig. 23).

The tube neck accommodates an electron gun. On the out
side the neck mounts the coils of the focus-deflection system. 
The faceplate of the bulb is a screen whose inside surface is

S

Fig. 23. Constructional features of picture tube
/ — electron gun; 2—neck; 3 — focusing coil; 4 — deflecting coils; 5 — bulb; 6 — 

screen; 7 — aquadag.

coated with phosphor which emits visible light when is bom
barded by electrons. The bulb cone 5 is coated inside 
with a layer of aquadag.

All modern picture tubes are provided with systems for 
electromagnetic deflection of the electron beam. It is explained 
by the fact that tubes with magnetic deflection are simple 
in design and in contrast to tubes with electrostatic deflection
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they permit, at equal size, a much greater angle of beam 
deflection, have better quality of focusing and are simple in 
operation.

In recent times tubes with electrostatic focusing have begun 
to be used more frequently; they are more profitable since 
they consume a negligibly small amount of power and offer 
the opportunity to save copper wire through the absence of 
focus coils. Moreover, electrostatic focusing requires practic
ally no adjustment during operation of a television set. 
With magnetic focusing, adjustment is obligatory since the 
heating of the coil by currents passing through it changes its 
resistance and focusing current thus disturbing the initial 
focusing of the electron beam.

16. Picture Tube Bulbs

To obtain an undistorted image on the screen the bulb 
faceplate must be spherical. Moreover, when the screen is 
spherical, the bulb can better withstand the ambient atmo-

Fig. 24. Halo formation
1 — straight light rays; 2 — luminous spot on screen; 3 — reflected light rays; 4 — 

electron beam; 5 — halo; 6 — phosphor; 7 — reflected light rays.

spheric pressure. It is known that the ambient atmospheric 
pressure is about one kilogram per one square centimetre. 
The atmospheric pressure upon a screen 30 cm in diameter is 
about 700 kgf. To withstand this pressure the bulb faceplate 
is made approximately spherical and sufficiently thick.
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At places where the electron beam impinges on the screen, 
a light spot appears. The light radiating from the luminous 
spot is reflected from the bulb walls and again strikes the 
screen. At the same time the brightness of the dark places on 
the image increases while the contrast decreases. This pheno
menon is called a flare. The ftare is considerably decreased 
by the layer of graphite that covers the bulb funnel and strong
ly absorbs the light. Moreover, due to the special shape of 
the bulb, the reflected light, after numerous reflections, falls 
on the screen considerably weakened.

The light rays radiating from the luminous spot on the 
screen, refracting, partly pass through the bulb faceplate, 
part of them are reflected from the faceplate surface, again 
fall on the screen and create a circle of light or halation around 
the luminous spot (Fig. 24). The halation enlarges the dimen
sions of the luminous spot on the screen and decreases the 
contrast of the neighbouring fine details of the picture.

The picture contrast likewise decreases due to illumination 
of the screen by external light sources, e.g., by an incandescent 
lamp that illuminates the room where the television set is 
placed. The influence of external light sources can be decreased 
by using a neutral light filter usually the smoked glass of the 
bulb screen. The rays from the luminous spot on the screen 
pass through the light filter once whereas the rays from the 
external light source pass through it twice and therefore are 
weakened twice as much.

17. Picture Tube Screens

Picture tube screens are coated inside with materials capable 
of luminescence under electron bombardment. Such materials 
are called phosphors and their property to luminesce under 
the action of electron bombardment is called fluorescence.

Phosphors of different chemical composition can have diffe
rent colours of luminescence but in the picture tubes of tele
vision receivers use is made of the compounds producing a 
white luminescence.

An important characteristic of phosphors is their luminous 
efficiency. It indicates which part of the energy of the bombard
ing electron beam is converted into visible light. Commonly, 
luminous efficiency does not exceed 10%. The remaining part 
of the energy is spent on knocking secondary electrons out 
of the screen, on heating the screen and on invisible radiation.
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To increase luminous efficiency, use is made of metallized 
screens whose inner surface of phosphor is covered with a 
mirror film of aluminium about lp thick. The bombarding

electrons freely pass through 
-4/*^ this thin film and excite 
1 phosphor luminescence. The
-120 *s a mirror for the light

rays radiating from the bom- 
100 Warded spot of the screen 

and reflects them outwards, 
i.e., the picture tube lumi- 

^  nosity (brightness) nearly 
doubles and no flare appears. 

60 Picture tubes with alumi
nized phosphor ensure much 

40 higher picture contrast as 
compared with the ordinary 

20 picture tubes. Metallized 
screens are used in tubeswith 

0 a voltage of not less than 6 
to 8 kV across the second 

c of anode. At lower accelerating 
voltages the electrons of the 
scanning beam are unable 

to break through the aluminium film.

18. Modulation Characteristic of Picture Tube

The modulation characteristic of a picture tube (Fig. 25) 
shows the dependence of beam current Ib on the control 
electrode voltage VcH. The brightness of the screen is practical
ly proportional to the beam current, therefore the modulation 
characteristic of the beam also shows the dependance of bright
ness on the control electrode voltage. The action of control 
electrode on the beam current is similar to the action of the 
electronic valve control grid on the anode current. Therefore, 
the modulation characteristic of a picture tube is analogous to 
anode-grid characteristic of the thermionic valve.

At high negative voltages across the control electrode, the 
electrons do not pass through its diaphragm, the beam current 
is zero, the tube is cut off and the screen does not luminesce. 
When the potential of the control electrode increases, the 
tube starts to luminesce. The lower portion of the modulation

Fig. 25. Modulation characteristi 
picture tube
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characteristic is curved due to decelerating action of the 
electron cloud existing between the cathode and control elec
trode. When the control electrode potential increases, the 
electron cloud gradually dissipates and the characteristic is 
rectilinear.

The modulation characteristic is used to determine the 
required value of the picture signal and to select the proper 
operation mode of the picture tube.

As is known the valve amplifier operates without nonlinear 
distortions only when the rectilinear portion of the tube cha
racteristic is used for amplifier operation. The brightness of 
the luminous spot on the picture tube screen will also vary in 
strict compliance with voltage variation of the picture signal 
only when the picture signal covers the rectilinear portion of 
the tube modulation characteristic. This is the proper opera
tion mode of the picture tube.

19. Ion Spot
For operation of the picture tube use is made of a stream 

of free electrons emitted by the cathode. But, in addition 
to the electrons, heavy positive and negative ions are also 
available in the bulb.

The positive ions are formed by the collision of the electrons 
of the beam with the residual gas molecules. They flow towards 
the cathode, destroy its active layer and decrease the service 
life of the tube. Their number is comparatively small and does 
not cause any harm.

The negative ions are emitted by the cathode and, accele
rated by the anode voltage, flow towards the tube screen 
and bombard the phosphor. The ion mass is thousands of 
times greater than the electron mass and, hence, the energy of 
the ion is much greater. At the place where the ions strike the 
screen they destroy the phosphor and reduce the light pro
duced by the screen.

In the tubes with the electrostatic deflection and electrosta
tic focusing of the beam, the electrons and the negative ions 
are equally deflected and focused as they have equal charges 
and equal field forces act on them. Therefore the ions along 
with the electrons trace the whole screen and uniformly destroy 
the phosphor.

As demonstrated in Chapter II, the force acting on the 
charge moving in the magnetic field is directly proportional 
to the charge velocity.
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The ions, whose mass is thousands of times greater than that 
of the electrons, are accelerated in the tube up to a comparative
ly low velocity and therefore the magnetic focusing and the 
magnetic deflection act on them very poorly. In tubes with 
electrostatic focusing and magnetic deflection, the ions are 
focused along with the electrons but practically are not deflec
ted by the magnetic field of deflecting coils. Thus, they 
bombard the center of the screen and destroy the phosphor 
within the boundaries of a round patch. In this place the

Fig. 26. Ion traps
a — trap with bent gun; b — trap with skewed electrostatic lens; 1 — accelerating 
electrode; 2 — fields of external auxiliary magnets; 3 — flow of negative ions; 4 — 

electron beam; 5 — first anode; 6 — electric lines of force.

screen’s light output is lower and a dark spot will be seen on the 
picture. This spot is called the ion spot.

The negative ions are neither focused nor deflected in tubes
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where magnetic deflection is combined with magnetic focus. 
They move to the screen in a divergent stream and form an 
ion spot of larger diameter.

To eliminate the ion spot, special ion traps are used.
The action of the ion traps is based on division of the path 

of the electrons and the negative* ions with the aid of a magne
tic field. In most cases use is made of ion traps that have a 
bent electron gun and a skewed electrostatic lens.

The electrons and the negative ions in the traps with bent 
guns (Fig. 26a), having passed through control and accele
ration 1 electrons tend to land on the side wall of the first 
anode 5. The field of the external magnet 2 directed perpendi
cular to the plane of the drawing bends the trajectories of 
the electrons in such a way that they move along the tube 
axis. The ions on which the magnetic field acts very poorly 
fall on the first anode 5.

Accelerating electrode / and first anode 5 of the trap with a 
skewed electrostatic lens (Fig. 266) have the skewed cuts and 
the lines of force in the space between them are directed at an 
angle to the tube axis. The trajectories of the electrons and the 
ions tending to move along the electric lines of force are bent 
in this place. The ions land on the first anode while the tra
jectories of electrons under the action of magnetic fields 2 of 
the auxiliary magnets are bent so that the electrons move 
along the tube axis and are focused in the electric field between 
the first and the second anodes or in the magnetic field of 
the focusing coil.

The magnetic field that bends the trajectories of the elec
trons is generated by special permanent magnets fitted onto 
the tube neck.

Reliable protection against the ions is the aluminium coating 
of the phosphor. The slowly moving ions are not able to break 
through the aluminium film.

Therefore modern aluminized picture tubes need no ion 
traps.

20. Main Types of Picture Tubes

Picture tubes are provided with conventional designations 
comprising four elements. The first element is the number 
indicating the diameter of the screen in centimeters if the 
screen is round, or the dimension of a screen along the diagonal 
if it is rectangular. The second element is two letters indicat-
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ing the method of the electron beam deflection. Picture tubes 
with magnetic deflection are marked with the letters J1K 
(cathode-ray, picture tube), and oscillograph tubes, with the 
letters JIO (cathode-ray, oscillograph). The third element is 
its serial number and the fourth element is a letter that indi-

Fig. 27. Tube length dependence on electron beam deflection angle

cates the colour of screen luminescence: B — white; H — green; 
A — red; B — blue; U — tricolour.

In earlier models of television sets use was made of glass 
picture tubes with round screen of the 18J1K5B, 23J1K7B 
and 31J1K2B type. All these tubes have triode electron guns, 
magnetic deflection and magnetic focusing of electron beam 
and a maximum beam deflection angle of 52°. Their design is 
similar. The cylindrical anode of the tube is connected inside 
the tube with a layer of aquadag applied to the inner surface 
of the bulb. The tube cone has a lead-out from the aquadag to 
supply the anode with high d-c voltage. The focusing coil 
along with two pairs of deflecting coils is placed in a common 
metal envelope. All the coils in combination form focus- 
deflecting system (FDS).

The 40J1K1B picture tube is of a similar design. The 
conical part of the bulb is made of metal to increase the 
mechanical strength of the tube.

The tendency to decrease tube dimensions led to the devel
opment of picture tubes with a greater angle of deflection — 
70 and 110°. The greater the angle of the electron beam deflec
tion, the shorter the tube length for the same screen dimen
sions (Fig. 27).
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Metal-glass picture tubes, the 43J1K2B and the 53JIK2B, 
as well as glass tubes, the 35J1K2B and the 43JIK3B, have a 
70° angle of beam deflection. These picture tubes are provided 
with tetrode guns, electrostatic focusing and magnetic deflec
tion of the electron beam. The negative ions are caught by a 
trap with a bent gun. *

T a b le  1
Picture Tubes. Basic Characteristics

Type of 
tube

Bulb design and 
shape of screen

A
ng

le
 o

f 
be

am
 

de
fle

c
tio

n,
 d

eg Raster di
mensions, 

mm
Focusing Operating

voltage

18J1K5B Glass, round 52 100x135 Magnetic with 
ion trap

V a = 4  kV

23/IK7B Same 52 135x180 Same V a = S  kV
31JIK7B Glass, rectangu

lar 
Same

52 180x240 Same V a = \ 0  kV

35JIK2B 70 217x288 Electrostatic 
with ion trap

V a = \ 2  kV

43J1K2B Metal-glass, rec
tangular

70 270x370 Same V a = \ 4  kV

43J1K6B Same 110 270x360 Same V a = \ 4  kV
43J1K3B Glass, rectangu

lar
70 270x360 Same V a = \ 4  kV

43J1K9B Same 110 270x360 Electrostatic V a = \ 4  kV
53/IK2B Same 70 320x440 Electrostatic 

with ion trap
V a = \ 6  kV

53JIK6B Same 110 340x455 Electrostatic Va=16 kV

Modern television receivers are equipped with picture tubes 
with a 110° angle of deflection which ensure considerable 
reduction in overall dimensions and weight of the receiver. 
The television receivers Temp-6, Temp-7, Volna, Verkhovina 
and others employ the 43J1K9B and 53JIK6B wide angle 
picture tubes. These tubes are provided with tetrode guns, 
aluminized screens, electrostatic focusing and a magnetic 
deflection system.

The basic characteristics of these picture tubes are given 
in Table 1.

The neck diameter of these tubes is only 29 mm whereas in 
tubes with a 70° angle of deflection it is 38 mm. The object 
here is to avoid an increase in power consumption by the 
deflecting coils. The increase of the electron beam deflection
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angle while the neck diameter remains the same requires an 
increase in power. If the neck diameter is reduced, the deflect
ing coils will be spaced closer to each other and at the same 
power consumption, the intensity of the deflecting magnetic 
field will rise.

The all-glass wide angle tubes do not have ion traps. Pro
tection against the ion spot is provided by aluminizing the 
screen. The shape of the screen is almost rectangular.

In 1964 the 47JIK1B and 59J1K1B all-glass wide angle, 
explosion-proof picture tubes were developed. To make the 
tube explosion-proof, the screen is coated externally with 
transparent plastic film while the bulb is upset by a strip 
along the screen’s perimeter. Such picture tubes can operate 
in television receivers without protective glasses. In design 
they are similar to the 43J1K9B and 53J1K6B picture tubes 
but their screens are more rectangular in shape. Due to improve
ments in the manufacturing process and the employment 
of high-quality materials, the service life of these picture 
tubes has been prolonged to 3000 h. The further improvement 
of technology and introduction of advanced manufacturing 
methods will in the near future make it possible to bring the 
service life of picture tubes up to 5000 h.

In the past few years work has been under way to produce a 
wide angle picture tube with a screen diagonal of 40 cm for 
3rd class television receivers. Special picture tubes for tran
sistorized receivers are also being developed.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Why is frequent adjustment unnecessary in electrostatic focusing?
2. What causes the decrease in contrast of an image on the picture tube 

screen?
3. Explain the operation of the ion trap with a bent gun.
4. Explain how the ion trap with skewed electron lens operates.
5. Name the main advantages of tubes with wide angle of beam 

deflection.



CHAPTER V

SCANNING

For successive transmission of picture elements it is ne
cessary to scan the picture. As a result of the scanning the 
picture being transmitted is resolved into separate lines whose 
combination forms a raster. The change in brightness in one 
and then another dot in the raster produces the impression 
of a picture.

The main kinds of scanning are progressive (sequential) 
scanning and interlaced scanning.

21. Progressive Scanning

During progressive scanning (Fig. 28) the electron beam 
sweeps across the screen in horizontal direction from left to 
right (active cycle of sequen
tial scanning) and having 
reached theright-hand side of 
the screen it rapidly returns 
to the left-hand side (flyback 
of sequential scanning). Fol
lowing this, the next line, 
situated below the preceding 
one, is traced in the same 
order. When the last (bot
tom) line is traced, the whole 
cycle is repeated. For scan
ning in tubes with magnetic 
beam deflection, a saw-tooth 
line frequency current it is 
applied to the horizontal de
flecting coils, while a saw-tooth field frequency current if 
(Fig. 29) is applied to the vertical deflecting coils.

Fig. 28. Progressive scan raster
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Under the action of the line current, the electron beam 
travels comparatively slowly over the screen from left to 
right and then quickly returns to the left side of the screen. 
Under the action of field current the electron beam moves 
downward (active scan) and therefore each successive line 
appears lower then the foregoing one. When the electron

beam reaches the bottom right-hand corner of the screen, 
i.e., when the entire picture has been transmitted, the beam 
quickly returns to the top left-hand corner (flyback) and scan
ning of the next picture begins.

If the line frequency is much higher than the field frequency, 
the lines are traced almost horizontal since during travel along 
the line, the field current changes slightly and vertical travel 
of the electron beam is small.

The whole complex of lines produces a rectangular raster 
on the screen. The ratio of raster width b (see Fig. 28) to 
raster height h is known as aspect ratio k :

It is impossible to obtain an ideal saw-tooth current that 
instantly drops to zero. Therefore, during the flyback (Fig. 30) 
several periods of sequential scanning are carried out and the 
electron beam travelling from bottom right-hand to top left- 
hand corner of the screen, retraces several lines. The picture
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is transmitted only during active field scanning, therefore 
for transmission of pictures only a part of the lines forming 
the raster is used. The lines traced during active scanning serve 
for picture transmission and are called active. The lines traced 
during the field scan flyback are called passive as they are 
not used for picture transmission. The total number of lines

Z
Fig. 30. Actual charts of vertical and horizontal currents during progres

sive scanning
Tv — vertical scanning period; Tv — forward stroke of vertical scanning; T~ — 
retrace stroke of vertical scanning; Z — nominal number of lines; ZUct —active lines; 

Zpass— passive lines Tg — horizontal scanning period.

traced during transmission of one picture is called the nominal 
number of lines z.

To obtain a television raster with the number of lines z, 
the current frequency of sequential scanning should be z times 
higher than that of field scanning:

f t = zff
The number of lines in a picture is a whole number and there
fore the frequency of horizontal scanning is greater than the 
frequency of vertical scanning by a whole number.

The currents of horizontal and vertical scannings should 
vary synchronously: the beginning of the scanning of the 
picture should coincide with the beginning of the scanning 
of one and the same line, otherwise the image will be unstable.
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It has been proved experimentally that in progressive 
scanning no less than 40 to 50 pictures should be transmitted 
per second. At lower frequency an undesirable flicker is ob
served.

22. Bandwidth of Picture Signal in Progressive Scanning

Let an image comprising the alternating black and white 
squares be projected onto the target of a camera tube. Each 
time the electron beam of the camera tube falls on the illumi
nated element of the target, a current pulse flows through the 
load resistor. The number of these pulses per second is the 
picture signal frequency. Each two neighbouring picture elem
ents, black and white, produce one pulse, and thus the maxi
mum picture signal frequency is one half the number of picture 
elements transmitted per second. Let z lines be transmitted 
during one cycle of vertical scanning. The minimum height 
of the picture element cannot be less than the line height. 
Thus, the picture height accommodates z picture elements. 
The picture width b=Kh (see item 21) and, hence, the picture 
width will cover K times more picture elements than the 
height, i.e., Kz elements. The total number of picture elem
ents in one picture equals the product of the number of 
elements constituting the picture height and the number of 
elements constituting its width:

N =  Kz2
According to the Soviet television standard the nominal num
ber of lines is 625 and the aspect ratio 4/3. Therefore, the 
maximum number of elements in one picture comprises:

Nmax =  - 6252 «  520,000

In one second ff fields are transmitted, therefore the 
number of picture elements transmitted in one second equals 
Kz2f/ and the highest picture signal frequency, which is 
half the number of elements transmitted per one second, 
will be:

_ W f
' h 2

When the number of lines equals 625, frequency is 50 c/s
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and aspect ratio 4/3, the highest picture signal frequency 
will be:

fh = i-.625V50 _  1 3  i 0 6 c / s = i 3 Mc/s

The lowest picture signal frequency is obtained when an 
image consisting of one white and one black line is projected 
on the target of the camera tube. Then, during one period of 
vertical scanning only one voltage pulse will appear across 
the tube load resistor. As the picture is repeated ff times 
per one second, the lowest frequency of picture signals equals 
the picture frequency and with progressive scanning is 50 c/s.

Hence, when using progressive scanning with 625 lines, 
the image occupies the bandwidth from 50 c/s to 13 Mc/s. 
It is difficult to ensure transmission of such a wide band. 
For this reason progressive scanning is not used in television 
broadcasting.

The frequency band occupied by the picture signal can be 
made considerably narrower if what is known as interlaced 
scanning is used.

23. Interlaced Scanning

In interlaced scanning (Fig. 31) each picture is transmitted 
in two steps: first, the odd lines are transmitted (Fig. 31a)

Fig. 31. Formation of raster in interlaced scanning
a — first field; b — second field; c — total frame.

and then the even ones (Fig. 316). The electron beam, after 
tracing the first line, is displaced downward for a width of 
two lines during the active scanning and after the first line it 
traces the third, the fifth, etc. Having traced half of the last 
odd line, the electron beam moves to the middle point on the 
upper edge of the target, then traces the second half of the
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unfinished last odd line and then successively traces all the 
even lines. Scanning of the last even line is finished in the 
lower left-hand corner of the target. From here the electron 
beam returns to the upper left-hand corner and the whole cycle

Fig. 32. Horizontal and vertical waveform in interlaced scanning 
a — vertical current; b — horizontal current.

is repeated. The shape of currents of vertical and horizontal 
scanning necessary in this case is illustrated in Fig. 32.

During the interlaced scanning the image consists of two 
alternately transmitted fields (see Fig. 31). However, due to 
the persistence of vision and the afterglow persistence of the 
tube, both fields are perceived as a single fused picture.

Since the image appears two times during the picture trans
mission, the frame repetition rate in interlaced scanning may 
be decreased and the pictures transmitted 25 times per second 
and not 50. This makes it possible to avoid the flickering for 
the image appears 50 times per second.

24. Frequency Spectrum of Picture Signal in Interlaced 
Scanning

A decreased frame repetition rate in interlaced scanning 
leads to the narrowing of the frequency band occupied by the 
picture signal. Since the frame repetition rate is reduced by a 
factor of two, the highest video frequency is half the sequen
tial scanning and equals 6.5 Mc/s.
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In interlaced scanning the picture is traced first by the 
odd and then by the even lines. Therefore, when transmitting 
an image consisting of one white and one black line, two 
voltage pulses of the picture signal appear across the load of 
the camera tube during one field period. Hence, the lowest 
video frequency in interlaced scanning equals a doubled frame 
repetition rate and is 50 c/s just as in sequential scanning.

Interlaced scanning makes it possible to reduce by one half 
the frequency band in television broadcasting. However, its 
realization requires complex equipment.

25. USSR Television Standard

The television standard of the USSR is given in Table 2.
T a b le  2

Basic Parameters of USSR Television Standard

Number of 
lines per 
picture

Picture
frequency,

c/s
Field frequen

cy, c/s
Line frequen

cy, c/s
Aspect
ratio

Channel 
width in 

Mc/s per s

625 25 50 15,625 4/3* 6

* The aspect ratio in modern unified T.V. sets is 5/4.

Other television standards are effective in other countries.
Most countries have the television standards that coincide 

with the USSR standard (625 lines, 25 pictures per second). 
In many countries the American standard is employed (525 
lines, 30 pictures per second). The French standard has the 
greatest number of lines per picture (819 lines, 25 pictures per 
second); the British standard has the smallest number (405 
lines, 25 pictures per second).

26. Television Test Chart

To properly evaluate the quality of the television picture, 
horizontal and vertical deflection, proper transfer of bright
ness gradations, geometric shape, etc., use is made of a tele
vision test chart (Fig. 33).

A television test chart is transmitted regularly by each 
television center several hours a day and prior to main trans
missions.
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The THT-0249 test chart is the one common for all the 
television stations of the USSR. It is a rectangle with ratio of 
sides (width to height) 4/3. The whole chart is divided into 
squares. The top and bottom squares are marked with figures 2 
to 7, while the side squares bear the letters B, B, f  and JX-

Fig. 33. Test chart THT-0249

Each square (portion of the chart) can be designated by a defi
nite combination of figures and letters. For instance, the name 
of the chart is given in square B4. For proper arrangement of 
the chart within the limits of the television screen, white 
arrows are provided in squares Ml, Bl ,  A2, E2, A7, E8, M8, 
E7. If these arrows reach the upper, lower, left or right sides 
of the screen frame, the proper aspect ratio of the image is 
ensured.

The center of the chart has a large circle. Four circles of 
medium dimensions are located one in each corner.

The circles and squares serve for evaluation of the picture’s 
geometric shape. The central circle on the chart has in it two 
horizontal and one vertical wedge that diverge from the center. 
According to these wedges the definition in the center of an 
image being transmitted can be evaluated. The same purpose 
is also served by the vertical lines under the figures 450, 500;
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550, 600. This scale of group definition is situated in squares 
H4 and JX5.

The vertical lines in squares B2y T2, B7, /7  and the wedges 
in the small circles are for determination of the definition 
along the edges of an image.

There are two vertical and two horizontal scales comprising 
10 zones of differing brightness inside the large circle. With 
the help of these scales one can determine the quality of the 
brightness transfer. A satisfactory reception of the image can 
be obtained in cases when the transmission of 6—8 gradations 
is ensured. The number of brightness gradations depends on 
the brightness and contrast of a picture. At excessive contrast 
the image tones are lost. Excessive brightness makes it impos
sible to discern fine details of the picture.

The small concentric circles in the center of the large circle 
and in squares B2, B7, JJ2 and J\7 serve evaluation of the 
quality of beam focus. If the lines of circles have the same 
thickness, this indicates the lack of astigmatism in the focus
ing system, i.e., the beam has a round cross section.

Prior to determining the parameters of a television picture, 
the television receiver should be properly adjusted. To this 
end it is necessary to obtain normal brightness and clear 
definition of the concentric circles in the center of the chart 
and in squares B2t B7, R2 and R7 . The handles for HEIGHT 
and WIDTH CONTROL are used to set the normal aspect 
ratio 4 : 3 and adjustments are made to place the white arrows 
in squares R l, B ly A 2, E2y A7, B8, R8 and E7 so that they 
touch the screen frame.

To determine the horizontal definition, it is necessary to 
determine which mark the lines on vertical wedges are oppo
site when they are seen separately. The well tuned television 
receiver provides reproduction of the lines opposite marks 
500—600 at the center of the screen and 400—450 along its 
edges.

Vertical definition is determined according to the horizon
tal wedges in the center of the screen and in its corners.

The quality of the interlaced scanning is evaluated with the 
aid of diagonal lines in squares B3 and B6. If the alternation 
of even and odd lines is correct, the diagonals are uniform and 
thin. When the lines stick to each other, the diagonals become 
thicker or steps appear in them.

In case of non-linearity of the image, the individual elem
ents of the chart are extending or contracting.
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The linearity of an image is checked separately in horizontal 
and vertical planes. For this purpose the width of the widest 
and the narrowest squares of the chart is measured. The 
horizontal non-linearity of an image is evaluated with the 
aid of non-linearity factor k which can be determined from 
the following formula:

k 2 (a — b)
a~\~b

• 100%

where a =  width of the widest square; b =  width of the nar
rowest square.

The non-linearity factor of the well tuned television set 
should not exceed 10—15%.

The vertical non-linearity is determined in a similar way by 
substituting the square height for the square width for k in 
the formula.

Six black solid rectangles in the center of the large circle 
and in squares J\3, JX6, E3 — E6 make it possible to discern 
the presence of a typical distortion known as streaking. If 
there is streaking, the grey streaks extend from the rectangles, 
which indicate a bad pass of low and medium frequencies. 
White edging on the black lines means excessive amplifica
tion of high frequencies.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is the maximum number of picture elements with the nominal 
number of 525 lines and with aspect ratio 4 : 3?

2. How is the raster formed in interlaced scanning?
3. Name the main reason for using interlaced scanning.
4. The picture tube screen diagonal is 53 cm; USSR standard. Find 

the velocity of luminous spot movement on the screen, disregarding the 
flyback time.

5. What is the highest picture signal frequency with interlaced scan
ning, according to the USSR television standard?



CHAPTER VI

COMPOSITE VIDEO SIGNAL

27. Picture Signal

When transmitting a picti 
the target of a camera tube: 
ing the target acquire dif
ferent potentials that com
ply with the distribution of 
brightness on the picture. 
The scanning electron beam 
tracing the lines precharges 
the elementary capacitors 
and through the load resis
tor there flows a current 
which generates the voltage 
of picture signal.

The picture signal may be 
negative (have negative po
larity) or positive (have 
positive polarity). When the 
signal is negative, the dark 
elements of an image corres
pond to the high voltage 
of the camera tube load, 
and the light elements, to 
low voltage. If the picture 
signal is positive, the maxi
mum voltage across the load 
appears when transmitting 
the lightest element of the 
picture.

In most camera tubes a 
signal of negative polarity 
appears on the load.

Let a picture consisting o 
strips (bars) be transmitted

re a charge pattern is formed on 
the elementary capacitors form-

(C)

Fig. 34. Formation of picture signal
a — representation of strips; b— negative 
picture signal; c — positive picture signal; 
1 — black level; 2 — white level; 3 — 

blacker-than-black region.

black, white and gray vertical 
Fig. 34a). When tracing a line
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an electron beam on the first and fourth portions of the target 
passes the regions corresponding to the darkest elements of a 
picture. The level of the signal received from the darkest 
elements of the picture is known as black level (1).

On the third and sixth portions of the target the scanning 
beam sweeps the regions corresponding to the brightest (white) 
picture elements. The level of signal received from the brightest 
details is known as white level (2). A certain mean signal level 
corresponds to the gray portions, i.e., to the second and the 
fifth portions.

Fig. 346 and c show the formation of the picture signal of 
negative and positive polarity.

The flyback of horizontal and vertical scanning is not used 
for the picture transmission. Transmitted at this time are 
the blanking and synchronizing pulses.

28. D-c Component of Picture Signal

Let us see how the picture signal changes if one and the 
same scene is transmitted but with variations in brightness 
(Fig. 35).

When the scene to be transmitted is poorly illuminated,

Fig. 35. Dependence of d-c component on picture brightness
a — dark scene; b — light scene; / — black level; 2 — white level; V n — d-c 

component of picture signal. c,u

the brightness of its light elements differ slightly from the 
dark elements. Then the signal from the picture’s bright elem
ents is almost the same in value as the signal from dark
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elements and when the picture signal is negative, its mean 
value is high.

The mean value of picture signal is its d-c component.
If the illumination of the picture transmitted is increased, 

all its elements become lighter. The black elements will 
appear to be gray, the gray elements, white and the mean value 
of the picture signal, i.e., its d-c component, will decrease.

] ia )  lb )  I

Fig. 36. Dependence of d-c component on picture content
a — picture with dark elements prevailing; b — picture with white elements pre

vailing; 1 — mack level; 2 — white level.

Hence, the d-c component of the picture signal transmits the 
mean brightness of the scene: the greater the illumination of 
the scene, the lower the d-c component.

The value of d-c component varies when the content of 
the scene changes, i. e., the ratio of its light and dark elements 
changes (Fig. 36). The larger the portion of the image occu
pied by black elements, the greater the d-c component of the 
picture signal.

When transmitting moving pictures, both their contents and 
average brightness inevitably vary and therefore the d-c 
component varies with a very low frequency, i.e., at an order 
of 2 or 3 c/s.

Signal of such low frequencies cannot be transmitted through 
the transient circuits of the amplifying stages of the transmit
ter and receiver and are inevitably lost. If a signal was trans
mitted without a d-c component, any scene regardless of its 
content, would be reproduced on the picture tube screen with 
the same mean brightness and it would be impossible to distin
guish well-illuminated pictures from dark ones. For instance,
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it would be impossible to show the variation in brightness 
during the sunrise or sunset: the brightness of a scene remains 
unchanged. To avoid this phenomenon, television devices 
employ an indirect method of transmission of the d-c compo
nent known as the method of fixing the sync pulse levels.

37. Line-sync and blanking 
pulses

1 — sync pulse; 2 — black level; 3 — 
blanking pulse; 4 — white level; 5 — 

protection zones.

29. Structure of Line-Sync Pulses

To synchronize operation of the horizontal-scanning gen
erator of transmitter and receiver and to cut off the picture tube 
for the time it takes to retrace the line, the line-sync and line

blanking pulses are transmitted 
along with the picture signal 
(Fig. 37).

The line-blanking pulses are 
transmitted at the level of 
black. The duration of the 
blanking pulse is a little longer 
than that of the line retrace 
stroke. This is necessitated by 
the following. During the 
flyback in the sequential scan
ning, spurious high-frequency 
oscillations appear in horizontal 
deflecting coils; superimposing 
themselves on the saw-tooth 

current in horizontal scanning, they disturb its linearity at 
the very beginning of the active stroke. Practice has shown 
that the beginning and the end of all lines do not lie on one 
vertical line. This is explained by the influence various kinds 
of interference have on the scanning generators. For this 
reason the vertical sides of the picture become uneven, and 
torn. To eliminate these distortions, it is necessary to cut off 
the picture tube a little before the end of the active stroke 
and to keep it cut-off until the normal mode of operation of 
the active stroke is obtained.

The synchronizing pulses are transmitted during the fly
backs in the art of superimposing on blanking pulses at a 
blacker-than-black level. The time of linearity distortion at 
the beginning of the active stroke is longer than at the end. 
Therefore, the blanking pulse is somewhat biased towards 
the end where the active stroke begins, i.e., its back porch is 
wider than the front porch.
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30. Structure of Field-Sync Pulses

As regards structure, the field pulses are more complex than 
the line-sync pulses (Fig. 38). Here we are actually dealing 
with a group of field pulses or a “field group”.

In interlaced scanning, there should be two field flybacks 
during the transmission of complete picture: the first field 
flyback, the odd numbered, follows transmission of the first 
half of the last odd line, and the second field flyback, the 
even numbered, follows transmission of the whole picture,

------- :---------------- ;
7 (b)

Fig. 38. Structural features of field pulses in interlaced scanning 
a — even field pulse; b — odd field pulse; / — black level; 2 — white level; 3 — 
equalizing pulses; 4 — field- sync pulses; 5 — line- sync pulses; 6 — picture signal; 

7 — field- blanking pulse.

i.e.. after transmission of the last even line. Each of the above 
fl\ backs has its own field- blanking pulse. The duration of both 
blanking pulses is the same and makes up about 8% of time 
of the field transmission. The difference between them is that 
the odd field- blanking pulse starts from the middle of the 
line, while the even pulse starts from the end of the line. This 
is necessary to provide an interlaced scanning.

The field- sync pulse is broken up into six individual broad 
pulses at twice line frequency of horizontal scanning. These 
pulses are simultaneously the line- sync pulses and ensure 
the synchronized horizontal scanning during the field flyback.

Positioned on both sides of the field- sync pulse are six 
equalizing pulses whose frequency is also equal to double the 
frequency of the horizontal scanning. The equalizing pulses 
provide normal mutual positioning of the lines in both fields.
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31. Main Parameters of Composite Video Signal

According to the current USSR standard, the composite 
video signal has the following parameters (in microseconds): 

Time of transmission of one complete field-blank
ing pulse .....................................................  64

Duration of line-blanking pulse....................... 10—11
Duration of line-sync pulse..............................  4.4—5.1
Duration of field-blanking p u l s e ..................  1500—1600
Duration of field-sync pulse............................. 192
Duration of equalizing p u lse ..........................2.56

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Explain the structure of the composite video signal.
2. What effect does the loss of d-c component have on the character of 

the image on picture tube screen?
3. Why must the duration of the line-blanking pulse be longer than 

the time taken by horizontal scanning flyback?
4. What is the structure of a group of field pulses?



CHAPTER VII

TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION 
/  OF TELEVISION SIGNALS

32. Wave Band Used for Television Transmissions

As shown in Chapter V, the highest frequency of picture 
signals in interlaced scanning is approximately 6.5 Mc/s. 
In the course in radio engineering we learn that with ampli
tude modulation the carrier frequency of a radio transmitter 
should be at least from 5 to 8 times higher than the frequency 
of modulation. Consequently, to transmit the picture signals 
only frequencies above 30 Me s can be used which corresponds 
to the ultra-short wave band. At present, for television broad
casting use is being made of frequencies above 50 Mc/s, 
i.e., the meter waves, and decimeter band is beginning to be 
employed.

The centimeter band is used for long-distance television 
transmissions by radio-relay lines.

33. Television Signal Frequency Band

The diagram of the frequency spectrum of the composite 
video signal is given in Fig. 39. To make simultaneous recep
tion of the picture and sound signals possible, the latter 
are transmitted at nearby frequencies. According to the 
USSR televisicn standard, the sound carrier must be 6.5 Mc/s 
higher than the picture carrier. As is known any transmitter 
operating with amplitude modulation occupies the frequency 
band equal to double the modulation frequency. The highest 
picture signal frequency in interlaced scanning equals 6.5 Mc/s, 
therefore, the picture signal ought to occupy the 13 Mc/s 
bandwidth. This is unsuitable since the existing crowdedness 
in the ether limits the number of possible television channels. 
To make the band occupied by the frequencies narrower, a
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considerable part of the lower side band of picture signal 
frequencies is suppressed with the aid of a special filter. Only 
a part of it remains that has a width equal to 1.25 Mc/s. The

Fig. 39. Frequency spectrum o ' composite television signal

upper side band of picture signal frequencies has a width 
of 6.25 Mc/s. The bandwidth occupied by the sound signal 
equals 0.5 Mc/s. Hence, the total frequency band occupied 
by television signal equals 8 Mc/s.

Since 1958 the USSR has used 12 channels for television 
broadcasting. The basic characteristics of these channels are 
given in Table 3.

T a b le  3
Basic Characteristics of Television Channels

Channel Frequency 
band, Mc/s

Picture
carrier,

Mc/s
Sound carrier,

Mc/s

1 48.5—56.5 49.75 56.25
2 58—66 59.25 65.75
3 76—84 77.25 83.75
4 84-92 85.25 91.75
5 92—100 93.25 99.75
6 174—182 175.25 191.75
7 182—190 183.25 189.25
8 190—198 191.25 197.75
9 198—206 199.25 205.75

10 206—214 207.25 213.75
11 214—222 215.25 221.75
12 222—230 223.25 229.75
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34. Equipment of Television Broadcasting Station

Television broadcasting stations produce and transmit 
television programs. The stations comprise the picture and 
sound signal transmitters, control rooms and studios (Fig. 40). 
For out-of-studio transmissions? the television stations are

Rtlay Lines

/ I / *
Cable lines

Long distance 
transmission 

unit
— (b

Relay lines

< V

VI /

television station 
Fig. 40. Block-diagram of television station

provided with mobile television stations and at places from 
which off-studio site programs are frequently transmitted 
stationary relay stations are built.

The signals from the mobile stations are transmitted to the 
telecasting stations on centimeter or decimeter waves with 
the aid of a directional aerial. A similar aerial is available 
at the television broadcasting station. These aerials have a 
narrow radiation pattern which makes it possible to use a 
low-power transmitter on the mobile station. Programs are 
exchanged between towns and cities with the aid of radio relay 
systems or cable communication . lines.

The studios are designed for the presentation of plays, con
certs, and the like. They occupy rather large areas (up to
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2000 m2) and have a good sound insulation. The studio accom
modates the transmitting television cameras. The main part 
of the camera is the camera tube. Besides the tube, the camera 
comprises a picture signal amplifier and horizontal and verti
cal scanning oscillators. The sync pulses are applied to the 
oscillators from the outside. The studio is equipped with 
microphones and illuminating devices.

The television broadcasting station also comprises a tele
cine room for transmission of motion picture films.

The picture signals are supplied from the transmitting 
camera to the control room. The control room is provided 
with the equipment for amplification and final formation of 
the television signals which are then transmitted to the modu
lator of the picture signal transmitter.

35. Block-Diagram of Television Transmitter

Television transmitter should meet much higher require
ments than radio broadcasting or communication transmitters 
for television transmitters radiate a very wide band of fre
quencies.

A simplified block-diagram of a transmitter is shown in 
Fig. 41. In the driver stage, the highly-stable crystal oscil
lator produces a low-power frequency. The frequency multi
plier stages increase the frequency of driver stage to the 
value of the carrier of the respective television channel. The 
multiplier is followed by the power amplification stages: 
preamplification and output stages.

The carrier frequency, amplified to the desired power, 
is supplied through the lower side band suppression filter 
to the feeder of the transmitting aerial.

The picture signal received from the studio control room 
is applied to the transmitter’s modulator. The output voltage 
of the modulator acts on the power amplification stage and 
modulates the amplitude of the carrier.

Line-and field-blanking and sync pulses are amplified along 
with the picture signal and together with it modulate the 
carrier frequency.

Thus, the carrier frequencies are amplitude modulated by 
the composite video signal.

Simultaneously with picture transmission, the television 
transmitting device provides transmission of sound. To this 
end, a second transmitter operating on an aerial in common
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with the picture transmitter is used. The power of the sound 
transmitter is usually 2 to 3 times lower than that of the 
picture signal transmitter.

The frequency modulator unit serves to carry out the fre
quency modulation of the master oscillator of a sound trans
mitter. The variation in amplitude of audio frequency causes 
variations in the frequencies generated by the master oscilla
tor, i.e., frequency deviation. Thus the television transmis
sion aerial simultaneously radiates into the ether two signals, 
i.e., the amplitude modulated signal with picture carrier and 
the frequency modulated sound signal.

36. General Block-Diagram of Receiver

Prior to interpreting the key diagrams of the individual 
units of a television receiver, it is necessary to become acqu
ainted with its block-diagram. Such a simplified diagram 
(Fig. 42) consists of a receiver unit, video amplifier, sync unit, 
scanning units, high-voltage and low-voltage rectifiers and 
an audio unit.

The receiver unit is designed to amplify the picture and 
sound signals received by the antenna and applied via special 
cable to the input of this unit. The receiver unit provides 
amplitude detection of a television signal and as a result the 
picture signal with all necessary pulses appears. The second 
unit is the video amplifier. Its purpose is to amplify the com
posite video signal to an amplitude of 30 to 60 V, i.e., suffi
cient to control picture tube screen brightness. The sync unit 
separates the field- and line-sync pulses from the amplified 
composite video signal, and then amplifies, separates and 
sends them to the vertical and horizontal scanning stages. 
The scanning units serve to obtain the saw-tooth currents 
controlling picture tube operation.

It is the mutual operation of the horizontal and vertical 
scanning stages, that causes the raster to appear on the picture 
tube screen. Beam sweep in horizontal direction is carried 
out by the horizontal scanning stage and in vertical direction, 
by the vertical scanning stage.

The high-voltage supply of the picture tube anode is pro
vided by operation of the horizontal scanning stage.

The frequency detection of sound signals takes place in the 
audio unit and the audio ferquency is amplified to a level 
ensuring the normal operation of a loudspeaker.
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37. Block-Diagram of Tuned Radio-Frequency Receiver

Some television receivers are made according to straight 
(tuned radio frequency) amplification. This means that the 
picture and sound signals supplied from the antenna are 
amplified together throughout the entire high-frequency chan
nel and their separation takes place at the output of video 
amplifier. The high-frequency amplifier in the given circuit 
arrangement (Fig. 43) is common for the picture and sound 
carriers. At the video detector output along with the picture 
signal a difference frequency of picture and sound carriers 
appears which is equal to 6.5 Mc/s. Its appearance is due to 
the beats between the frequencies of picture and sound carri
ers and it is amplitude modulated by the picture and fre
quency modulated by the sound.

The difference frequency voltage obtained is also supplied 
to the video signal amplifier, amplified therein together with 
the video signal and applied through the amplitude limiter to 
FM discriminator. Here, the frequency modulated oscillations 
of difference frequency are transformed into an audio frequency 
signal amplified in the low-frequency amplifier unit and 
applied to a loudspeaker.

From the video amplifier unit, the voltage is applied to 
the control electrode of the picture tube and to the synchro
nization unit.

The straight receivers are simple in design but are of low 
sensitivity and selectivity in the audio and picture channels. 
This hampers high-quality reception of television programs 
at distances over 25 to 30 km from the transmitting aerial. 
To ensure the required sensitivity, such receivers should 
have several high-frequency amplification stages and for a 
greater number of channels, simultaneous retuning of several 
high-frequency stages when switching the programs is com
plicated matter.

Soviet industry produced only one type of straight tele
vision receivers. This was KBH, the tuner receiver and some 
of its modifications, popular in its time. At present, only 
superheterodyne television receivers are manufactured.

38. Block-Diagram of Split-Sound Superheterodyne Receiver

Some television receivers are made as split-sound superhe
terodyne sets (Fig. 44).
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In receivers of this art, sound and picture signals are applied 
to the common high-frequency amplifier stage, are slightly 
amplified and applied to the mixer stage. At the same time 
the mixer is also supplied with high voltage generated by its 
own generator, or superheterodyne. Due to mixing of oscilla
tions of sound and picture carri* frequencies with the hetero
dyne frequency, sound and picture intermediate-frequency 
voltages appear. These voltages are amplified in two indepen
dent channels, or sound and picture i-f amplifiers.

The intermediate frequencies thus obtained retain the arts 
of modulation, i.e., amplitude modulation of picture inter
mediate frequency and frequency modulation of sound inter
mediate frequency. The other stages operate in a manner simi
lar to the stages of straight receivers.

The standard value of the picture intermediate frequency 
equals 34.25 Mc/s and the sound intermediate frequency is 
27.75 Mc/s. The new unified receivers employ intermediate 
frequencies of picture and sound equal to 38 and 31.5 Mc/s, 
respectively.

The split- sound circuit of the receivers assures high se
lectivity and sensitivity in audio and picture channels but has 
a significant disadvantage such as a considerable decrease in 
the sound amplification at heterodyne frequency drift. At 
temperature fluctuations the frequency inevitably varies and 
this brings about changes in picture and audio intermediate 
frequencies. The heterodyne frequency drift may constitute 
several tens kilocycles and by the same value the intermediate 
frequencies of picture and audio signals change. Such a change 
in the intermediate frequencies will not affect the image repro
duced since the circuits of the i-f picture amplifier (RFA) 
pass the band of frequencies up to 5.5 Mc/s wide. The passband 
of the audio RFA circuit makes up about 200 to 300 Kc/s 
and at a great heterodyne frequency drift the audio interme
diate frequency may deviate from the passband which leads 
to a considerable decrease in amplification of signals with 
intermediate frequencies of sound. An intercarrier sound su
perheterodyne receiver is free of this disadvantage.

39. Block-Diagram of Intercarrier Sound Superheterodyne
Receiver

In the intercarrier superheterodyne television receivers 
(Fig. 45), due to the beats between the heterodyne frequency
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and the sound and picture carriers, the voltages of two diffe
rence intermediate frequencies of sound fLs and of picture 
fip appear. These frequenc es differ by 6.5 Mc/s. Both volt
ages are amplified by a common i-f amplifier which is tuned for 
i-f picture signals but due to the wide passband it also ampli
fies the voltage of i-f audio sighal The i-f signal is detected 
by the amplitude detector at whose output, as pointed out 
earlier, the difference voltage of 6.5 Mc/s, modulated by 
audio frequency and by picture signal amplitude, appears 
due to the beats between the audio and picture intermediate 
frequencies. Along with the picture signal this voltage is 
amplified in picture signal amplification stages. The voltage 
of difference frequency with the aid of a filter tuned to the 
6.5 Mc/s frequency is applied to the audio channel and the 
picture signal is applied to the picture tube. The advantageous 
feature of the intercarrier receiver is its high stability of 
sound reception. When the heterodyne frequency changes, 
both intermediate frequencies change by the same value and 
the difference frequency 6.5 Me s, to which the limiter cir
cuits are tuned, remains constant.

Moreover, the number of valves is reduced as at an interme
diate frequency of 6.5 Mc/s the valves ensure higher ampli
fication at one stage than at a frequency of 27.75 Mc/s and 
the signal pre-amplified in the channel of picture RFA is 
applied to audio RFA. Most modern television receivers are 
made according to intercarrier scheme.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Why have ultra-short waves been selected for television broad
casting?

2. Explain the operation of intercarrier superheterodyne receiver.
3. How does the split- sound superheterodyne receiver operate?
4. Why does the sound reception in split-sound television receivers 

become worse when the heterodyne frequency drifts?



CHAPTER VIII

SCANNING OSCILLATORS

40. Generation of Saw-Tooth Voltages

Vertical and horizontal deflection of the electron beam in 
television receivers is carried out with the aid of saw-tooth

Kn

(a)
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! 
v
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(b)

Fig. 46. Saw-tooth voltage 
generating circuit 

a — charge of capacitor C; I) — dis
charge of capacitor C; c — oscillo
grams of voltages in circuit; 
control pulses; V,n — voltage at 
circuit input; trigger voltage
of valve; E Q 
V r  — voltage

negative grid bias; 
on capacitor C.

currents or voltages gen
erated by the scanning de
vices, or by the horizon
tal and vertical scanning 
oscillators.

Such saw-tooth voltage (or current) should rise slowly 
according to the law of linearity and then quickly drop 
downward.

The saw-tooth voltage is obtained by use of the valve 
charge-discharge circuit (Fig. 46).

The control grid of the valve is supplied with positive 
control pulses. During the pulse action a grid current flows
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which causes a drop in voltage on resistor Rg and charges 
capacitor Cg so that the valve grid is supplied only with the 
negative bia*s voltage. The values of R g and Cg are so selected 
as to cut off the valve during the intervals between the control 
pulses. In this case the anode resistance is infinitely high and 
the voltage between the valve anode and cathode is equal to 
the voltage of the anode source Ea. Capacitor C slowly becomes 
charged to voltage Ea through high resistance of R n. When 
a positive control pulse is applied to the valve control grid, 
the valve is triggered, its anode resistance drops and the anode 
current appears. This current generates the voltage drop on 
resistor R a:

Vr^ - L R *
The voltage between the anode and the cathode of the valve 
decreases by the value of the voltage drop on Ra:

Va^ E a — IaRa
Via comparatively low anode resistance of the triggered valve 
capacitor C rapidly discharges.

When the pulse stops acting, the valve is cut off and it 
starts to charge capacitor C again.

The period of generated saw-tooth voltage is equal to the 
time interval between two positive control pulses. With the 
aid of circuit CxRlt the saw-tooth a-c component is separated 
from the d-c component and is applied to the next stage.

When charging the capacitor through the resistance the 
voltage on its plates increases along the curve known as 
exponent. The initial part of this curve is almost rectilinear 
and then, when the charging of the capacitor is almost fin
ished, the voltage rise is slower and does not proceed according 
to the law of rectilinearity. The movement of the electron beam 
along the line or field should be strictly uniform, without 
accelerations or decelerations, otherwise some portions of 
the line will be brighter (at beam deceleration) and some, dark
er (at acceleration). Besides, non-unifcrm motion of the 
beam over the screen produces a distorted image: on the part 
where the beam motion is accelerated the image streaks and 
on the part where the beam decelerates the image will be 
contracted. Therefore, the d-c time component of charging 
chain R aC is selected so that the capacitor voltage during the 
time interval between two control pulses rises almost recti- 
linearly.
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41. Generation of Saw-Tooth Currents

To obtain a scanning in tubes with electromagnetic electron 
beam deflection, a saw-tooth current must flow through the 
deflecting coils. Let us determine what voltage must be 
applied to the deflecting coils to achieve this.

Fig. 47. Equivalent circuit of coil and chart of voltages on portions of 
circuit with saw-tooth current flow
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Let us assume that a saw-tooth current flows through the 
coils (Fig. 47.). Each coil, apart from inductance, has a resis
tance. Thus, coils may be assumed to be a series connection 
of inductance and resistance. The waveform of the voltage 
across resistance Vr is the same as the waveform of current. 
For simplicity, let us assume th«t during the active and re
trace strokes the current in the coils varies according to the 
law of rectilinearitv. At linear current variations, i. e., at a 
uniform rise or drop, the e.m. f. of coil self-inductance is 
constant since the rate of current variation is also constant:

During the active stroke, when the current rises, the e.m.f. 
of self-inductance prevents it from rising and therefore is 
directed towards it. On the retrace stroke, the e.m.f. of self
inductance prevents the current from dropping and has the 
same direction as the current. Since the rate of current varia
tion on the retrace stroke — is higher than on the active

stroke -r^— , then the e.m.f. of self-inductance on the retrace
stroke is higher. The voltage of the inductance is equal in 
value and opposite in sign to the e.m.f. of self-inductance:

V , . = - e L
The voltage that must be applied to the coil is equal to 

the sum of voltages of inductance and resistance. This 
voltage has trapezoidal or saw-tooth pulse waveform.

42. Generation of Saw-Tooth Pulse Voltages

To obtain a saw-tooth pulse voltage, resistor R should 
be connected in series to capacitor C between the anode and 
the cathode of a discharge valve (Fig. 48).

As in the previous instance (see Fig. 46), the capacitor is 
slowly charged through high resistor R a and additional re
sistor R and quickly discharges through resistor R and the 
anode resistance of the unlocked valve.

For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that capacitor C 
is charged and discharged by a current of constant value. 
During the charging, the capacitor plates will accumulate the 
charge:

Q  ̂chi ch
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When discharging, the capacitor releases this charge:
Q idisch ^disch

Since the charging time is much longer than the discharge 
time, the discharge current is higher than of the charge cur
rent.

When charging the capacitor, the small charge current gen
erates a small positive voltage at resistor R. When the

Fig. 48. Formation of saw-tooth pulse voltage 
a — diagram of generating stage; b — voltage oscillograms.

discharge starts, the direction of current flow through re
sistor R reverses and the value of current sharply increases. 
Now voltage VR is negative and much higher than at charg
ing. A saw-tooth voltage Vc appears on capacitor C. The 
output voltage Voni, which is equal to VC+VR has a saw
tooth pulse waveform.

43. Application and Operation of Blocking Oscillator

As described earlier, the charge-discharge circuit operates 
only when a control pulse voltage is available. Such voltage 
in television systems is the sync pulses supplied by a trans
mitter along with the picture signal.

However, a scanning system employing the sync pulses
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of transmitters would operate very unstably. The discharge 
valve could be triggered by any accidental pulse just as by a 
sync pulse, and the scanning synchronization of the receiver 
and transmitter would be disturbed. Moreover, the television 
receivers should also have a seaming system for cases when

Fig. 49. Blocking oscillator
a — circuit arrangement of 
blocking oscillator; b — oscil
lograms of voltages and cur

rents in circuit.

no program is transmitted (for checking and tuning). For 
example, high voltage is generated in the horizontal scanning 
unit to supply the picture tube anode and if it does not work, 
the tube screen will not glow. The role of the control pulse 
sending unit in the television receiver circuit can be played 
by a device known as a blocking oscillator (Fig. 49).

The blocking oscillator differs from the conventional self- 
excited oscillator in that it has no tuned circuits. It operates 
at high positive feedback between the anode circuits and the 
control grid of the valve. The feedback is carried out with 
the aid of a transformer. The blocking transformer coils Lx 
and L2 are counter connected, i.e., in such a way that with a 
rise in anode current the valve grid is supplied with positive 
voltage from coil L2.
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Usually the leads of conventional blocking transformers 
are marked with figures or with conventional coloured signs.

Let us examine the processes that take place during the 
operation of a blocking oscillator. Suppose that capacitor 
Cg, due to previous operation of the oscillator, is charged 
to a certain voltage Vg and the negative voltage is applied 
from the capacitor plates to the valve control grid. Suppose,

Fig. 50. Blocking oscillator with charge-discharge circuit
a — circuit diagram of blocking oscillator; b — charge of capacitor Cx at low (1) 

and high (2) time constants of charging circuit.

also, that this voltage is sufficiently high and the tube is 
blocked. Then the capacitor will discharge through resistor 
R g and through the transformer secondary winding.

As the capacitor discharges, the negative bias voltage 
drops and approaches the trigger level of valve Vir. As soon
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as the valve is triggered, anode current ia appears. The mag
netic field formed by the rising anode current induces a vol
tage in coil L 2 which is applied with positive polarity to the 
valve grid through capacitor Cg.

The positive voltage of the control grid will cause a still 
greater rise of anode current. Jt grid current also appears.

The anode current grows very rapidly and the positive 
voltage applied from coil L? to the valve grid grows just as 
rapidly. Along with the rise in the grid voltage there is a 
growth in the grid current also. It charges capacitor Cg 
and causes a drop in voltage on resistor R g preblocking the 
valve. As the grid current 
increases, the anode cur
rent rise slows down and 
then stops completely.
The valve is saturated 
with anode current and 
loses its amplifying pro
perties. Thecircuitof po
sitive feedback is broken 
and the anode current 
starts to decrease.

When the anode current 
decreases, a voltage is in
duced in coil L 2, this volt
age being applied with 
negative polarity to the 
valve grid and the valve 
is quickly blocked, where
upon the processes de
scribed are repeated.

The frequency of the 
blocking oscillator is determined by the time constant of 
circuit CgR g. The higher Cg and R gy the longer the 
discharge of capacitor Cg through resistor R g> and the 
longer the time interval between two successive pulses 
and the lower the pulse repetition rate. To change the 
frequency, resistor R g is made variable and its handle is 
brought out.

To simplify the circuit of conventional television receiv
ers, the discharging circuit is not made as a separate stage 
but is connected directly to the blocking oscillator circuit, 
and its valve is simultaneously the discharging valve. A cir-

Fig. 51. Synchronization of blocking os
cillator by positive sync pulses
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cuit of that art is shown in Fig. 50a. Here C, and R x comprise 
a charging circuit. A saw-tooth pulse voltage is supplied 
from capacitor Cx. The value of the saw-tooth pulse voltage 
is adjusted by potentiometer Rch. The lower Rch is, the 
higher the voltage to which C\ is charged and the greater the 
amplitude of the pulses.

To increase the linearity of saw-tooth voltage, the blocking 
oscillators operating in vertical scanning stages are supplied 
with higher anode voltage. The higher the anode voltage Eai the 
higher the charging resistance can be, and the time constant 
of charging circuit in this case increases. The voltage of the 
capacitor will rise relatively slowly and its saw-tooth voltage 
will be more linear (Fig. 50*?).

44. Synchronization of Blocking Oscillator
Blocking oscillators have a highly unstable frequency and 

their mode of operation is not independent but synchronized. 
The blocking oscillator is operated by positive sync pulses 
applied to the valve control grid through capacitor Co (see 
Fig. 50a). The principle according to which the blocking oscil
lator is synchronized bv positive sync pulses is shown in 
Fig. 51.

When there is a small difference between the blocking 
oscillator frequency and the frequency of sync pulses, the 
positive sync pulses increase the potential at the control grid, 
the valve is triggered the instant the pulse is applied, and the 
blocking oscillator operates in step with the respective scan
ning oscillator of the transmitter.

To synchronize the oscillator, its natural frequency should 
be lower than the frequency of sync pulses, otherwise the valve 
of the blocking oscillator triggered by sync pulses will be 
triggered before the next pulse is applied and no synchroni
zation will be obtained.

45. Blocking Oscillator with Positive Grid
The stability of the blocking oscillator pulse repetition 

rate can be increased by employing a circuit with a positive 
grid (Fig. 52a). In this case resistor R is connected between 
the positive pole of the anode source and the control grid.

At the moment the anode source is switched on, the increas
ing anode current generates pulse voltage at Lx which is 
applied to the valve anode by minus. As the transformer 
windings are counterconnected, the control grid is supplied
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With positive voltage from L 2. A grid current appears which 
flows along the grid-cathode-L2-Cygrid circuit and charges 
capacitor Cg so that a negative voltage, cutting off the valve, 
is applied from the capacitor to the grid. Now capacitor Cg 
will be charged through resistor R to the voltage of anode 
source Ea. In a standard blocking oscillator circuit the grid 
voltage tends to fall to zero when the valve is cut off (Fig. 52b). 
In a blocking oscillator with a positive grid it tends to a higher 
positive Ea.

If the time constants in both circuits are equal then the 
voltage at the capacitor tends towards a higher value, rises

Fig. 52. Blocking oscillator with positive grid
a — circuit diagram of blocking oscillator; b — oscillograms of voltages at control 
grid of valve; / — for conventional blocking oscillator; 2 — for blocking oscillator

with positive grid.

more sharply and therefore, at equal instability of the trigger 
voltage AV1r the instability of the pulse repetition rate 
AT will be less.

46. Shock-Excited Blocking Oscillator
The stability of operation of a blocking oscillator can be 

increased if use is made of a shock-excited or ringing circuit 
(Fig. 53a).
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The magnetic field of a shock-excited coil, when charging 
the capacitor Cg with the grid current of a blocking oscillator 
valve, accumulates energy. When the valve is blocked, at
tenuating natural sinusoidal oscillations appear in the coil. 
The coil is designed so that the period of its natural oscilla
tions is a little greater than that of the blocking oscillator.

The sinusoidal oscillation voltages Vc in the coil are added 
to the slowly rising voltage at the valve control grid and the 
resultant voltage Vg at the grid is shaped as shown in Fig. 53b. 
The moment before the triggering operation of the blocking 
oscillator valve, the voltage at the valve grid rises more 
quickly than in a network without a shock-excited circuit.

Fig. 53. Shock-excited blocking oscillator
a — circuit diagram of blocking oscillator; b — oscillogram of voltage at control

grid of valve.

Therefore, in a shock-excited circuit, just as in a circuit with 
a positive grid, when instability of trigger voltage is equal, 
the instability of the rate of pulse repetition will be less 
than in circuits with the conventional blocking oscillator.
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47. Cathode-Coupled Multivibrator

To obtain control pulses of line frequency, in television 
receivers cathode-coupled multivibrators are also used. In 
the cathode-coupled multivibrator circuit valves VI and V2 
are coupled through a com- • 
mon cathode resistor R c 
from which the negative 
voltage is applied to the con
trol grid of VI. The opera
tion of the circuit is given 
in the diagrams of Fig. 54 
b, c, d.

Assume that for some 
reason the anode current of 
valve V/has increased. Then 
the drop in voltage at resistor 
R ai increases and the voltage 
Va' at the anodeof valve VI 
decreases. This leads to dis
charge of capacitor C through 
the anode resistance of 
valve VI and resistor Rg,. On 
resistor Rg„ a negative volt
age appears which decreases 
the anode current of valve 
V2 thus leading to a de
crease in negative voltage 
on R c. This, in turn, will 
result in a much greater rise 
of the anode current of valve 
VI and further lowering of 
the voltage on its anode. The 
negative voltage generated 
at Rgl by the discharge cur
rent of capacitor C quickly 
cuts off valve V2. When 
valve V2 is blocked, the 
anode current of valve VI 
reaches its maximum, as the 
negative voltage on R c will 
be minimum.

Valve V2 remains blocked for a

Id)
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Fig. 54. Cathode-coupled multivi
brator

a — multivibrator circuit diagram; b — 
oscillogram of voltage at anode of valve 
VI; c — oscillogram of voltage at anode 
of valve V2; d — oscillogram of voltage 
at grid of valve V2\ t x — cut-off moment 
of valve V2; t2 — cut-off moment of valve 
VI and triggering of valve V2\ /3 -cut-off 
moment of valve V2 and triggering of 
valve VI; V̂ r— trigger voltage of valve V2.

while due to the nega
te l



tive voltage generated by the discharge current of ca
pacitor C at Rg2. The discharge current gradually decreases, the 
negative voltage at Rg2 drops and valve V2 is triggered. The ap
pearance of the anode current of this valve leads to an increase 
in the negative voltage at R c. This causes the anode current of 
valve VI to decrease and the voltage on its anode to increase. 
Then capacitor C is charged from the circuit plus Ea, R ai, C, 
R g2yR C) minusE (l. The charge current of capacitor C generates 
the positive voltage on R g2 due to which the anode current 
of valve V2 rises very rapidly.

As a result of the rise in current in the drop in voltage on 
R c increases, the negative voltage on the grid of valve VI 
becomes higher and the valve is quickly blocked.

By this time the charging of capacitor C comes to an end. 
The positive voltage on R g2 decreases and the anode current 
of valve V2 falls. The negative voltage on R c decreases as 
well, and valve VI is triggered. The anode current of valve VI 
increases while the voltage on its anode decreases. Then capac
itor C discharges through valve VI and resistor R g2, and the 
cycle repeats itself.

The multivibrator generates short pulses suitable to con
trol the discharge valve.

If capacitor Cx is connected to the anode of valve V2 then a 
saw-tooth voltage will appear at the circuit output.

The multivibrator needs two triodes but does not have 
highly expensive transformers, its manufacture and adjust
ment are simpler.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Explain the generation of saw-tooth voltages with the aid of a 
discharge valve.

2. How is saw-tooth pulse voltage obtained?
3. How will an image be distorted if the horizontal scanning current 

is non-linear?
4. How does the character of an image change when the vertical scan

ning current is distorted?
5. Will the blocking oscillator operate if the position of the taps of 

one of the transformer windings is changed?
6. How is the frequency of the blocking oscillator synchronized?
7. Why is the operation of a blocking oscillator with positive grid more 

stable than that of a conventional blocking oscillator?
8. Explain how the cathode-coupled multivibrator operates.



CHAPTER IX

OUTPUT STAGES OF SCANNING OSCILLATORS

48. Vertical Scanning Unit

For realization of vertical scanning a saw-tooth current 
of 50 c s must be applied to the vertical deflecting coils.

During the scanning cycle the deflecting saw-tooth current 
loses a certain amount of power in the vertical scanning coils. 
The power of the saw-tooth pulse oscillations developed by 
blocking oscillators or multivibrators is low. Therefore, 
besides the master oscillator, the vertical scanning unit should 
be provided with an output stage with a power amplifying 
mode of operation.

The saw-tooth voltage comprises a great number of har
monics which should be equally amplified by the output stage 
of the scanning unit otherwise the linearity of the saw-tooth 
current will be disturbed and the image on the screen will 
be distorted. For this reason, the output stage of the scanning 
unit must be provided with a passband of appropriate 
width.

The deflecting coils have a certain interturn capacitance 
and this capacitance along with the inductance form an oscil
latory circuit.

During the active scanning stroke, when the current in 
the coils increases, energy is stored in the magnetic field of 
the coils.

During the retrace stroke when the current drops rapidly, 
the energy of the magnetic field is converted into energy of 
the electric field of stray capacitance and natural attenuating 
oscillations appear in the circuit. If the Q-factor of the circuit 
is sufficiently high, then during the retrace stroke these 
oscillations do not attenuate and continue during the active 
stroke also.

The current of parasites is superimposed on the active 
stroke current, and the linearity of scanning is distorted.
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To supress the parasites so called damping (absorbing) 
resistors connected in parallel to the vertical coils are 
provided. These resistors decrease the quality of the circuit 
and the stray oscillations attenuate during the retrace stroke.

49. Vertical Output Stage with Direct Coupling

The vertical deflection coils can be of high resistance (multi
turn) or of low resistance (have a small number of turns).

The strength of the deflecting magnetic field is directly 
proportional to the product of deflecting current and the

Fig. 55. Circuit of vertical scanning output stage with direct coupling

number of coil turns. Therefore, high resistance coils can be 
connected directly to the anode circuit of the output valve: 
if there is a great number of turns, a comparatively low anode 
current may produce a sufficiently strong deflecting magnetic 
field. A circuit in which the deflection coils are connected di
rectly to the anode circuit of the output valve is called a cir
cuit with direct coupling (Fig. 55).

In this circuit, the vertical deflection coils L c are connected 
to the diagonal of an electric bridge whose arms are the anode 
resistors R u R 2, R 3 and coil L. Coil L serves to facilitate the 
flow of saw-tooth current a-c component through the deflection 
coils and not through the low anode resistance of the anode 
source. Therefore, coil inductance should be much higher 
than the inductance of the deflecting coils.
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As pointed out above, to develop a. saw-tooth current in 
coils, a pulse saw-tooth voltage should be applied to the valve 
control grid.

Besides the saw-tooth alternating current, a direct current 
w lose value and direction depend on the position of slider 
o.i variable resistor R 2 will flow#through the deflection coils 
L c. If the slider is in a position where the d-c potential at 
point b is equal to the potential at point a, the bridge is bal
anced and the direct current does not flow through the deflection 
coils. If the slider is shifted above the balance point of the 
bridge, the potential at point b will be higher than at point a 
and the direct current flowing through the deflection coils 
will have a right to left direction. The farther the slider moves 
from the balance point, the higher the direct current flowing 
through the deflection coils. If the slider is displaced below the 
balance point, the potential at point a will be higher than at 
point b and the direct current will flow through L c from left to 
r/ght. When the direct current flows, the magnetic flux of the 
deflection coils has a d-c component w'hich produces a constant 
displacement of the electron beam. The d-c component of 
the magnetic flux is used for centering an image on the picture 
tube screen.

To eliminate the influence of the slider position on the 
value of thesaw7-tooth current in the coils, the slider is ground
ed through a high capacitance capacitor C. Therefore the 
a-c potential at point b is practically nil, the potential differ
ence between points a and b at different positions of the slid
er is constant and the saw-tooth current amplitude in coils 
does not change. When centering, the field size remains con
stant.

In picture tubes with electrostatic focusing the centering 
is carried out with the aid of two special permanent magnets 
fit onto the tube neck.

Stages with direct coupling are not used in modern tele
vision sets due to their high price and the poor reliability 
of high-resistance multiturn coils.

50. Vertical Output Stage with Output-Transformer Coupling

If the low-resistance (with low turn ratio) deflection coils 
are directly connected to the anode circuit of the output valve 
of vertical scanning stage, then, due to the small number of 
turns in the coils, a very high voltage will be necessary to
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obtain the required strength in the magnetic field. To obtain the 
high current, one could use bulky and highly expensive output 
valves in the output stage. However, it is possible to employ 
the conventional valves if the low-resistance deflection coils 
are connected through the step-down transformer to the valve 
anode circuit. As is known, the currents in transformer wind
ings are reversely proportional to the number of turns in 
the windings.

l o  __  (0 t

i\ — o>2
In the step-down transformer the number of turns in primary 
winding co! is greater than in the secondary winding (o2 and, 
therefore, current i 2 in the secondary winding is higher than 
current ix in the primary winding. Having properly selected 
the transformation ratio

it is possible to obtain a sufficiently strong magnetic deflecting 
field with a small number of turns in the deflecting coils.

Fig. 56. Circuit diagram of vertical scanning output stage with transform
er output 

Rfl — damping resistors.

The output stage in which the deflecting coils are connected 
through a step-down transformer to the output valve anode 
circuit is called a stage with transformer output (Fig. 56).

At present industry produces television receivers with 
picture tubes that have a beam deflection angle equal to 70 or 
110°. To obtain such a deflection, a high current is needed at
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the output of the vertical deflection stage. A high current is 
produced with the aid of almost monotype circuits assembled of 
standard elements. Such elements include a transformer for 
vertical blocking oscillator, a vertical output transformer, 
and a combined deflecting system for vertical and horizontal 
deflection. #

A peculiar feature of most vertical scanning circuits is the 
stepped-up voltage of an order of 500—700 V applied to the 
anode of the master oscillator. A rise in the voltage supplying 
the charge capacitor improves the linearity of the saw-tooth 
current which, in its turn, decreases the distortion of the 
image being received.

51. Correction of Voltage Saw-Tooth Waveform in Vertical 
Scanning Unit

The image vertical size is adjusted by adjusting the peak- 
to-peak value of the saw-tooth current in vertical deflecting

coils. To this end saw-tooth voltage is applied from the charge 
capacitor through dividing capacitor C to the potentiometer 
whose slider is actuated by the VERTICAL SIZE CONTROL 
handle (Fig. 57).

Between the grid lead of the output stage valve and the 
receiver frame there appears the stray capacitance Qsfr which 
shunts the lower part of the potentiometer in high-frequency
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components of saw-tooth voltage. The resistance of the lower 
limit of the potentiometer to high-frequency harmonics de
creases due to stray capacitance; there is also a drop in the 
voltage produced by these harmonics in the lower limit of 
the potentiometer. The sloping of higher harmonics leads to 
the rounding of the saw-tooth voltage at its peak and this 
causes image distortion.

By introducing an additional compensating capacitor Cci 
the influence of the stray capacitance is compensated since 
the drop in the voltage of the high-frequency component of 
the saw-tooth current in the upper arm of the divider decreases 
and increases, accordingly, in the lower arm. But this is not 
the only type of compensation applied in practical circuits. 
Inserted between the divider and the tube control grid is an 
additional compensating circuit. It consists of capacitor CC2 
and resistors R c and R g. Network CV2R c along with leak 
resistor R g forms an additional voltage divider that steeply 
slopes the highest frequencies in its upper arm and stepping 
them up in the lower arm.

In the transformer circuit of the vertical output stage con
siderable distortions of saw-tooth current linearity are caused 
by the output transformer itself. These distortions are compen
sated by the frequency-modulated feedback circuit C/*,, Rfb, 
Rz which decreases the stage amplification factor at high 
frequencies and smoothes out its frequency characteristic.

52. Simplified Circuit Diagram of Vertical Scanning Stage

The vertical scanning unit of the Record television receiver 
(Fig. 58) may be considered as typical. It consists of master 
and output stages. The master stage occupies the right-hand 
half of valve 6Hin according to the circuit arrangement of 
the blocking oscillator with discharge circuit. The output 
stage employs the bantam output pentode 6111411.

The blocking oscillator circuit elements Cu , R lx and Rl2 
define its frequency. The natural frequency of the oscillator 
is set by resistor R12 and approximately equals the frequency 
of the vertical sync pulses of the transmitter so that the opera
tion of the blocking oscillator is synchronized. The oscillator 
anode is supplied with a voltage of 500 V through the charge 
resistor R2G. The saw-tooth control voltage is derived from ca
pacitor C15 and applied through coupling capacitor C4to volt-
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age divider R 3R 4. Variable resistor R 3 controls the vertical 
size.

Capacitor C6 and circuit C7R b are compensating devices. 
To improve the vertical linearity, the output stage anode is 
coupled to the control grid circuit of valve 61114II by the volt-

Fig. 58. Simplified circuit diagram of vertical scanning unit in R ecord  
television receiver

age negative feedback; the value of the coupling is controlled 
by resistor R9. The frequency-modulated negative feedback 
circuit equalizes the frequency characteristic of the output 
stage.

The normal mode of operation of the output stage is main
tained by the automatically generated bias voltage. This 
voltage is generated on cathode resistor R10 by the valve cur
rent. Connected in parallel to resistor R10 is electrolytic ca
pacitor C9. The circuit R l()C9 with a high d-c time constant 
is formed, thus permitting stabilization of the grid bias voltage 
since this circuit cannot respond to quick changes in anode 
current, and its voltage during quick changes in anode cur
rent remains constant.

The standardized frame transformer serves as the load of 
the output stage. Its primary winding is shunted by resistor 
/?4n which damps the parasitic oscillations during the flyback.

After coupling capacitor C4, the saw-tooth voltage generat-
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ed on the charge capacitor Cn is applied through the divider 
to the grid of the output stage tube and through capacitor 
Cfi to the picture tube control electrode. The voltage applied to 
the control grid of the picture tube, blacks out the electron 
beam during the retrace stroke from bottom to top.

53. Output Stage of Horizontal Scanning Unit

The horizontal scanning stage operates under more diffi
cult conditions compared to the vertical scanning unit. This 
is derived from the fact that the frequency of the saw-tooth 
current in horizontal scanning makes 15,625 c/s and the dura
tion of the retrace stroke is about 10—15 ps. The rate of the 
current change during flyback is very high and a high induc
tance e.m.f. is induced in the coils. Due to a sufficiently 
high frequency of the deflecting current, a great influence on 
the operation of the horizontal scanning stages is exerted by 
the various stray capacitances, especially interturn capaci
tance of horizontal deflection coils. When this capacitance 
has a high value the period of the parasites appearing in the 
coils during the retrace stroke may be greater than the flyback 
time. That is why the output stages of the horizontal scanning 
must be provided with low-resistance coils with a small num
ber of turns having the low interturn capacitance; for this 
reason it is necessary to connect the coils through a step-down 
transformer or autotransformer.

To obtain an undistorted saw-tooth current, the output 
stage of the horizontal scanning unit should have a wide 
passband. It should pass frequencies at least up to the thir
tieth harmonic of line frequency, i.e., up to approximately 
500 kc/s.

Since high voltages appear in a valve anode during the re
trace stroke, use should be made of valves with a high permis
sible reverse voltage.

During the active stroke, when the anode current of the 
valve of the output stage increases, the voltage on its anode 
decreases. At the same time the number of electrons collected 
by the screen grid increases, its current also increases and for 
this reason the valve should have a sufficiently high permis
sible power of dissipation on the screen grid.

The horizontal output stages of modern Soviet television 
receivers use the 6ni3C? 6IT31C, 6FI36C beam tetrodes,
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54. Damping of Parasitic Oscillations in Horizontal 
Deflection Coils

The damping (suppression) of parasitic oscillations in 
deflection coils with the aid of resistors was discussed in the 
description of the vertical output stage. In horizontal scan
ning units, the capacitor Cd (see Fig. 56) is usually connected 
in series to damping resistor R d. Its capacitance is selected 
so that it forms a high resistance to the current of line frequen
cy and low resistance to the current of parasitic oscillations 
whose frequency is much higher than the line frequency. 
Further on, during the active stroke the small current will 
pass through the damping resistance and the resistance will 
not shunt the deflection coils. During the flyback the capaci
tive reactance of capacitor Cd sharply decreases, the current 
flowing through R d increases and the parasitic oscillations in 
the coils are damped.

With such a method of damping the energy stored in the 
magnetic field of the coils during the active stroke is uselessly 
spent to heat resistor Rc.

Better results are yielded by a circuit with a damping 
diode. For a clearer understanding of the operation of this 
circuit, operation of an equivalent circuit with a mechanical 
interrupter (the conventional key) should be studied.

Such idealized circuit (Fig. 59a) consists of a d-c source 
E a, inductance of deflection coils L, total interturn capaci
tance of these coils, wiring capacitance and leak resistor Rioss-

By making and breaking the key, a current of saw-tooth 
waveform can be obtained. The circuit operates as follows 
(Fig. 59b): when closing the key during time interval t0 to tu 
the circuit current IL rises almost linearly and a voltage ap
pears in coil L, which is directly proportional to the rate of 
current change and prevents the current from rising, i.e., 
it is directed counter to the current

Since the current increases according to the law of linearity 
and its rate of change during the interval from t0 to tx is con
stant, the voltage across the coil also remains constant; with 
a rise in current, energy is stored in the magnetic field of the 
coil. At moment t u the key opens and free oscillations appear 
in circuit LCstray which are due to the energy stored in the
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magnetic field of the coil. As the current in the coil falls 
rapidly in compliance with the sinusoidal law, the voltage 
across the coil sharply increases and reaches its peak value 
when the current change is at its highest rate (when the cur
rent passes through zero). In a half-cycle of free oscillations, 
at moment t 2, the current in circuit reaches its peak negative

Fig. 59. Equivalent circuit of horizontal scanning stage (a) and oscillo
gram of current and voltage in equivalent circuit (b)

value which is a little less than the initial peak positive value 
due to active losses in the circuit. At this moment the key 
closes again. The current in the circuit, decreasing in absolute 
value, flows towards the current from the supply source and 
the energy stored in the magnetic field of the coil returns to 
the source (less the small losses in resistance).
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a — circuit

Va

Fig. 60. Damping of parasitic oscillations by diode
arrangement of horizontal scanning output stage with damping diode; 

b — oscillogram of currents and voltages in the circuit.



Commonly the damping diode is connected to the secondary 
winding circuit of the horizontal output transformer (Fig. 60a). 
In this circuit valve VI is the output valve of the stage. It 
controls the power which is applied from the supply source 
through the transformer to the deflecting coils. The inductance 
of deflecting coils L c along with stray capacitance Cstr form 
an oscillatory circuit or tank. Resistor R d serves as a diode 
load. The load resistor is shunted by capacitor Cd.

The secondary winding of the transformer is connected 
in such a way that it provides a positive voltage on the damper 
anode when the current rises in the output valve during the 
active stroke of the beam. Hence, valve VI controls the opera
tion of the diode. It is easiest to explain the operation of the 
diode from the moment the output valve is cut-off, i.e., from 
the moment tl9 when the retrace stroke begins (Fig. 60b). 
At that moment the current rise in the horizontal deflecting 
coils stops, and due to the energy accumulated in their mag
netic field during the active stroke, parasitic oscillations 
appear; inductance e.m.f. of coils is directed opposite to volt
age V2 of the secondary transformer winding. The transformer 
windings are counter-connected, i.e., during the active stroke 
when the current in primary winding increases, the voltage of 
the primary transformer winding is applied with a positive 
potential to the valve anode. Then, also, the inductance e.m.f. 
of the coils is applied to the diode anode with a positive po
tential and the diode is triggered during the active stroke. 
At the end of the active stroke t± when the current starts to 
fall, the inductance e.m.f. reverses the sign with a jump; 
due to this the diode is cut off, the shunting of the circuit 
stops and natural oscillations appear.

In a quarter of a cycle of natural oscillations (moment t 2) 
all the energy stored up earlier is converted into the energy of 
the electric field of stray capacitance Cstn the inductance 
e.m.f. of coils is maximum in this case and the diode is re
liably blocked. At a moment of time / 3, all the energy of the 
electric field of capacitance Cstr is again converted into the 
energy of the magnetic field of the coils. The current in the 
coils is at its peak value, while its rate of change at moment t3 
equals zero. Hence, the inductance e.m.f. of coils becomes 
equal to zero and the damping diode is triggered. The circuit 
oscillations are stopped and an aperiodic discharge of capaci
tance Cs1r takes place through the diode. The energy stored 
in the magnetic field of the coils is spent on resistor R d.
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At a moment of time t A the valve of the output stage is 
triggered and the active stroke begins. At the beginning of 
the active stroke the damping diode is unlocked and the cur
rent flows through it.This current causes a drop in voltage on R d 
and charges capacitor Cd to voltage E 2. Negative voltage E 2 
applied from Cd cuts off the diode and the shunting of the 
deflecting coils is stopped, The cycle is then repeated from 
the beginning.

During the time interval between t4 and tB two counter 
currents flow through the deflecting coils: the current of 
aperiodic discharge id through the diode and, the current of 
the active stroke ia. If the circuit parameters are properly 
selected, the resultant current flowing through the coils will 
change according to the law of linearity (see Fig. 60b).

55. Horizontal Output Stage with Power Feedback

In television receivers with large screens, where a saw
tooth current of large amplitude is required for horizontal 
scanning, use is made of output stages with power feedback 
(Fig. 61).They employ the ener
gy stored in the electric field 
of capacitor Cd connected in se
ries to the anode source. When 
the damping diode is un
blocked, capacitor Cd is charged 
through its plate resistance to 
a certain voltage E 2 which is 
added to the voltage of an
ode source Ea. The voltage Vai 
across the anode of the output 
valve, which is equal to £ a+
+ £ 2,rises2 to 3 times and with 
the same expenditure of energy
by the anode source, the amplitude of saw-tooth current can 
be considerably increased. In other respects the circuit differs 
in no way from the standard circuit with damping diode.

Capacitor Cd of this circuit is termed the booster capacitor.

L W

-J

f X- T

Circuit diagram of hori
zontal scanning output stage with 

power feedback

56. Horizontal Size and Linearity Control
The horizontal deflecting coils of modern television receiv

ers are connected through a step-down transformer to the
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anode circuit of the output valve. The horizontal size control 
(Fig. 62) is performed with the aid of coil L c provided with an 
adjustable magnetic core. This coil is connected either in 
parallel to the autotransformer turns supplying voltage to

deflection coils or to the auto
transformer through a special 
winding.

In the first case, the deflecting 
coils are shunted. The deeper 
the core is inserted, the high
er the inductive reactance, the 
smaller the current passing 
through the coil and the greater 
the current passing through the 
deflection coils;hence,the larger 
the horizontal size.

In the second case, displace
ment of the coil core will cause 

a change in the inductance of the whole autotransformer and, 
hence, of the energy stored in the magnetic field of the coils 
which changes the peak-to-peak value of the saw-tooth cur
rent.

Horizontal linearity control is based on the fact that the 
current saw-tooth waveform can be changed by adding 
harmonics to it.

The linearity correction circuits used in modern television 
receivers comprise one or several oscillatory circuits each of 
which is tuned to a frequency of one of the harmonics of the 
line frequency (usually the first or third). The tuning is 
carried out with the aid of magnetic cores. When the damping 
diode is triggered (active stroke), oscillations with their own 
natural frequencies appear in the circuits. The currents of 
these frequencies are summed up with the damper current and 
harmonics add to it, thus improving the linearity of the active 
scan.

Fig. 62. Circuit arrangement of 
horizontal size control

57. Practical Circuit Arrangement of Horizontal Scanning
Unit

Let us examine the circuit arrangement of the horizontal 
output stage of the Zarya television receiver (Fig. 63) which 
is interesting and will prove a success in mass-production
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television sets. The master oscillator here employs the right- 
hand triodeof valve6Hin,and valve6ni3Cof theoutput stage 
according to the multivibrator circuit arrangement. Valve 
6ni3C operates in this circuit as the valve of output stage 
(output valve) and as a component of the multivibrator.

Fig. 63: Circuit diagram of Z a rya  television receiver horizontal scanning
stage

Additional winding Lx of output autotransformer, along 
with capacitances Cly C2 and C3, forms an oscillatory circuit 
whose center tap a is grounded. During the active stroke of 
the beam in the picture tube, small negative voltage pulses 
appear at the upper end of coil L x and positive voltage pulses 
at its lower end. On the flyback, the polarity of pulses changes 
to the reverse. The rate of the current change on flyback is 
greater than on the active stroke and at the upper end of coil 
L x the positive potential reaches a much higher value than 
the negative potential. This positive pulse, having passed 
through capacitor C4, is applied to the control grid of the 
right-hand half of valve 6H1TI, while the negative pulse from 
the lower end is applied to the screen grid of the output stage 
valve. Thus the positive pulse will force the left-hand arm of 
multivibrator to operate and will ensure the beam retrace. 
On the active stroke the signs are reversed. This interaction 
ensures operation of the multivibrator.
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Let us assume that the right-hand half of valve 6H1LI is 
blocked by bias voltage generated by the grid current during 
previous operation of this valve and by the negative pulse 
voltage supplied from the upper part of coil Lx. At this time 
capacitor Cfl is charged. Since the charge-discharge circuit 
consists of capacitor C6 and resistor R 2i a saw-tooth pulse 
voltage is applied to the control grid of valve 6ni3C. The 
voltage across capacitor CG will rise until valve 6Hin becomes 
conductive. The valve is triggered due to a rise in voltage on 
the plate of capacitor C5 and the decrease in negative bias 
voltage due to discharge of capacitors C4 and C2 through re
sistors R 3 and R A. As soon as the left-hand arm of multivi
brator is unblocked, charge capacitor C„ practically discharges 
instantly through valve 6Hin, and the voltage across the 
screen grid of valve 611130 sharply increases towards the 
negative side and its anode current stops. The stop in output, 
valve operation causes a change in the sign of inductance e.m.f. 
on Li and a still higher positive voltage is applied to the con
trol grid of valve 6Hin.

The sharp drop in voltage on the control grid of the output 
valve and the action of the negative pulse on its screen grid 
fully cut off this valve, which causes a burst rise in anode 
current on the left-hand section of the multivibrator.

Simultaneously with the rise in this current, the voltage on 
the anode of the left-hand arm drops sharply thus leading to 
a complete discharge of capacitor C6. With the help of grid 
current, the negative voltage is applied from resistors R s 
and Rt  to the grid of valve 6H1TI. Thus, the drop in voltage 
on the anode and the rise in bias voltage cut off valve 6Hin. 
As is known, the discharge time of capacitor C6 corresponds to 
the flyback time. Hence, during the second half-cycle of oscil
lations in the equivalent oscillatory circuit of the output stage, 
a negative pulse appears on the upper part of coil L ly through 
capacitor C4 this negative pulse is applied to the grid of valve 
6H1IT and completely cuts off the valve. The cycle is then 
repeated.

Valve 6ni3C is triggered during the active stroke and cut 
off during the flyback, and the saw-tooth current flows into 
the anode circuit through inductance.
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58. Generation of High Voltage for Supply of Picture Tube
Anode

To obtain an image on the picture tube screen, a high volt
age must be applied to its anode. This voltage reaches 12 to 
15 kV and more. Early television/eceivers such as the KBH-49,

Fig. 64. Circuit diagram of high-voltage rectifier 
a — without voltage doubling; b — with voltage doubling.

and the Leningrad T-2, whose picture dimensions were 105X 
x  140 and 130 X 180 mm, respectively, employed a high voltage 
of the order of 4 — 6 kV. As the dimensions of picture tubes 
have increased, to obtain the same brightness, a higher anode 
voltage is required.

To receive a high voltage, television receivers employ the 
rectification of voltage pulses appearing across the windings
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of the line autotransformer during the retrace stroke. This 
is the more economical method for developing a high voltage 
for picture tube power supply.

The amplitude of the voltage pulses across the windings 
of line transformer reaches 3 — 4 kV. It can be increased to 
15 — 18 kV with the aid of step-down winding 1 (Fig. 64a).

The high voltage rectifier circuit comprises windings 1 
and 2 of line transformer, kenotron V2, filter components 
Cj , R/f Cfo and absorbing resistor R in the filament circuit 
of1 the kenotron.

Used as a rectifier in modern television sets are directly 
heated kenotrons with a maximum reverse anode voltage up to 
20 kV, e.g., lUlin,  3U18n.

The purpose of the high-voltage filter is to smooth out the 
ripple in the rectified high voltage and at the same time it 
serves as a noise-proof device, i.e., it weakens the action of 
interferences appearing in the horizontal scanning unit on 
radio sets located nearby.

In the filter circuit arrangement, polysterene capacitors 
with a capacitance of several hundred pikofarads (usually 
390 or 500) are commonly used.

Some types of television receivers do not have such filters. 
They use the all-glass picture tubes whose capacitance be
tween two layers of aquadag separated by the bulb glass serves 
as a filter capacitor.

When output valve VI of the horizontal scanning unit 
is cut off, natural oscillations appear in the equivalent circuit. 
Due to these oscillations a positive voltage pulse is applied 
to the anode of the output valve and, consequently, to the 
anode of high-voltage kenotron. But the positive voltage on 
the kenotron anode is 2 to 3 times higher than that on the 
anode of the output valve. This is achieved by connecting 
special step-up winding 1 in series to the anode winding of 
the autotransformer.

The kenotron is triggered and the filter capacitors are charged 
almost to peak value of the high-voltage pulses. The filter 
time constant must be greater than the period of oscillations 
in the equivalent network. This ensures a low level of voltage 
ripple at rectifier filter output.

As the high-voltage kenotron cathode is energized by high 
voltage, with respect to the receiver frame, it should be 
necessary to supply the kenotron filament from a special well 
insulated step-down transformer. By using 1U11IT or 3U18TI
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kenotrons, the filament should be supplied from one reliably 
insulated turn of wire positioned on the line autotransformer 
rather than from the power transformer.

The advantage of such a circuit for the high-voltage recti
fier, as compared to other circuits, is that the high voltage is 
not applied when there is no fiorizontal scanning. This pre
vents the phosphor layer from being injured in case of a fail
ure in the scanning unit and stoppage of beam at a point on 
the screen.

In some old types of television receivers, the picture 
tube anode power supply is from the rectifiers with doubled 
voltage.

The voltage doubling circuit (Fig. 646) comprises two high- 
voltage kenotrons VI and V2 and stereotype capacitors Cu 
C2 and C3.

The kenotron filaments are supplied from separate turns of 
wire with strong insulation.

This network operates as follows: during the flyback when 
the positive pulse of voltage Vmax is applied to the anode of 
kenotron VI , the valve is triggered and its current charges 
capacitor Ci to the maximum peak voltage Vmax. During the 
active stroke, kenotron VI is cut off since a negative voltage 
from the upper end of autotransformer winding is applied to 
its anode, while a positive voltage from the plates of capa
citor Ci is applied to the cathode. At this time capacitor C2 
is charged from capacitor Cx through resistor R and the auto
transformer winding. Resistance R is selected of such a value 
so that during the active stroke capacitor C2 manages to become 
charged to the full value of the voltage across capacitor Cx. 
R is usually equal to 2 or 3 megohms.

During the next flyback, the kenotron VI is triggered again 
and the recharging of capacitor Cx to the amplitude of the 
voltage across the autotransformer winding takes place. 
In a certain period of time, capacitor C2 will be charged to 
the same voltage. The voltages across capacitors are counter- 
directed and, therefore, are mutually compensated. Then, 
during the retrace stroke, the positive voltage from the upper 
end of autotransformer winding will be applied to the anode 
of kenotron V2. Valve V2 is triggered and through it capacitor 
C3is charged to the amplitude of voltage Vrnax on the autotrans
former winding. The output voltage applied to the picture 
tube anode is equal to the sum of voltages across capacitors 
Ci and C3 and, therefore, is two times greater than the ampli-
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tude of autotransformer winding, i.e.,
V = 2Vv a ** ¥ max

In a similar manner the voltage can be tripled. At present 
voltage doubling circuits are used very rarely in television 
receivers and mainly in cases when a voltage of 25—30 kV 
must be obtained. Such voltages, used in projection and colour 
television receivers, are sometimes difficult to obtain by other 
methods.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Explain image centering in the vertical scanning output stage with 
DC coupling.

2. What is the main advantage of output stages with output trans
formers?

3. Explain the damping of parasitic oscillations in horizontal de
flecting coils.

4. Explain the operation of the horizontal output stage with power 
feedback.



CHAPTER X

SYNCHRONIZATION OF SCANNING OSCILLATORS

59. Amplitude Separators Employing Triodes and Pentodes

When studying the composite video signal waveform, the 
designation and structure of synchronizing pulses was dis
covered. These pulses control the operation of scanning units. 
However, before they can be used to control the scanning 
oscillators, they must be separated from the composite video 
signal and from blanking pulses, and then divided into verti
cal and horizontal sync pulses.

The separation of the sync pulses from the composite video 
signal is carried out in amplitude separator or selector.

Most widely used in television receivers are triode and 
pentode separators with automatic bias.

A stepped-down voltage of the order of 30 to 40 V is applied 
to the anode of the separator triode (Fig. 65a). Therefore, 
the valve is cut off at low negative voltage across the control 
grid and it becomes saturated at low positive grid voltages.

Connected to the control grid circuit is section R gCg. The 
resistance of R g is sufficiently high (up to 1—2 megohms). 
When a picture signal of positive polarity is applied to the 
separator input, the grid current appears which charges ca
pacitor Cg and produces a drop in the voltage across resistor 
R g. Since resistance of R g is high, even a small grid current 
produces a great voltage drop on it. This voltage is applied 
in the minus to the valve control grid as a negative bias, 
and the valve is cut off.

In the interval between two sync pulses, capacitor Cg 
slowly discharges through resistor R g and the next sync pulse 
triggers the valve. The grid current precharges capacitor Cg 
and when the pulse ceases the valve is cut off again.

If the total amplitude of the picture signal increases, the 
grid current rises and there is an increase in the negative bias 
E g developed by the grid current across resistor R g; the quies
cent point is biased to the left.
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When the amplitude of the picture signal decreases, the 
reverse phenomenon occurs. The bias is automatically kept at 
a value at which the valve is triggered onlv by sync pulses 
(Fig. 65&).

Due to operation in compliance with the upper curve of the

Fig. 65. Triode amplitude selector with automatic bias
a — selector circuit diagram; b — explanatory charts.

valve anode-grid characteristic, the value of the anode current 
pulses remains the same.

The triodes have a considerable capacitance between the 
grid and the anode, and through this capacitance the picture 
signal can pass the separator output. This is an undesirable 
phenomenon. It can be eliminated by replacing the triode 
with a pentode.

The capacitance between the control grid and the anode of 
pentode is negligible and the passage of the picture signal is 
greatly reduced.

60. Separation of Vertical and Horizontal Sync Pulses
After separation of vertical and horizontal sync pulses 

from the composite video signal, they must be separated 
from each other and each directed into its own channel. To 
separate the sync pulses (Fig. 66), use is made of the difference 
in their duration.
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For separation of horizontal sync pulses a differentiating 
circuit RC is used whose time constant comprises 20% of 
the duration of the horizontal sync pulse.

Vertical sync pulses are separated with the aid of integrat-

(b) cej
Fig. 66. Separation of sync pulses 

a — differentiating circuit; b — integrating circuit; c — line (/) and field (2) sync 
pulses; d — voltage at the output of differentiating circuit; e — voltage at the output 

of integrating circuit.

ing circuits RC whose time constant comprises 30 to 50% 
of the duration of the vertical sync pulse.

When a square pulse is applied to the input of differentiat
ing circuit (Fig. 66a), two overshoots of opposite polarity

Fig. 67. Integrating of fieId sync pulses with no balancing (compensating) 
pulses

a — line and field pulses at the end of odd field; b — line and field pulses at the end 
of even field; c — integrated pulses. The continuous line shows the integrated voltage 
at the end of odd field while the dotted line shows the integrated voltage at the end of

even field.
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appear across resistor /?,. The first overshoot is produced by 
the charge current of capacitor Ci at a moment the pulse is 
applied; the second overshoot is produced by the discharge 
current when the pulse dies away. The peak values of over
shoots are almost equal to the value of the amplitude of the 
input pulse.

When the square pulse is applied to the input of the integrat
ing circuit (Fig. 666), capacitor C2 becomes charged through

resistor and is then
Vt
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Fig. 68. Integrating of field syncs with 
available compensating pulses 

a — sync pulses at the end of even field; b — 
sync pulses at the end of odd field; c — integ
rated voltage at filter output; / — line sync 
pulses; 2 — equalizing pulses; 3 — field sync 

pulses.

discharged as the pulse 
dies away. A pulse with 
positive polarity appears 
across capacitor C2. The 
short-time horizontal sync 
pulses do not manage to 
charge the capacitor to 
any considerable value 
and hardly pass through 
the integrating circuit. 
The duration of vertical 
sync pulses is much 
longer, they manage to 
charge capacitor C2, and 
have a great amplitude at 
the circuit output.

As pointed out earlier, in interlaced scanning the leading 
edge of the field sync pulses must coincide with the middle 
of the line at the end of odd numbered field and with the be
ginning of the line at the end of even numbered field (Fig. 67). 
Both field pulses must have a similar waveform.

Horizontal sync pulses, on being applied to the input
of the integrating circuit, manage to slightly charge its
capacitor. In the interval between two horizontal pulses, 
capacitor C2 discharges, but a small charge still remains (see 
Fig. 666).

If the field pulse had no equalizing pulses, the horizontal 
sync pulses applied directly before the odd and even field 
pulses, would leave different residual charges across the capac
itor. The shorter the time interval between the line and the 
field pulses the greater these charges are. In this case, at the 
end of even numbered field, the time interval between the 
line and field pulses is equal to the duration of the line scan, 
while at the end of the odd numbered field it is equal to one
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half of the duration of the line, and the waveform of field 
pulses after integration would differ from each other (Fig. 67b).

If equalizing pulses are available, the values of charges 
across the capacitor by the time the field sync pulses arrive 
at the end of the even and odd fields are approximately equal

VA

W

Fig. 69. Differentiating of field sync pulse 
a — part of field sync pulse; b — voltage at output of filter.

(Fig. 68). For this reason, also, the voltage at the filter output 
in both cases has a waveform that is almost the same.

Multi-element integrating networks provide much better 
separation of vertical pulses. Such networks make possible a 
more thorough elimination of short pulse interferences which 
may disturb normal synchronization.

The equalizing pulses and valleys between the portions 
of the vertical sync pulse ensure synchronization of horizon
tal scanning during the flyback.

Each equalizing pulse and each portion of a vertical sync 
pulse produce two voltage overshoots at the output of the 
differentiating circuit: positive from the leading edge and nega
tive from the trailing edge (Fig. 69). It is these overshoots 
that ensure synchronization of the horizontal scanning oscil
lator.

61. Practical Circuit Arrangement of Sync Pulse Separation

The circuit arrangement of the amplitude separator and 
sync pulse separation circuits employed in the popular Rubin 
television receiver may be considered typical (Fig. 70).

The sync pulses are supplied from load resistor Rt connected 
up to the anode circuit of the separator valve.
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Operating in the separator is the 6Hin left-hand triode of 
valve VI2 (the blocking oscillator employs a right-hand triode). 
To decrease the influence of short-time interference pulses, 
which have an amplitude higher than the sync pulses, section 
C63/?74 with a low time constant is connected to the control

Fig. 70. Circuit diagram of selector stage of R u b in  receiver

grid circuit. Interference pulses additionally charge capacitor 
C68 in the circuit of automatic grid bias and the current of 
its charge produces a drop in the voltage across resistor Rlb. 
The moment the interference pulse arrives, the valve conducts, 
and in the grid-cathode interval capacitor C63 is quickly 
charged to the peak value of the voltage across R:b. As a 
result, the valve is instantly cut off since the negative bias 
on its grid sharply increases. As soon as the action of inter
ference pulse ceases, capacitor C63 also rapidly discharges 
through resistor R7i and the valve is unblocked.

The use of an additional interference-killing section with a 
very small time constant makes it possible to decrease the 
influence of interference pulses that may accompany the 
television signal in the interval between control pulses and 
ensures greater stability of the receiver’s synchronization.

The horizontal sync pulses are separated in this circuit by 
means of differentiating circuit C67/?81, while the vertical 
sync pulses are separated by means of two-section integrat
ing circuit /?76C64 and # 77CGB.
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62. Interference Elimination in Horizontal Scanning 
Oscillators

The operation of scanning oscillators is controlled by sync 
pulses. This means that if any external interference influences 
operation of the synchronizing stage, it also influences the 
scanning oscillator and, as a result, an unsteady image appears.

Fig. 71. Nonstorage interference-elimination circuit of Z n a m ya  television
receiver

Short-time es^jnal interference pulses mainly effect hori
zontal scanning, since the integrating circuit does not pass 
short-time pulses into the vertical scanning unit.

To protect the horizontal scanning unit from the action of 
incident short-time interference pulses, modern television 
sets employ two interference-suppression circuits, nonstorage 
and storage.

In the nonstorage circuit, the synchronization channel is 
provided with an amplifier with a blocking valve oscillator. 
Such a valve is triggered by special pulses at a moment of 
sync pulse passage and is cut off again as soon as the active 
stroke starts. Consequently, outside interference can influence 
the operation of the whole stage if it reaches the amplifier 
input at the moment the valve is triggered.
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A circuit of this art is used in the Znamya television receiv
er (Fig. 71). In the mode of operation of this circuit the valve 
is blocked during the active stroke in horizontal scanning and 
can be unlocked only when the positive voltage pulse on its

Fig. 72. Inertia-type synchronization of T em p-3  television receiver

control grid coincides in time with the negative pulse at the 
cathode.

A video signal with positive polarity is applied from the 
video amplifier load to the control grid of the valve. The 
maximum voltage on the grid is developed at the moment 
the sync pulse reaches it.

The negative pulses are applied from the winding of the 
line autotransformer to the cathode. These pulses appear 
across the winding of the line autotransformer during the 
retrace stroke. For this reason, the valve is conductive only 
after active scanning is finished.

In the inertia-type interference-proof synchronization cir
cuit use is made of a system of automatic frequency and phase 
control that compares the frequency and the phase of sync 
pulses with the frequency and phase of the horizontal scanning 
voltage.
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One of the most advantageous circuits of inertia-type syn
chronization is employed in the Temp-3 receiver (Fig. 72). 
Here, the horizontal sync pulses are applied from the separa
tor to the control grid of left-hand triode 6Hin. This part

Fig. 73. Explanatory graphs of inertia-type synchronization circuit
a — differentiated pulses from line transformer winding; b — sync pulses arriving 
the moment the differentiated voltage passes through zero; c — sync pulses arriving 
prior to the moment horizontal scanning voltage passes through zero; d — sync 
pulses arriving^fter the line scanning voltage passes through zero; Vq — voltage 

across capacitor C»o •

of the valve amplifies the signal received and limits its ampli
tude; then through the primary winding of transformer Tr7 
the signal is applied to the circuit of phase detector.

Sync pulses of opposite polarity are applied from the secon
dary winding of transformer 7V7 to diodes D12 and D13: 
positive to D12 and negative to D13. Now the diodes are con
ductive, their forward resistance is low and the potential 
difference between point a and center tap b of the secondary 
winding of transformer Tr7 is practically equal to zero. One 
plate of capacitor C90 is connected with point a while the 
other, through the ground and R m , is connected with center 
tap b of secondary winding of transformer Tr7, and during
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the action of sync pulses, the charge of capacitor C90 remains 
constant.

Pulses Vc, whose waveform is shown in Fig. 73a, are applied 
through differentiating circuit RuC91 to the center tap of 
the secondary winding of transformer Tr7.

If the sync pulses arrive at a moment when the voltage at 
tap b (see Fig. 72) passes through zero (Fig. 73b) then the 
voltage at point a (see Fig. 72) remains constant and the charge 
of capacitor C90 does not change.

When the frequency of horizontal scanning is lower than 
the sync pulse repetition rate, the sync pulses will arrive a 
little earlier (Fig. 73c). At the moment they arrive the center 
point b (see Fig. 72) of the secondary winding of Tr7 will 
have a positive potential and the voltage across capacitor 
C90 (FCgo in Fig. 73c) will rise to a certain extent. This voltage 
is applied to the valve grid of the horizontal scanning blocking 
oscillator and forces the valve to become conductive a little 
earlier, i.e., it increases the frequency of horizontal scanning.

If the frequency of horizontal scanning is higher than the 
sync pulse repetition rate, they arrive later (Fig. 73d). Then 
voltage Vr^ drops, a lower positive voltage will be applied 
to the valve grid of the blocking oscillator and the valve will 
be triggered later, i.e., the frequency of horizontal scanning 
decreases. The inertia system described is not the only synchro
nizing system. For instance, in the Rubin television receiver 
circuit of interference-resistant synchronization employed 
is essentially different but in general its principle of opera
tion is the same.

REVIEW  QUESTIONS

1. Explain the operation of the amplitude separator employing a triode.
2. What is the purpose of the vertical equalizing pulses at interlaced 

scanning?
3. How do short-time interference pulses act on the operation of the 

horizontal scanning oscillator? Why do they act less on the vertical 
scanning oscillator?

4. What is the difference between the nonstorage and the inertia syn
chronization circuits?



CHAPTER XI

TELEVISION RECEIVING AERIALS

63. Parameters and Properties of Television Aerials

Different types of receiving aerials are used depending upon 
the distance between the television receiver and the transmit
ting aerials of the broadcasting station.

Television aerials have the following parameters: input 
impedance, effective length, efficiency, directivity, and 
power gain.

The aerial inpul impedance is its pure resistance to the 
alternating current between the connection and downlead 
points. The input mpedance may have active and reactive 
components. The ftactive component, depending on the 
ratio of the length of the aerial to the length of the received 
wave, may be inductive or capacitive. If the aerial is tuned 
in resonance to the frequency of the signal being received, the 
reactiv* component of its input impedance equals zero. The 
tuned half-wave dipole has a pure input resistance equal to 
73.1 ohms. In calculations the resistance is taken as 75 ohms 
for the sake of simplicity.

The aerial wavelength ha is the ratio of the maximum e.m.f. 
induced in aerial EA to the strength of magnetic field E 
developed by the transmitter at the point of reception:

ha = ̂ Am^._Y_.  \ha\ = m\ EAmax= h aE

The longer the wavelength of the aerial, the higher the e.m.f. 
that can be induced in it by one and the same electromagnetic 
field.

The aerial’s active wavelength depends on its design and 
geometric dimensions and is always shorter than its actual 
wavelength.

The aerial efficiency r| is the ratio of power supplied by ae
rial to the load to the power of the oscillations induced in 
aerial.
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The directivity gain of the aerial is the ratio of the power at 
the receiver input during reception by a given directional 
aerial to the power that can be obtained during reception by 
a non-directional aerial.

The actual gain in power obtained by using a directional 
aerial depends on both the directivity gain, and on that 
part of the aerial’s power supply applied to the receiver input, 
i. e., on aerial efficiency rj. The quotient of the directivity 
gain by the aerial efficiency is called the aerial power gain.

Electromagnetic energy is transmitted from the aerial to 
the receiver input with the aid of a feeder line, or downlead.

The main feeder characteristics are the characteristic wave 
impedance p and attenuation p.

The feeder's characteristic impedance p is the ratio of the 
voltage to the current in a travelling electromagnetic wave 
which is distributed along the feeder. The value of p can be 
determined from the following formula:

where L and C= inductance and capacitance of feeder, respec
tively, or the units of its wavelength.

Line attenuation P characterizes the decrease in the ampli
tude of the wave distributed in the feeder due to the energy 
losses in it. The losses are greater, when the feeder resistance 
is higher and the lower the insulation leakage resistance. 
Its value depends also on dielectric losses in the insulation 
and losses in electromagnetic energy radiation. The better 
the dielectric and the less electromagnetic energy radiated by 
the feeder, the smaller the losses.

If the greater amount of energy is lost across the resistance, 
and the remaining loss being negligible compared to that at 
the resistance, then the attenuation is'

where /?=±=resistance per unit of feeder length;
/ = feeder length.

The higher the attenuation P is, the smaller the amount 
of energy applied to the feeder input end and conveyed to 
the load resistance at its output.

For the aerial downleads, screened coaxial and unscreened 
balanced cables are used. The- commonest unscreened feeder
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[s the K.ATB cable with an impedance characteristic of 
300 ohms7However, the attenuation in this cable is greater 
compared to coaxial cables and, therefore, its use is not recom
mended for frequencies of over 100 Mc/s.

Coaxial cables have certain advantages over other types of 
feeders. The outer braiding over the inner wire increases the 
interference-killing characteristic of a downlead, eliminates i 
radiation of the downlead proper and reduces the power i; 
losses when transmitting the power from to receiver. (

Fig. 74. Aerial matching devices
a — for receiver with input impedance of 75 ohms provided feeder wave impedance is 
300 ohms; b — for receiver with input impedance ol 300 ohms provided feeder wave 
impedance is 75 ohms; / — balanced feeder line with wave impedance of 300 ohms; 
2 — aerial plug of receiver with input impedance of 75 ohms; 3 — unbalanced feeder 
line with wave impedance of 75 ohms; 4 — balanced input of receiver with input im

pedance of 300 ohms; R u R 2. R 3 — matching resistors.

The best downleads are feeders made of PK.-1, PK-3 and 
PK-49 coaxial cables. Their characteristic impedance is j 
75 ohms. The attenuation is smallest in the PK-3 cable. 
These cables are used for downleads of television receivers 
with input impedance of 75 ohms.

In order that all the electromagnetic energy from the feeder j 
be applied to the receiver input, the input impedance of the 
latter must be equal to the feeder’s characteristic impedance.
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(For, otherwise, a part of the energy will be reflected from the
* receiver input to the aerial and then back again to the receiver
• input and, due to the lag of the electromagnetic waves, the 
image on the screen will be ghosted.

Soviet industry produces television sets with an input 
impedance of 75 and 300 ohms. If the characteristic impedance 

L of the feeder does not equal the receiver input impedance, 
| use is made of matching devices shown in Fig. 74.

64. Simple Aerial with Low Directivity Factor
The most widely employed outdoor single-program aerials 

with low directivity are the half-wave straight and half
wave folded dipoles. Such aerials can provide reliable tele-

Fig. 75. Straight dipole with matching device

vision reception at a distance of 20 to 30 km from the transmit
ting station.

The half-wave dipole can be made either of brass, duralu
minium or steel tubes, and also of metal strips and angles. 
When making an aerial, the diameter of the tubes should be 
considered; it should not be less than 8 mm. If the dipole is 
made of strips, they should be at least 16 mm wide. The angle 
thickness should be minimum 8 mm.

When making a half-wave dipole, the distance between the 
inner ends of tubes should be selected within 50 to 80 mm, 
and the coupling to the feeder should be matched.
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Although the straight balanced dipole has a characteristic 
impedance of 75 ohms, when the coaxial (unbalanced) cable 
is connected to it, provision should be made for a balancing 
device.

The matching (balancing) device may be a U-shaped elbow 
made of the same^able as the feeler.

The U-elbow (Fig. 75) length selected should be equal to 
the average wavelength of the channel for which the antenna

Fig. 76. Folded dipole

is designed. Actually this elbow is made of two pieces. The 
length of one piece is /i=3/4 X while the other /2 =  1 4 X. 
To eliminate complicated calculations when manufacturing 
the straight dipole, Table 4 can be used.

T a b le  4
Dimensions of Straight Dipole Elements

Dimen
sions,

Channels

mm
(Fig. 75) I n i ll IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII

A 1380 1170 910 825 745 395 378 363 345 335 323 310
A' 1380 1170 910 825 745 395 378 363 345 335 323 310
h 2850 2400 1860 1680 1545 840 840 750 750 690 690 690
h 950 800 620 560 515 280 280 250 250 230 230 230
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A further modification of the half-wave dipole is a half
wave folded dipole (Fig. 76). This device has a wider passband.

The folded dipole is made of tubes 8—20 mm in diameter. 
Its total length l2 is determined by calculations, but with 
less accuracy than the length of the straight dipole. Distance S 
between the axes of the tubes is 50 to 80 mm.

A U-shaped elbow is used to match a dipole having a charac
teristic impedance of 300 ohms with a feeder made of 75-ohm 
cable. It is recommended that the elbow be made of coaxial 
PK-50 cable which provides a better match between the di
pole and the feeder. The values of U and Z2 for all 12 channels 
are given in Table 5.

T a b le  5
Dimensions of Folded Dipole Elements

Dimen
sions,

Channels

mm
(Fig. 76) I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII

k 1900 1600 1240 1120 1030 650 650 500 500 460 460 460
k 2760 2340 1790 1620 1510 780 780 710 710 650 650 650

65. Yagi Aerial

At a distance of 40—50 km or less from a television broad
casting station, but under unsatisfactory conditions of tele
vision signal reception, more complex aerials with better 
directivity are used. This increases the voltage of the signal 
applied from the aerial to the receiver input. The directional 
aerials are of unidirectional characteristic.

The unidirectional characteristic makes it possible to eli
minate the influence of interferences or reflected television 
signals.

The simplest directional aerial is the conventional half
wave dipole provided with a reflector (Fig. 77). The reflector 
is placed behind the active dipole at distance lx equal to 
approximately 20% of the average length of the wave being 
received. It is made of the same material as the dipole but 
its length is about 5% greater than the length of the half
wave received. A voltage about 1.7 times higher can be obtain
ed in an aerial reflector than in a conventional half-wave 
dipole.
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It may happen that the sensitivity of an aerial with a reflec
tor at a given distance from a television station is insufficient. 
In this case one more element, a director, is added to the two- 
element aerial.

The director is a piece of tube or strip 4—5% less than the 
half-wave received. This dipole is located in front of the main

Fig. 77. Three-element antenna
/ — active dipole; 2 — reflector; 3 — director.

dipole, on the side where the television station is located and 
at distance /2, or half the distance /, from it.

The director and reflector are not connected with the active 
dipole and, therefore, they are termed passive dipoles.

The sensitivity of the aerial can be increased even more if 
one or two more directors are used. The distances between 
them should be equal to /2. However, by increasing the number 
of directors, the directivity lobe and the passband sharply 
decrease. More often, the three- or five-element aerials are 
used.

During operation of the multi-element aerial, the transmit
ter signals induce an e.m.f. in the active dipole, directors and 
reflector. Oscillations and magnetic fields which may be 
added or subtracted appear in the directors and reflector. 
The distance between the aerial elements and the length of 
the elements are selected so that the electromagnetic fields 
of directors and reflector are added up in the direction of the 
television station and are subtracted in the opposite direction. 
The power gain of multi-element aerials as compared to a 
half-wave dipole comprises approximately 1.4 for two-element
5 Jft o26 129



aerial, 1.8 for three-element aerial, and 2.7 to 2.8 for five- 
element aerial. These aerials are called Yagi aerials. Reception 
of television programs is possible also with certain other 
types of aerials but their description does not come within 
the scope of an elementary course.

66. Communal Aerials

A great number of television aerials spoils the outside 
appearance of buildings and therefore on large buildings a 

communal aerial is usually erected. 
Each of these aerials operates 30 — 40 
receivers and if a special aerial ampli
fier is employed the number of receiv
ers can be increased to 100. The com
munal aerial comprises a television 
receiving aerial proper (usually of the 
Yagi type), a line feeder, junction boxes 
and subscriber leadouts (Fig. 78).

If telecasting in a town is carried out 
in several channels, special multi-pro
gram aerials are used. Thus, for recep
tion of programs from the Moscow te
levision station the AHT-2 two-pro
gram aerial is used*. It comprises two 
folded dipoles, a reflector and director. 
One of the folded dipoles is tuned to 

the first channel and the second, to the third channel. The 
dipoles are connected to the downlead cable through a special 
dividing filter made of coaxial cable. The outside appearance 
and the aerial array are shown in Fig. 79. The central core of 
the coaxial cable is soldered at point 1 to the braiding.

The television signal arrives at the receivers from the aerial 
through the junction boxes.

The aerial downlead and the main feeder are made of PK-3 
cable and the subscriber leadouts are made of PK-1 cable.

At great distances from the television station provision 
is made for a wideband aerial amplifier between the junction 
boxes and the aerial. At present three types of amplifiers are 
manufactured. The YTA-1 and YTA-2 amplifiers are designed 
for operation in the first five television channels. The YTA-3 
amplifier can operate in all 12 channels.

Fig. 78. Skeleton dia
gram of communal aerial
i — aerial; 2 — line feed
er; 3 — junction boxes; 
4 — subscriber leadouts.
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( a )

Fig. 79. Two-program aerial 
a — outside view; b — schematic representation.

67. Peculiarities of Television Reception

At present, the television stations of the USSR operate in 
12 channels. The station’s transmitting aerial develops an 
electromagnetic field in space, whose strenglh is inversely 
proportional to the distance between the receiver and transmit
ter. The shorter this distance, the stronger the signal that 
reaches the receiver input, the better and more steady opera
tion of the receiver will be. However, it must be borne in 
mind that at one and the same distance from the television
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station the field intensity may be different. This can be ex
plained by the influence of the terrain.

For example, in towns the tall buildings absorb and reflect 
the electromagnetic energy. Due to reflection of radio waves, 
two signals may act on the receiving aerial: the stronger signal 
is the direct signal of the television station, and the second 
signal is the one reflected from a building. The reflected signal 
usually covers a greater distance than the direct signal, and 
acts on aerial later which, in turn, transmits this signal later 
to a receiving device.

The ghost image appears on the receiver screen to the right 
of the main image. This defect can usually be eliminated by 
proper erection of the aerial.

In areas near thetelevisionstation indoor aerials are frequent
ly used. Indoors, reflection and absorption of ultra-short w aves 
is more evident. At different points in one and the same room 
the intensity of the magnetic field may be different. For this 
reason, when erecting an aerial in the room, its location and 
orientation should be selected by trial and error to obtain 
a clear sound and normal contrast.

Indoor aerials can provide reliable reception of television 
programs at a distance of 15 km from the television station 
with the Temp-3, Druzhba, Radiy receivers and at a distance 
of 5 to 7 km with the Enisei and Record receivers whose sen
sitivity is not below 300 pV. At great distances and under 
unfavourable reception conditions it is advisable to employ 
an outdoor aerial and, the greater is the distance, the more 
complex the aerial array must be.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What causes a multiple image on a picture tube screen?
2. Two images mutually offset by 1/20 of the picture width are visible 

on the picture tube screen. What is the time lag of the signal producing 
the ghost? What additional distance docs it pass, compared to the main 
signal?



CHAPTER XII

HIGH-FREQUENCY UNIT OF TELEVISION RECEIVER

68. Input Circuits of Television Receivers

The high-frequency unit of a superheterodyne television 
receiver consists of an input circuit, high-frequency amplifier 
(h-f-a), heterodyne and mixer. As to design, they are united in 
a range switch (RS) or channel selector (CS).

To transmit to a receiver the e.m.f. that appears in an 
aerial, besides a feeder it is necessary to have a special device 
in the receiving apparatus proper, i.e., an input circuit. The 
input circuit ensures the coupling of control grid of first high- 
frequency amplifier and the aerial. Constructionally this 
circuit is located at the receiver input between the “feeder-to- 
first valve control grid” terminals. The purpose of the input 
circuit is complete transmission of the useful signal to the 
receiving device and attenuation of the influence of inter
ference appearing in the receiving aerial.

The arrangements of input circuits vary in different tele
vision receivers. In late constructions the input circuit is a 
network comprising a coil, its interturn capacitance and the 
wiring capacitance. Special capacitors, if any, are selected 
for minimum capacitance.

The simplest input device is a single-element oscillatory 
circuit tuned to the frequency of a television station. Due to 
resonant properties of the oscillatory circuit, the voltage of 
the useful signal at its output may exceed the signal e.m.f. 
of the aerial from 3 to 6 times. The figure representing the 
excessive value is termed the voltage transmission coeffi
cient of the input device:

where
k =  transmission coefficient; Vh = voltage across receiver 
input; f ^ e .m .f .  of aerial.

It is not advisable to connect the aerial feeder directly to
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the input circuit as the coupling in this case proves to be too 
strong and affects receiver operation. For this reason the 
aerial is coupled to the circuit either inductively or by means of 
coupling autotransformer (Fig. 80) to match the feeder charac
teristic impedance and the input impedance of the receiver.

To widen the passband of the input circuit, the latter is 
shunted by resistor R.

Fig. 80. Input circuits of television receivers 
a — with inductive coupling; b — with autotransformer coupling.

The aerial can be connected to the receiver input by an 
unbalanced feeder (coaxial line) or with the aid of balanced 
line. When a balanced feeder is used, the receiver input must 
also be balanced. If this provision is not observed, signals 
induced in the aerial and signals induced in the feeder will 
reach the receiver input. The signals induced in the feeder 
cover a shorter distance and arrive a little before the signals 
induced in aerial. As a result, the image vertical lines are 
not clear and may be doubled.

In case of balanced input, only inductance coupling of the 
aerial with input circuit is employed. For precise balancing, 
the center point of the aerial coil is grounded. Then the signals 
induced in each wire of the feeder will be equal in value and 
opposite in phase and will be mutually compensated. The 
receiver input will be supplied only with signals induced in 
the aerial.

The receiver input impedance, regardless of arrangement of 
input circuit must be equal to feeder characteristic impedance. 
Otherwise, part of the energy of high-frequency oscillations 
will be reflected from the receiver input to the aerial and from 
the aerial back to the receiver input, which may lead to low 
definition of vertical lines and image ghosting.
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69. High-Frequency Amplifiers

All electronic valves have what is called internal or natural 
noises that appear due to a shot effect, i.e., due to non-uniform
ity of electron emission by the cathode, and the thermal 
agitation of electrons. The presence.of natural noises limits

Fig. 81. Cascode amplifier
a — schematic diagram; b — equivalent circuit for neutralization of capacitance 

action between control grid and anode.

the possibility of reception of weak signals, for the signal 
“sinks” in the noise. Therefore, the high-frequency ampli
fiers of the modern superheterodyne television receivers emp
loy low-noise valves, especially developed double triodes 
6H3IT and 6H14FT Pentodes ensure a high gain but have 
high level of natural noises and therefore are rarely used in 
the first amplifier stages.

High-frequency amplification with the aid of a triode ampli
fier according to a standard cathode-grounded circuit becomes 
impossible at super-high frequencies due to strong coupling 
between the circuits of grid and anode via stray capacitance 
Cag. This coupling leads to self-excitation of the amplifier 
stage.

Adequate amplification at low level of noises makes it 
possible to obtain what is known as cascode amplifier circuit 
(Fig. 81a).

The cascode circuit is a two-stage amplifier employing 
triodes; the first stage employs a cathode-grounded circuit,
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and the second stage, a grid-grounded circuit. The triodes are 
supplied in series which makes it possible to reduce the number 
of elements and current consumed. The total gain of the cas- 
code amplifier is a little less than the gain of the pentode ampli
fier, but the amount of natural noises is reduced to between

Fig. 82. Frequency response curve of h-f amplifier

one third and one fifth. Valves VI and V2 are similar (usually, 
they are two halves of a double triode). Hence, the voltage of 
the anode source is equally distributed between them. The 
load of the first stage is coil L3 which, along with the stray 
capacitances of the anode of valve VI and the cathode of V2 
forms an oscillatory circuit. The load of the second stage is 
section L4C3.

Section RiC4 serves for automatic bias on the grid of VI. 
Capacitor C5 grounds the grid of valve V2 in high frequency; 
R 2 and R 3 are the leakage resistors.

Capacitors Cx and C2, along with grid-anode and grid- 
cathode of valve VI stray capacitances form an electric bridge 
neutralizing the influence of capacitance Cagl and preventing 
self-excitation of the first stage (Fig. 81 b).

Connected to one diagonal of the bridge is coil L2 and to 
the other diagonal, the anode circuit of valve VI. The purpose 
of the neutralization is to eliminate the influence of output 
on input, i.e., to prevent changes in voltage across L3 from 
causing changes in voltage across V2. The bridge can be balan
ced by appropriate choice of capacitances Cx and C2. Then 
no changes in voltage across L3 can cause the changes in vol
tage across L2.
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The bridge is balanced, provided the products of resistance 
of opposite arms are equal, e.g.,

X1X3 =  X2X. 1 1
4’ coCi coC

1
coC., coC

Thence, the necessary relationship of the capacitances is 
obtained:

Ci
C o

In high-frequency amplifiers use can be made of both the 
single-element valve circuits and more complex band filters.

The oscillatory systems of television receiver high-frequency 
amplifiers are tuned so that the sound and picture carriers 
are at the edges of the amplifier frequency characteristic 
(Fig. 82). This is necessary so that the sound and picture 
carriers are passed along with the upper side band. The lower 
picture frequency band, as mentioned earlier, is partially 
suppressed in the transmitter.

70. Heterodyne and Mixer

The heterodyne and the mixer in television receivers usually 
employ a double triode or combined valves, such as the 60111 
triode-pentode, for instance. The multigrid frequency-con
verters are not used due to the high level of noises.

The heterodyne usually employs a triode with capacitive 
feedback (Fig. 83a). The part of capacitive voltage divider 
is played by capacitance Cac between the plate and the cathode 
which comprises the capacitance of tuning capacitor and the 
capacitance between the control grid and the cathode of valve 
Cgc.

As is known from the course in radio engineering, the oppo
sition of voltages at the grid and the anode of a valve (phase 
balance) and sufficiently strong feedback between the grid 
and the anode circuits (balance of amplitudes) are necessary 
for the self-excitation of the heterodyne. The first provision is 
observed due to connection of the cathode to the circuit bet
ween the connection points of the leads of the control grid 
and the anode. To realize the second provision, it is necessary 
that the alternating current in the valve grid is 1/3 to 1/4 of 
the alternating current in the anode. For this reason capaci-
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tance Cgc should be 3 to 4 times greater than capacitance Cac. 
Due to variations in total capacitance Cac the feedback volt
age changes when the capacitance of the tuning capacitor

Fig. 83. Heterodyne and mixer of television receiver
a — circuit diagram of heterodyne; b — circuit diagram of mixer.

changes. Capacitor C is connected to the circuit to stabilize 
the feedback voltage. Due to this fact the overall capacitance 
between the grid and the cathode increases and the change of 
tuning capacitor’s capacitance has less influence on the value 
of the feedback voltage. Resistor R u through which the 
anode voltage is supplied, shunts a portion of the circuit 
through the anode resistance of anode source. If R } were 
connected directly to the anode, it would shunt out the whole 
circuit, thus causing a decrease in the circuit Q-factor and 
stability of the heterodyne frequency.

The frequency of the receiver heterodyne must have high 
stability. Let us assume that the carrier frequency of a tele
vision channel equals 50 Mc/s and the frequency drift is
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0.05%. Then the total drift of the heterodyne frequency and, 
hence, of the intermediate frequency will compriseO.0005-50x 
10' c/s-25-10:1 c s^25 Kc s. A frequency drift like this does 
not affect the reception of a picture signal whose frequency 
band is 6.5 Mc/s, but it will greatly influence the sound signal 
whose frequency band is considerably narrower.

To increase the heterodyne frequency stability, use is made 
of weak coupling of heterodyne valve to the circuit and thermo- 
compensating capacitors are used in the circuit. The weak 
level coupling of valve with circuit ensures the low influence 
of interelectrode capacitances on the total circuit capacitance 
and the thermocompensating elements decrease the dependance 
of the frequency on temperature.

The television receiver mixer employs a triode or a high- 
frequency pentode (Fig. 83b). Used commonly are circuits 
with a single-grid frequency conversion. The principle of 
mixer operation is similar to that of the conventional radio 
receiver. Due to beats between the signal frequencies and the 
heterodyne, oscillations with picture intermediate frequencies 
appear:

fi-f  pict  ffi f p i c t . c a r .

and sound
f i-f sound fh / sound car .

These frequencies differ by comparatively small value (6 Mc/s) 
and are produced by the circuit or band filter loading the mi
xer. The mixer tank system is tuned to picture intermediate 
frequency f h —  f  ir1 car A higher frequency is selected for 
the heterodyne than for the sound carrier so that the picture 
intermediate frequency is higher than the sound intermediate 
frequency. For example, with a picture carrier of 51.75 Mc/s, 
a sound carrier of 58.25 Mc/s and a heterodyne frequency of 
86 Mc/s

U-Ipict .  = fh  — f p i c i . car.  =  86 — 51.75 =  34.25 Mc/s; 
fi-! sound ~  f h fsound c a r . = 86 — 58.25 =  27.75 Mc/S

In the given circuit diagram for a mixer, the anode circuit 
is formed by coil L;J, its interturn capacitance, output capaci
tance of the valve and the wiring capacitance. The circuit is 
tuned with the aid of the magnetic core. Resistor R s widens 
the passband of the circuit, C3 and R 2 form the decoupling
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filter in the circuit of the valve screen grid, R 4 and C4 are the 
anode decoupling filter and Cc t is the heterodyne coupled capa
citor. The high-frequency amplifier is coupled inductively. 
Circuit L 2C2 is tuned to the picture carrier. Resistor Rt 
widens the circuit passband.

A peculiar feature of the mixers in modern television receiv
ers is the use of band filters with loop coupling. The loop 
is a piece of coaxial cable up to 350 mm long. It connects 
the mixer anode circuit (positioned in channel selector) with 
the image i-f amplifier input circuit mounted on the receiver 
frame.

A 350-mm piece of cable has a capacitance of 25 — 30 pF. 
This capacitance is shown on the scheme as capacitor C5. 
Capacitance C0 is formed by the input capacitance of the 
intermediate frequency amplifier valve and by wiring capac
itance. Thus, serving the load at the end of the loop is 
U-shaped filter CbL bC{, tuned bymeansofthe magnetic core. 
To widen the frequency passband, the mixer anode circuit 
and the U-shaped filter are tuned to different frequencies. 
The frequency characteristic of the mixer is double-humped 
in shape.

71. Television Program Selector Unit

The television receiver is switched from one channel to 
another by special devices known as the program selector 
(PS) or channel selector (CS).

To switch from one channel to another, it is necessary to 
switch the coils of the input circuit, the high-frequency am
plifier and the heterodyne. This is realized in the channel 
selector or the program selector by means of a drum-type 
selector switch where the coils switched are mounted on a 
drum. When the drum is turned towards the common circuit, 
new coils are connected.

These drum-type selector switches have good mechanical 
coupling of coils to be commutated with contact springs and 
can withstand a great number of switchings.

Another advantage of the drum-type selector switch is that 
the high-frequency amplifier, heterodyne and mixer are mount
ed in a self-contained unit with a reliable screen.

The program selector drums are provided with five sets 
of coils for reception in five television channels, and three
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sets of coils for reception of ultra-short-wave stations with 
frequency modulation.

The channel selector comprises 12 sets of coils for reception 
in 12 television channels.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Why are triodes employed in the high-frequency amplifiers of tele
vision receivers?

2. What is a cascode amplifier?
3. How is neutralization effected in the cascode amplifier?
4. Which stages of the television receiver comprise the channel 

selectors?



CHAPTER XIII

INTERMEDIATE-FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS 
OF PICTURE SIGNAL

72. Separation of Picture and Sound Intermediate-Frequency
Signals

Of Rf

The main amplification of the signals received in superhe
terodyne takes place in the intermediate-frequency stages. 
In intercarrier superheterodyne receivers the intermediate-

frequency voltages of picture and 
sound are amplified in the com
mon channel of the intermediate 
frequency. In split-sound receivers 
they are amplified in separate 
channels and therefore signals 
with intermediate frequency of 
picture and sound should be sepa
rated and directed each into its 
own channel.

The frequencies are separated 
with the aid of an oscillatory cir
cuit tuned to the respective fre
quency. These circuits can be con
nected, for example, to the mixer 
anode circuit (Fig. 84). Voltages 
with intermediate frequencies of 
picture and sound are applied from 
these circuits to the inputs of the 
respective amplifiers.

In the given scheme, capacitor 
C2 with coil L a forms a circuit 
tuned to the intermediate frequ
ency of picture. Resistor R 2 ser

ves to widen the passband. Capacitor C4 and coil L 2 
form a circuit tuned to intermediate frequency of sound.

Fig. 84. Circuit arrangement 
for separation of sound and 
picture intermediate frequen

cies
/ — to picture i-f amplifier; 2 — 

to sound i-f amplifier.
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The passband occupied by the sound is narrower than the 
frequency passband of picture signal and, therefore, the cir
cuit C4L2 is not shunted by resistor. Resistor and capacitor 
Ci form the anode decoupling filter, capacitor C3 ensures the

Fig. 85. Frequency response curve of picture i-f amplifier

coupling with the picture intermediate frequency amplifier.
As known from the course in radio receiving devices, a 

high intermediate frequency is desirable for passage of a 
wider band of frequencies and to attenuate mirror interfe
rences. But the higher the intermediate frequency, the lower 
the figure of gain of stage k and the higher the requirements to 
amplifier elements. Therefore, 34.25 Mc/s* are specified as 
the picture intermediate frequency for Soviet television recei
vers. To ensure a sufficiently high sensitivity in the video 
channel, use is commonly made of three or four i-f amplifier 
stages.

In addition to high gain, the i-f amplifier must have a wide 
passband. The use of multi-stage amplifiers enables one to 
more easily obtain the necessary form of frequency characte
ristic (Fig. 85).

To avoid sound signal penetration into the picture channel, 
the intermediate frequency sound amplification in split- 
sound receivers must be equal to zero. This does not refer to 
the intercarrier sound receivers where the sound signals are 
received by separation of beats between two carriers. Their 
i-f sound amplification should comprise approximately 0.1 
of the maximum gain.

The desired passband may be formed by using single-element 
oscillatory circuits detuned relative to each other in i-f-a

* In the new unified television receivers it is 38 Mc/s.
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stages. The frequency characteristic of the separate stages 1, 
2, 3, 4 (Fig. 86a) multiplied by each other will give a resul
tant characteristic (Fig. 86b) approximating that desired 
(see Fig. 85).

To avoid sound signal penetration into the picture channel 
input, band-elimination circuits are used. The simplest method 
of band elimination is the use of an absorption circuit tuned

Fig. 86. Shaping of frequency response curve of i-f amplifier with four
detuned circuits

a — frequency response curve of separate stages; b — resultant frequency response
curve of amplifier.

to the sound intermediate frequency. The operation of this 
circuit is shown in Fig. 86a(curved). This circuit is inductive
ly coupled with one of the circuits of picture i-f amplifier. 
In the sound intermediate frequency the band-elimination 
circuit becomes resonant. The impedance of the absorption 
circuit, in this case, is lowest and is pure resistance, hence, 
the current in it is maximum and it consumes the maximum 
power from the main circuit. At the same time, the main 
circuit consumes little power, the current therein is conside
rably lower and the band-elimination frequency is minimum.
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The band-elimination circuit of the series circuit may be 
connected in parallel to the amplifier input. In the sound 
intermediate frequency in such a band-elimination circuit a 
voltage resonance appears; its impedance becomes low and it 
shunts the output circuits of the stage. The amplification in 
the band-elimination frequency wiH also be minimum.

73. I-f Amplifier Circuits

In modern television receivers the necessary waveform of 
the frequency characteristic of i-f amplifiers is obtained with 
the aid of band filters.

One of the most commonly used i-f amplifier circuits is 
the circuit employing the T-filter (Fig. 87a) developed by 
Ya.I. Efrussy, a Soviet engineer.

Fig. 87. I-f amplifier
a — complete circuit of amplifier with midseries terminated filter; b — low-pass 
filter; c — high-pass filter; d — connection of low- and high-pass filters to bridge

diagonals.
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This filter can be subdivided into two filters: low-pass 
filter C4C6L2 and high-pass filter LxC2C^CstriCstrt (Fig- 87b 
andc). Here Cs(rt and Csir., are stray capacitances made up 
of wiring capacitances and the interelectrode capacitances 
of valves.

Capacitances C2, C3, Cs(ri and Cstr., form an electric bridge 
to one diagonal of which the low-pass filter is connected while 
coil Li of the high-pass filter is connected to the other diagonal 
(Fig. 87d). The parameters of the circuit are chosen so that 
the bridge is balanced. In this case the filters will not influence 
each other and the operation of each filter can be considered 
separately.

Filter C4C5L2 has two resonances: voltage resonance in the 
complex circuit C4Cr)L2 at frequency /i and antiresonance in 
circuit C5L 2 at frequency f 2:

h 2k  V U C t

2 2 KfL.fi ,
where C(=total capacitance of complex circuit; f 2 is higher 
than f ! as the total capacitance of complex circuit is greater 
than the capacitance of capacitor Cb. Values of C4) Cb and L2

f,Mc(s

Fig. 88. Resultant frequency response curve of T-stage

are selected so that the voltage resonance is applied at sound 
intermediate frequency. The stage load in this case will be 
the low resonant resistance of system C4C5L2 and the gain 
will be minimum. At the second resonant frequency / 2, when
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the antiresonance in circuit ChL 2 appears, the resistance of 
this circuit is high and the stage, loaded with the high reso
nant resistance of the circuit, yields a high gain. If the fre
quency increases further, the circuit resonance decreases and 
the gain drops (Fig. 8 8 , curve /).

The high-pass filter also has two*resonances: an antireso
nance in complex circuit L xC2C3Cs1rCstr> (see Fig. 87) 
at frequency / 3 (see Fig. 8 8 ) and antiresohance in circuit 
LiC2C:i at frequency / 4. In the first case the stage load is the 
high resonant resistance of the complex parallel circuit 
L1C2C‘,iCsfr Cstrn and the stage develops a maximum gain. 
In the second case the resonant resistance of parallel circuit 
L xC2Cn is high, a considerable part of voltage signal drops in 
the circuit, the stage output voltage is low and, therefore, 
the gain is also low. Let us prove that / 4 is greater than / 3.

Capacitors C2 and C3 of circuit L XC2C* are connected in 
series, and the total circuit capacitance is:

p _£‘2̂ 3
C2-| c3

The resonant frequency

4 2r V  LxCt

In complex circuit LfijOfistr.Cstr^ connected parallel 
to capacitors C2 and C3 are the series connected stray capa
citances Cstrt and Cstr2. Their total capacitance is:

p  _ ^str{ ^str2
^ s i r  ~r > r

L s//-, ^  c s / r2

and the total capacitance of the whole complex circuit
Ct = Ct + Cstr

The resonant frequency

/ .=  , L = r
2j i V LxCt

Since C't is greater than Cf, / 4 is higher than / 3. The frequen
cy response curve of high-pass filter is shown in Fig. 8 8 , curved.

The resultant frequency response curve of the T-stage is 
double-humped with a valley in the middle and with steep 
slopes. To eliminate the valley in the characteristic, one
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more stage with single-element circuit tuned to medium fre
quency is employed (Fig. 8 8 , curve 3).

The required waveform of the frequency response curve may 
be formed also with the aid of the Af-circuit filter (Fig. 89a). 
The filter is connected to the anode circuit of valve VI through

Fig. 89. M -stage
a — schematic diagram of M-stage; b — simplified diagram of M-derived filter; 

c — frequency response curve of M-stage.

decoupling capacitor Cd. Coils Lx and L 2 along with wiring 
capacitances Cl and C2 form oscillatory circuits tuned to the 
medium frequency of the desired passband. The circuits are 
screened from each other and are connected by an external 
coupling through resistor R and by an internal coupling 
through two-series-connected band-elimination circuits L 3C3 

and L 4C4.
To explain the stage operation let us examine a simplified 

circuit diagram of M-filter (Fig. 896). Here Z z is the total 
impedance of band-elimination circuits L 3C3 and L 4C4.
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The external coupling is carried out through resistor R. 
In the circuit with the M-filter, the resistance assumed is 
rather high so that the coupling through it is low and is not 
decisive in forming the stage frequency response curve.

Internal coupling is effected by a voltage drop across coupl
ing impedance Z t which is common#for both circuits. The vol
tage generated across capacitor Cx is distributed between

coil L i and coupling resistor Zcpl. The higher the coupling 
resistance, the higher the voltage applied to the second cir
cuit, the higher the voltage at the filter output and hence, 
the higher the voltage gain.

Circuit LyC3 is tuned to the sound intermediate frequency. 
Its resistance is negligible at this frequency and, therefore, 
the figure for stage gain is small. With an increase in frequen
cy, the coupling resistance rises and the stage gain increases.

At an average frequency of passband the gain is maximum 
at the expense of antiresonance in circuits LiCj and L 2C2.

The band-elimination circuit L 4C4 is tuned to the frequency 
of interference produced by the adjacent television channel.

K

'2
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This is how interferences on both sides of the i-f amplifier 
frequency response curve are suppressed (Fig. 89c).

Resistor R shunts both circuits and decreases their Q- 
factor as a result of which the gain in the medium frequency 
decreases and the frequency response characteristic in the 
passband is more uniform.

As compared with the 7-stage, the M -stage is more complex 
but permits a higher voltage to be obtained.

Some types of television receivers employ a U-filter (Fig. 90) 
which is a modification of a network with three detuned cir
cuits. In this case parallel circuits CXLX and C2L 2 are exter
nally coupled through series-connected circuit L 3C3. The 
circuits are mutually detuned. Circuit CXL X is tuned to the 
low frequency of the passband and forms the left-hand slope 
of the stage frequency response curve. Circuit C2L 2 is tuned to 
the high frequency of the passband and forms the right-hand 
of frequency response curve. The third circuit, C:iL :u is tuned 
to the medium frequency of the passband and compensates 
the valley of frequency characteristic provided by the frequen
cy characteristics of the first and the second circuits. Circuit 
L 3C3 is shunted by resistors of circuits CXL X and C2L2. This 
decreases its Q-factor and widens the passband, thus ensuring 
more uniform amplification in the middle part of the stage 
frequency characteristic.

To form the i-f amplifier frequency characteristic, many 
television sets use filters with strong inductive coupling where 
one coil is wound between the turns of the other. In such filters, 
one circuit is tuned to one of the frequencies of amplifier pass- 
band and the natural frequency of the circuit lies beyond the 
limits of the amplifier passband. This is why the resonant 
curve of the filter is not double-humped but asymmetrical 
single-humped. If several such filters are used and tuned to 
different frequencies of the passband, a frequency response 
curve of the desired shape can be formed. To suppress the in
terferences in the audio intermediate frequency in this case 
band-elimination circuits are used.

74. I-f Amplifier Frequency Characteristic Control

To control the waveform of the frequency characteristic 
according to the conditions of reception, a complex 7-stage 
circuit is used (Fig. 91). Connected in parallel to coil Lx are 
series connected capacitor Cx and semiconductor diode D.
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The anode current of valve VI causes a voltage drop of the 
order of 30 V in resistor R 2. With the slider in the extreme 
left-hand position, the potential of the diode cathode is higher 
than that of the anode by 30 V and the diode is cut off.

Connected in parallel to circuit L1C.jC4 are the series con
nected capacitance of diode junction p—n and capacitor

Fig. 91. Adjustment of frequency characteristic of picture i-f amplifier

Ci. When the diode is cut off by high negative voltage, the 
thickness of barrier layer of the diode is comparatively large, 
the distance between the p~ and n-regions is sufficiently great 
and the capacitance of the p—n junction is low. The total 
capacitance connected in parallel to circuit equals:

where Cd ^  capacitance of the p—n junction.
When displacing the potentiometer slider to the right, 

the negative voltage blocking the diode decreases, the thick
ness of the barrier layer also decreases, the capacitance of its 
p—n junction increases and the total capacitance, connected 
in parallel to circuit LxC^C^ rises; in conformity with this
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stage frequency characteristic changes. In this way conti
nuous control of the waveform of picture i-f amplifier fre
quency response curve is obtained.

Resistor R 3 along with capacitor C2 forms a filter prevent
ing the high-frequency current from flowing through poten
tiometer R lt

A change of the waveform of the frequency characteristic 
makes it possible to control the picture definition and there
fore, the device described is called a focus control.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. How are the i-f of picture and sound signals separated in split-sound 
television receivers?

2. What happens when the sound signal penetrates the picture channel?
3. Why does semi-conductor diode capacitance depend on the value of 

the voltage applied to it?



CHAPTER XIV

DETECTION OF TELEVISION SIGNALS

75. Video Signal Detectors

The video detector is designed to convert amplitude modu
lated voltage of picture intermediate frequency into the volt
age of video frequency which repeats the waveform of the 
composite video signal. Moreover, the voltage of differential 
frequency 6.5 Mc/s appears across the detector load due to 
the beats between the picture and sound intermediate frequen
cies which in intercarrier sound receivers is used for reproduc
tion of sound signal.

Television receivers usually employ diode detectors. In 
contrast to other detection circuits, these circuits provide 
for minimum signal waveform distortion.

Both vacuum and semi-conductor diodes can be used for 
detection. More often, semi-conductor diodes are used whose 
natural capacitance and plate resistance are lower than those 
of the vacuum valve detectors.

In general, the circuit arrangement and the operation of 
the video detector (Fig. 92) do not differ from those of the 
diode detector in a conventional broadcasting radio receiver.

Amplitude modulated voltage with picture intermediate 
frequency is applied to the input of the detector. Due to unila
teral conductivity of the diode, a pulse current flows through 
it. The pulse amplitude changes according to the law govern
ing the change of amplitude of the i-f oscillations. Such 
current comprises a d-c component, a-c components with inter
mediate frequency harmonics and video frequency a-c compo
nent which repeats the waveform of a composite video signal.

The load of video detector is resistor R shunted by capaci
tor C. The values of these elements are selected so that the 
capacitive reactance value of capacitor C for currents with 
i-f harmonics is much lower than the value of resistor R. 
Then the intermediate frequency harmonics will be shorted
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through capacitor C, develop practically no voltage therein 
and the d-c component and the component of video frequency 
will generate a pulsating voltage across resistor R , this volt
age repeating the waveform of the composite video signal.

When detection is carried out by this circuit, a negative 
voltage appears across the detector load, i.e., the voltage of

Fig. 92. Video detector
a — schematic diagram of video detector; /;. c, d — graphs of input (b) and output 
voltage at negative (c) and positive (d) video signals; / — from i-f amplifier; 2—

to video amplifier.

a polarity at which the minimum brightness of the picture 
element transmitted corresponds to the maximum voltage 
(Fig. 92b). In case of a reverse connection of the diode, volt
age with a positive polarity will appear across the detector 
load and the maximum voltage will correspond to the bright
est element of the picture being transmitted (Fig. 92d).

The selection of signal polarity across the detector load 
depends on the subsequent stages of the video amplifier and 
on the method of signal supply to the picture tube. All Soviet 
television stations employ the negative picture signal. The 
maximum brightness is obtained at minimum negative volt
age across the control electrode. Each stage whose load is 
connected to the anode circuit reverses the polarity of the 
signal. Therefore, when the signal is applied to the picture 
tube control electrode, television receivers with an even num-
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ber of video amplifier stages need a detector with positive 
video signal and those with an odd number of video amplifier 
stages need the negative video signal.

The video signal is often applied to the picture tube cathode 
and not to the control electrode. In this case, to obtain the 
maximum brightness, the cathode ŝhould have a maximum 
negative potential with respect to the control electrode. If 
there is an even number of video amplifier stages, then, when 
the video signal is applied to the picture tube cathode, a de
tector with a negative video signal is required and, when 
there is an odd number of stages, a detector with positive 
video signal is required.

76. Specific Features of Video Detector Operation

In radio receivers the diode detector load resistance usually 
selected is equal to 0.5 megohm and parallel to it a capacitor 
with a capacitance of about 100 pF is connected. Elements 
with such characteristics ensure good separation of harmonics 
of intermediate frequency from audio frequency.

But in video detectors elements with such characteristics 
cannot be used. The highest known frequency for picture sig
nals is 6.5 Mc/s. For the current of such a frequency, the re
actance of a capacitor rated for 100 pF is equal to:

l
'2ji fC 2-3.14-6.5-106-100-10"12 ^ r  =  250 ohms 40

The capacitive reactance of a capacitor at highest frequency 
of picture signal is negligibly low as compared with 0.5 meg
ohm, and the highest frequencies do not generate voltage on 
the load. As a result the details of the picture are lost. The 
capacitor can be eliminated entirely and use be made only of 
the stray capacitance of the wiring which reaches 5 pF. The 
capacitive reactance of capacitor C for 6.5 Mc/s is:

* c  =
1 105

2-3.14-6.5-106 -5-10-12 3.14-6.5 5000 ohms

For effective detection the capacitive reactance of the capa
citor for currents at highest video frequencies should be at 
least two times higher than the detector load resistance R. 
Therefore, the video detector load resistance should be of an 
order of 1000—3000 ohms.

Besides the video signal, the currents of i-f harmonics also 
flow through the detector load. Through parasitic feedback,
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the voltage generating these harmonics across the load may 
reach the input of the i-f amplifier first stage and the danger 
of amplifier self-excitation arises.

To decrease the i-f voltage and its harmonics the capacitance 
of capacitor C ought to be increased but this leads to a usag”

Fig. 93. Types of video detectors
a _  video detector with filtering choke; b — full-wave video detector.

in highest video frequencies and worsens the picture defini
tion. Better results can be obtained by using circuits with 
filtering coil (Fig. 93a). For the harmonics of i-f current, the 
inductive reactance of choke L 3 is higher than for the currents 
of video frequencies. For this reason, the harmonics do not 
pass through the detector load and are shorted through Cl.

If the intermediate frequency of picture signal is comparati
vely low, it is difficult to separate it from the video frequency 
signal. In such cases, at the output of the detector a multi
element LC-filter or a full-wave detector (Fig. 93b) is provid
ed. With full-wave detection, the ripple frequency of the 
output voltage is two times higher than the carrier frequency. 
Therefore, the frequencies of i-f harmonics are doubled here 
and it is easier to separate them from video signals.

The capacitive reactance of capacitor Cl that shunts load 
resistor R is considerably lower for currents of highest video 
frequencies than it is for currents of low video frequencies 
and, thus, the highest video frequencies may “sag”.

D2
lb)
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Fig. 94. Video detector with compensating coil

To eliminate the '‘sagging” of highest video frequencies 
the compensation coil is connected in series to the detector 
load (Fig. 94). The voltage of the video frequency is applied 
from the detector load to the grid of the valve of the video 
amplifier first stage through the compensating coil L3 and 
separating capacitor C\. Connected in series to L3 and C, is 
the input capacitor Cin of the video amplifier valve; L3, Cx 
and Cin form a series-connected circuit. The capacitance of 
capacitor Cx is much higher than the input capacitance Cin 
of the valve and, therefore, the influence of capacitance Cx 
can be neglected. The inductance of compensating coil L3 
is selected so that the circuit L HCin is tuned to a frequency of 
about 5 Mc/s. At this frequency the voltage resonance that 
appears develops a voltage across the capacitor and the coil 
Q-times higher than the voltage at the input (Q is quality 
factor of circuit). The input voltage for circuit L ;iCin is the 
voltage across the detector load. Therefore, a voltage of 5 Mc/s 
at the input of the video amplifier will be Q-times higher than 
the voltage of this frequency across the detector load.

In order to widen the circuit passband, choke L3 is shunted 
by resistor R ,. In this case the value of Q decreases but the 
circuit resonance curve becomes broader and the voltage 
rises not only at 5 Mc/s but also at the adjacent frequencies.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Explain why the video detector cannot be loaded with higher re
sistance.

2. Why is a filtering coil used in the video detector circuit?
3. Explain the operation of a video detector with a compensating coil.
4. The video signal is applied to the picture tube cathode. Connected 

between the video detector and the picture tube are two stages of video 
amplifier. What polarity should the signal across the detector ioad have?



CHAPTER XV

VIDEO AMPLIFIERS

77. General

Developed across the video detector load is a picture signal 
voltage with a peak-to-peak value of the order of 2 V. This 
voltage is not sufficient to control the brightness of picture 
tube screen. Hence, the voltage of the detector load is first 
amplified by a video amplifier and then it is applied to the 
control electrode or to the cathode of the picture tube.

The picture signal contains a wide spectrum of frequencies: 
from several tens of cycles to several megacycles. Thus, in 
contrast to the audio-frequency amplifiers the video ampli
fiers should have wider bandwidth.

78. Signal Distortion in Amplifiers

All amplifiers distort the signals amplified in one way or 
another. The distortions produced by a video amplifier can 
be subdivided into frequency, phase and non-linear distor
tions.

The frequency distortions consist in non-adequate ampli
fication of signals of different frequencies. This is explained by 
the presence of stray capacitances and inductances in the amp
lifier circuit, which present reactances of different value for 
the currents of different frequencies.

The frequency distortion factor is the amplifier frequency 
characteristic which shows the dependence of the amplification 
factor on the frequency of the amplified signals. An ideal 
frequency response curve is a straight line parallel to the 
axis of the frequencies. An amplifier with such characteristic 
would provide an equal gain for the voltages of all frequencies 
and would not produce the frequency distortions. However, 
existing amplifiers usually provide a poor gain in the low and 
high frequencies; they produce the deep valleys of the frequen-
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cy response curve. The deep valleys at highest frequencies 
lead to deterioration of detail reproduction. The deep valleys 
of amplification at lowest frequencies cause improper distri
bution of brightness on large areas of the picture.

The phase distortions are phase shifts between the different 
harmonics of the signal at the amplifier output, that are not

Fig. 95. Non-linear distortions due to operation on curved portions of 
tube frequency response

the same as those at its input because of the stray capacitanc
es and inductances available in the amplifier. This leads to a 
change in signal waveform and to the appearance of picture 
distortions, haloes, ghosts, etc.

Both the frequency and the phase distortions are caused by 
the presence of reactances (mainly capacitive) in amplifier 
circuits. The stronger the influence of these reactances, the 
greater the frequency and phase distortions which are inter
connected. Therefore, when the frequency distortions increase, 
an increase in phase distortions is inevitable.

Non-linear distortions are distortions of signal waveform 
that are due to operation of the amplifier on curved portions 
of its characteristic (Fig. 95).

If the bias is selected so that the initial operating point is 
in the middle of the flat portion of the valve response curve 
and the signal does not go beyond the limits of this portion, 
non-linear distortions are of minimum value.
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The non-linear distortions change the distribution of the 
brightness on the picture to a certain degree, and have a com
paratively poor influence on the apparent quality of image. 
Hence, ordinarily no special measures are taken to correct 
the non-linear distortions in television receivers.

79. The Amplifier Transfer Characteristic

A television signal is a mixture of pulses of different dura
tion and amplitude, the quality of the picture depends on how 
these pulses are reproduced in the amplifier. The pulse ampli
fication factor can best be judged by the amplifier transfer

Vui

I V

(a)
t

Fig. 96. Amplification of square-wave pulse
a — voltage differential across amplifier input; b — transfer characteristic of ampli

fier stage.

characteristic. The latter amplification shows how the voltage 
varies at the amplifier output when an instant voltage dif
ferential is impressed on its input (Fig. 96n).

According to the transfer characteristic (Fig. 966), the 
pulse rise time, pulse fall time and the overshoot of output 
voltage can be determined.
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The pulse rise time is the time interval t T during which the 
voltage at the amplifier output rises from 0.1 to 0.9 of the 
steady-value Vsv. The shorter the rise time, the steeper the 
leading edge of a pulse at the amplifier output. The pulse 
fall time tf usually equals the rise time. The shorter the fall 
time, the steeper the trailing edge of#a pulse. The overshoot h0 
is the term used for the difference between the maximum and 
the steady values of pulses at the amplifier output. These three 
parameters most fully describe pulse reproduction and there
fore, the operation of video amplifier is best illustrated by 
its transfer characteristic.

80. Video Amplifier

Equivalent circuit of amplifier
Though the circuit arrangement of the simplest video ampli

fier (Fig. 97) does not differ in outer appearance from the

Fig. 97. Schematic diagram of video amplifier

conventional 1-f voltage amplifier its wiring is more thorough 
to decrease stray capacitances and the characteristics of some 
other elements are higher.

In order to analyze the operation of the video amplifier, 
let us plot its equivalent circuit diagram for alternating 
current (Fig. 98a).

The valve in the equivalent circuit is replaced by an a-c 
voltage generator \iVg (p is the valve amplification factor, 
Vg is the a-c voltage across control grid). As the valve has an
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anode resistance to alternating current R , then the equivalent 
generator should have the same anode resistance. The genera
tor is loaded with resistor R a parallel to which stray capaci
tance Ca acts. The latter is composed of anode-cathode capa
citance Cac, and wiring capacitance. Leakage resistor R g,

Fig. 98. Equivalent circuits of video amplifier 
a — complete circuit; b — for high frequencies; c — for medium frequencies; d — 

for low frequencies.

with the capacitance Cc operating in parallel to it, is connected 
through coupling capacitor Cg to the load. This capacitance 
comprises the capacitance between the grid and the cathode 
of the next valve and the wiring capacitance. Capacitors 
Cc, Cg2l Cbl and resistors R c and R g (see Fig. 97) when 
compiling the equivalent circuit may be neglected since the 
values assumed for capacitances of Cc, Cg and Cb[ are so high 
that the capacitive reactance of 1-f currents is much lower 
than the rating of R c and R go.

At different frequencies, the' various circuit elements cause 
changes in amplifier operation. At highest frequencies the 
capacitive reactance of coupling capacitor is much lower than 
leakage resistance R g and therefore the influence of Cg can 
be neglected. The capacitive reactances of stray capacitances 
Ca and Cc in the highest frequencies are commensurable with 
resistances R n and R g and shunt them. The generator, in 
turn, is loaded with a circuit comprising parallel-connected R a 
and R g, Ca and Cc. The overall capacitance of the circuit is:
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t h e  c i r c u i t  r e s i s t a n c e

R R a - R r

R a  ~\~ R g

Commonly R ĝ >Ra and therefore the value of R a can be neg
lected and it can be considered that R ^ R a- The circuit 
begins to look like the one shown in Fig. 98b.

At medium frequencies the capacitive reactance of coupling 
capacitor Cg is low as compared with R g and the capacitive 
reactances of stray capacitances Cn and Cc are high and they 
do not shunt the stage load. Therefore, it can be assumed that 
at medium audio frequencies (Fig. 98c) the generator is loaded 
only with resistance

R a R g 

Ra~\~ R g R a -

At low frequencies the capacitive reactances of stray capa
citances are still higher than at medium frequencies and their 
influence on the amplifier operation can be neglected. But, 
however, the capacitive reactance of coupling capacitor Cg 
becomes commensurable with resistance R g and therefore the 
action of Cg must be taken into account (Fig. 98d).

Amplification factor and frequency characteristic of amplifier
According to the equivalent circuit of the amplifier let 

us determine the amplification factor for medium frequen
cies:

k — . i/ __ 1/ _ r  p  . / _  .
n o > v out v Ra l a

V ■ =1/v in v g '

1/ _  W g R a  _ , __ _  p/?„
° u t  R i  +  R a  ’ 0 “  ( R i  +  R a )  V g  ~  R ;  +  R a

The valve amplification factor p is equal to the product 
of mutual conductance S and anode a-c resistance Rt:

p =  SR i
Thence

U _ SRiRa _ SRa
° ~ R i + R a ~  i [ R a

+ Ri
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In video amplifiers, pentodes with high internal resistanceD
Rj are usually used; the ratio — is very low as compared with
unity. Therefore, it can be considered that the amplification 
factor at medium frequencies is:

k0 = SRa
In the lowest frequencies, the amplification factor is lower 

than in medium frequencies since the output voltage decreases 
due to the drop in voltage across coupling capacitor Cg. The

Fig. 99. Frequency characteristic of video amplifier

lower the frequency, the higher the capacitive reactance of 
capacitor Cg, the greater the drop in voltage across it and the 
lower the output voltage and the stage amplification factor.

In the highest frequencies, the load of the stage is impedance 
Z which consists of parallel-connected resistance R a and capa
citance C. The higher the frequency, the lower the reactance 
of capacitance C, impedance Z, the output voltage and the 
amplification factor.

The influence of coupling capacitor Cg and stray capacitan
ces Ca and Cc may be neglected in a wide range of medium 
frequencies. Therefore, a resistance-coupled amplifier yields 
uniform amplification in a broad range of medium frequencies 
and produces sagging of amplification at lowest and highest 
frequencies (Fig. 99).

Amplifier cutoff frequencies are frequencies at which the 
amplification factor is \  2 times lower than the amplification 
factor in medium frequencies.
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The following amplification factors correspond to upper 
cutoff frequency / and lower cutoff frequency
f l , o -

UP-
—  k  _ J l ~  A - - n 7 { .

> —  K l.  c o —  Y 2 ~  1.41 — K o

81. Amplification Property of Valve

As described above, the amplifier load at higher frequencies 
is impedance Z which consists of parallel-connected load

Fig. 100. Amplifier load at highest frequencies (a) and vector diagram of
current (b)

resistor R a and the stage output capacitor C (Fig. 100a). 
Let us plot a vector diagram of currents for such a circuit 
(Fig. 1006).

The current flowing through the load resistor is

and coincides in phase with the stage output voltage. The 
current passing through capacitor C is

and in phase is ahead of the output voltage by 90°. The cur
rent in the non-forked portion of circuit I is equal to the vector 
sum of currents /„ and / c. It may be represented as the 
quotient of the division of output voltage by the circuit 
impedance:



From triangle of currents the load impedance Z is
V* V* V- 1
& ^  Rl +  ; Z2~  Rk  +

i
XI'

1 X* + Rl RlX* 7 _ RaXc
& R\Xl  ’ “ X -+R; ’

£~d ■
V r i + x *c

At upper cutoff frequency the gain is 1^2 times lower 
than at medium frequencies:

bn''up. CO " V  2
But

Whence
k0 = SRa; k „ . C0 = SZ

SZ =  ̂  and z  - Ra
V~2 V  2

Substituting Z in the formula (*), obtain: 

Ra _  Ra*c . 1  *c . i X*c
V2 V r I + x 'c ’ V2 V r I + x i  ’ 2

2Xl = Rl + Xh-, Ra = X c
i.e., at upper cutoff frequency, the capacitive reactance of 
the stage output capacitor is equal to load resistance of R a.
But

X — * c 2 nfttp,coC
Hence

D _ *
* a 2ji fnp.c0C

whence
f -  1luP• co 2r CRa

To obtain the maximum upper cutoff frequency it is ne
cessary to decrease the product CRa. The minimum value of
capacitance C is limited by the capacitance between the
valve anode and cathode, and when greatest care is taken 
in wiring, it cannot be lower than 25—30 pF. As is known,
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when R a is decreased the amplification factor of the ampli
fier decreases, but, however, the upper cutoff frequency of 
the amplifier increases. Therefore, the load resistance R a 
in the video amplifiers is always lower than in the audio am
plifiers employing the same vaWes.

Let us multiply the expressions for amplification factor 
in medium frequencies k0 and for the upper cutoff frequency 
fup. °om

k of up. ™ =  S R  a 2j i CRa =  2nC ’

k =  *0 2ji C f ttPmC0

Capacitance C is determined by the capacitance between 
the valve anode and cathode and at minimum wiring capaci
tance for a given type of valve it can be considered a constant 
value.

The ratio for a given valve is a constant value. It is
called the tube Q-factor and characterizes its amplifying abi
lity in amplification of a wide range of frequencies. The higher 
the required upper cutoff frequency, the lower the stage ampli
fication factor should be. The lower the required upper cutoff 
frequency, the higher the stage amplification factor may be.

Let us calculate what gain can be produced by a stage emp
loying a 6}K3n valve if /n„.r0= 5 Mc/s.

For this valve S — 5 mA/V, C =  20pF
k ^  s  -  5-|0~3_____ ~ 8

0 2ji C f ttP' CO 2-3.14-20- 10-ia-5-10“

With fnp.co= 10 Mc/s, the signal can be amplified only 
4 times.

At low frequencies, the amplifier load is impedance Z con
sisting of two parallel branch circuits. One section is resistor 
R„, the second section is built up of series-connected C,, and 
R g (see Fig. 98d). The resistance of the second section is equal
to y /  Xc+Rg,  and the load impedance is



Since Ra is much lower than Rg> then the low value of Ra 
can be neglected

1
V  X l  +  R \ - R a

V Xl + Rl
At low frequencies the load impedance may be considered 

equal to resistor R a\ hence, in these frequencies the same 
voltage VRa is generated at the amplifier load as at medium 
frequencies. This voltage is distributed between Cg and R g, 
and the stage output voltage is that portion of the amplified 
voltage VR which is developed across resistance R g. To find 
output voltage, it is necessary to divide the total voltage 
VR by the impedance of section CgR g and multiply it by the 
value of R g

Voai = VR * g
V X l - \ - R 2

g

Having divided both parts of the equation by the stage volt
age, we obtain:

Vout _  vRa Re
Vin Vin y  X 2C +  R*

But — - is the amplification factor of the stage at low
* in

frequencies klt and -rr^ = k0. Hence,
''in

b — b R g  * I . co \  r — - ----------- -V Xl + Rl
At low cutoff frequency

^l. CO y T ’ V £ Vx'c-
V 2  Re = Vx*c + Rl;

ZRl + Xh + Rb X C = R' 2nfi.cocg=  Rei fi., 2n R g C g

In order to widen the amplifier passband in the low frequen
cies direction, the product RgCg must be increased. But it 
is impossible to increase R g continuously since, if R g is too 
high, the stage operation becomes unsteady. Therefore R g
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is taken no higher than 1 megohm. A rise in the capacitance 
of capacitor Cg leads to an increase in its overall dimensions 
and leakage. In this case, such a value is selected for capacitor 
Cg that at the chosen R g the required low cutoff frequency is 
obtained. •

82. Amplifiers with Frequency Compensation

One stage of the video amplifier can ensure no more than a
ten-to fifteenfold gain.To ob
tain a greater amplification 
factor multi-stage amplifiers 
are employed.

If the number of stages is 
increased, the amp 1 i fier band
width becomes narrower. 
Therefore, multi-stage am
plifiers ha ve a frequency com- 
pensation that permits wi
dening of the bandwidth in 
the direction of the lowest 
and highest frequencies.

C9: L2

Fig. 101. Video amplifier
a — with simple correction; b — with complex correction.
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Compensation o f h-f characteristic

In amplifiers with simple high-frequency compensation 
the compensating coil La (Fig. 101a) is connected in series 
to the load resistor. In low frequencies the inductive reac
tance of coil La is low and it does not affect the operation of 
amplifier. But with increased signal frequency the inductive 
reactance of the coil and the anode resistance of the load rise 
and the stage amplification factor increases thereby compen
sating the sagging in uncompensated amplifier gain at high 
frequencies due to the action of the stage output capacitance. 
Better results can be obtained by complex compensation 
(Fig. 1016) when not one but two coils are connected to the 
anode circuit of the valve. Such compensation not only im
proves the waveform of the frequency characteristic but also 
enables the stage amplification factor to be increased by 20 
to 30% as compared with simple high-frequency compensa
tion.

Compensation of l- f  characteristic

High-frequency compensation is capable of eliminating 
the amplification sag only in the h-f portion of the characte
ristic. But since the spectrum of video signal frequencies 
also comprises low frequencies that fall lower than 300 c/s, 
it is necessary to eliminate the amplification sag at these 
frequencies. When the frequency decreases, the capacitive 
reactance of cathode capacitor Cc, that shunts bias resistance 
Rc, increases (see Fig. 97). Thus, not only the d-c but the a-c 
components of the valve anode current also generate the volt
age across section CCR C. The a-c voltage generated across 
section CcR c is applied to the valve’s control grid in counter
phase with the signal and is the voltage of the negative feed
back. The higher the voltage, the lower the amplification 
factor. When the resistance frequency of section CcR c decreas
es, the feedback increases and the amplification factor falls. 
Moreover, when the frequency decreases, there is an increase 
in the capacitive reactance of the capacitor in the circuit of 
screen grid Cg ; the a-c component of this grid will pass not 
only through Cgt but also through Rg2 and develop a drop in 
voltage in it.
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The voltage across the valve screen grid is equal to the 
voltage difference of the anode source and drop in 
voltage at Rg2:

When increasing the potential of the control grid, current 
ig2 increases, the drop in voltage at R ĝ  rises and the voltage 
on the screen grid decreases. When the potential of the control 
grid decreases, current igo de
creases and the voltage on the 
screen grid will rise. Hence, 
the voltage on the screen grid 
changes in counterphase with 
the signal. The anode current 
depends on the voltage both at 
the control and at the screen 
grids of the valve. As these volt
ages change to the counter
phase, the amplitude of the a-c 
component of the anode current 
will be lower than at direct 
voltage on the screen grid. The 
lower the frequency is,the stron
ger the changes in voltage will 
be on the screen grid and the 
lower the amplification factor 
is.

To eliminate the 1-f sag a 
circuit with low frequency com
pensation is used which comprises anode filter Rf Cf connected 
in series to load resistor R a (Fig- 102). Here the stage load 
is the resistor R a and filter RfCf . At high and medium fre
quencies, the capacitive reactance of capacitor Cf and the re
sistance of filter RjCf are low and the load is, practically, 
only resistor R a. When the frequency decreases, the capaci
tive reactance of capacitor Cf and the resistance of the filter 
increase; the load impedance increases, which compensates 
the sag in amplification due to a drop in voltage across the 
coupling capacitor. Filter RfCs serves simultaneously as a 
decoupling filter. It attenuates the spurious feedback between 
the amplifier stages which may appear through the common 
circuit of the anode supply.

Fig. 102. Circuit diagram of video 
amplifier with low-frequency cor

rection
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83. Transmission of D-c Component of Picture Signal

As described in Chapter VI, the picture signal supplied 
from the load of camera tube comprises a d-c component 
which reflects variations of average brightness in the picture 
being transmitted. Until the picture signal is detected, all 
its components freely pass through the amplification stages

Fig. 103. Picture signal supply to control electrode of picture tube 
without coupling capacitor

of high and intermediate frequencies. After detection, the 
d-c component, which varies at a frequency of 2 to 3 c/s, 
cannot pass through the coupling capacitances of the video

Fig. 104. Restoration of picture signal d-c component

amplifier stages and is lost. The consequencies of this effect 
were discussed in Chapter VI.
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To pass the d-c component of the picture signal to the picture 
tube control electrode, it is necessary either to have no more 
than one video amplifier stage and to apply the signal to the 
picture tube control grid without coupling capacitor (Fig. 103) 
or to restore the d-c component when several video amplifier 
stages are employed.

The restoration of d-c component can be carried out with 
the aid of a diode connected between the picture tube control 
grid and the ground (Fig. 104).

The sync pulse and that portion of the blanking pulse which 
have negative polarity in the anode circuit of video ampli
fier output valve unlock the diode. Capacitor C is charged to 
the peak value of sync pulses. The plate of capacitor C con
nected to the control electrode of the picture tube receives 
the positive charge. When the blanking pulse ceases, the 
polarity of the signal changes and the diode is cut off. Capac
itor C discharges through resistor R. The time constant of 
the RC circuit is selected so that until the arrival of the next 
sync pulse, capacitor C has no time fora significant discharge. 
The next sync pulse again precharges capacitor C. The d-c 
positive voltage appearing across capacitor C along with the 
picture signal arrives at the picture tube control electrode. 
As a result, the level of sync pulses is automatically maintain
ed constant, very near the ground potential, and the high
er mean positive value of potential of control electrode 
will correspond to the signal from bright scene which, in 
turn, corresponds to the higher mean brightness of the picture, 
and vice versa.

84. Automatic Gain Control

The level of the signals arriving at the input of a television 
receiver may change when the conditions of radio wave propo- 
gation change. So that the level of the video signal applied to 
the picture tube does not change when there are variations in 
the signal received, automatic gain control (AGC) is used.

In broadcasting radio receivers AGC is effected with the 
aid of d-c component of the voltage developed across the 
detector load.

For automatic gain control valves with variable slope of 
characteristic are used. The higher the incoming signal, the 
higher the voltage across the detector load and the negative 
bias at the control grid of amplifier valve. Therefore, the
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weak signals are amplified on a steep portion of the character
istic and a strong signal — on a gently sloping portion. The 
stage amplification factor k is equal to the product of valve 
characteristic slope S and circuit resonant impedance Z T

k = SZr
The weak signals are amplified more than the strong signals 
and, hence, on reception the loudness of weak and strong 
signals is almost the same.

In television receivers the d-c component of the voltage 
generated in the video detector load cannot be used for auto
matic gain control. It changes both when there are variations 
in the level of the signal arriving and when there are varia-

Fig. 105. AGC delay witn peak detector

tions in the average brightness of the picture being transmit
ted.

This makes it necessary to build different AGC circuits for 
television receivers and for radio broadcasting receivers.

AGC circuit with peak detector
When the character of picture being transmitted changes, 

only the peak-to-peak value of blanking and sync pulses 
remains constant. These pulses are used to obtain automatic 
gain control voltage.

To obtain AGC voltage, use is made of an additional peak 
detector connected in parallel to the main video detector 
(Fig. 105).
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Capacitor capacitance C3 is selected so that during the time 
interval between two sync pulses capacitor C3 does not manage 
to discharge to any significant degree through the AGC circuits 
of the valves to be controlled. When the video signal unlocks 
diode D 2, capacitor C3 quickly discharges through the low 
resistance of the unlocked diode to the peak value of the sync 
pulse. If diode D 2 is cut off, capacitor C3 slowly discharges 
through the AGC circuits of the valves to be tuned and the 
voltage across the capacitor remains practically constant 
until the next sync pulse arrives.

The AGC voltage is applied through filter Cf Rf to control 
grids of high-frequency amplifier and intermediate-frequency 
amplifier valves biasing to the left the operating point on 
the anode grid valve characteristic.

Since a decrease in gain is undesirable when weak signals 
are received, the AGC circuit is provided with a source of 
delay voltage V.

Resistors R s and R 2 form the voltage divider. A positive 
delay voltage of the order of several volts is applied from re
sistor R 2 to the cathode of diode D 2. During the reception of 
weak signals, when i-f voltage is lower than the delay voltage, 
the diode of peak detector D 2 is blocked, and the AGC voltage 
is not supplied from the peak detector. During reception of 
strong signals, when the i-f voltage is higher than the delay 
voltage, diode D 2 is triggered and capacitor C3 is charged to 
the peak value of the impressed voltage. This voltage is ap
plied through filter RfCf to control grids of the valves being 
controlled.

To obtain an AGC voltage, some television sets employ an 
amplitude selector whose grid circuit operates as a peak detec
tor.

As pointed out in Chapter X, during operation of the ampli
tude selector, a negative voltage whose value is directly 
proportional to the level of picture signal, is developed across 
the leakage resistor at the expense of grid current of selector 
valve. Part of this negative voltage is applied through the 
low-pass filter to the control grids of the valves being control
led as AGC voltage.

AGC circuits with a peak detector are not sufficiently effec
tive. When the time constant of the peak detector load is 
small, the receiving interference-proof resistance becomes 
worse as each pulse interference generates a voltage on the 
detector load and leads to an undesirable low gain in the
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receiver. If the time constant is high, the AGC voltage change 
lags behind the quick variations in the level of the signal 
received; the variations arise, for example, when an aircraft 
passes in the vicinity of the reception station.

Time-orated (keyed) AGC system
Of all the AGC systems employed in television receivers 

the gated system is the most advanced.
Let us examine the widely used AGC circuit (Fig. 106).

The anode of key valve V2 is supplied with voltage from 
winding Lx of the horizontal scanning output transformer. The 
control grid of the key valve is grounded and the cathode is 
connected to the cathode of video amplifier valve VI. If there 
is no signal, the anode current of valve VI produces a drop in 
voltage on cathode resistor /?2, this voltage being applied to 
the control grid—key valve cathode section cuts off the valve. 
The control grid of the video amplifier receives the positive 
signal at which the blackest area of the image corresponds 
to the lowest voltage across the control grid and, hence, the 
lowest anode current. Therefore, during the passage of line
blanking and sync pulses, the potential difference between the 
control grid and the cathode of the key valve will be least, 
and valve V2 is triggered at the instant of passage of line
blanking and sync pulses. During the action of the blanking 
pulse the line scan flyback takes place. The voltage pulse
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that appears across the transformer winding is rectified by 
the key valve. The d-c component of the current rectified by 
valve V2 is shorted along circuit V2 anode — cathode — 
R 2 — earth — R i — V2 anode. A voltage up to whose value 
capacitor C is charged is generated* on R i. This voltage is 
applied as AGC voltage with a negative potential through 
filter RfCjr to the control grids of the valves being adjusted.

The anode resistance of the valve to d-c current depends 
upon the voltage at its cathode. The higher the cathode poten
tial, the higher the anode resistance of the valve, the lower 
the rectified current and the voltage across R l and Cl.

The key valve is triggered only during passage of line
blanking pulses that coincide in time with the pulses of the 
feedback voltage across the winding of the horizontal scanning 
output transformer. Therefore, the current rectified by valve 
V2, is directly proportional to the amplitude of blanking pul
ses and does not depend on the value of the signal in the inter
vals between the pulses.

When the strong signal arrives, the amplitude of blanking 
pulses is high, the anode current of valve VI at the instant of 
pulse passage is low, the drop in voltage on R 2 and, hence, 
the anode resistance of the key valve are also low while the 
rectified current and AGC voltage are high. When signals 
are weak, the amplitude of blanking pulses decreases, the 
anode current of valveVI during the passage of pulses increas
es and the drop of voltage across R 2 increases. The anode 
resistance of the key valve increases, while the rectified cur
rent and AGC voltage decrease.

The time constants of sections RiCi and RfCf in this circuit 
may be low which ensures quick operation of the AGC system.

There are also other time-gated AGC circuits in which 
the signal voltage is applied from the load of the video detector 
or from the load of the video amplifier anode to the key valve.

Apart from automatic gain control, all television receivers 
are provided with manual contrast control. The contrast of 
a picture can be controlled by varying the negative bias in 
control grids of h-f-a or i-f-a valves, by varying the voltage 
on the video amplifier input or by other methods.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Explain why the fine details of an image are badly reproduced when 
the frequency response curve sags at high video frequencies.
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2. What mode of operation of the video amplifier valve ensures mini
mum non-linear distortions?

3. Explain the influence of video amplifier coupling capacitance on 
amplification at low frequencies.

4. Explain what harmful influence the output capacitance of the ampli
fier stage has on the shape of its frequency characteristic.

5. What is the purpose of high-frequency and low-frequency compensa
tion in video amplifiers?



CHAPTER XVI

SOUND CHANNEL OF TELEVISION RECEIVER

85. General

The principles of producing the sound signal intermediate 
frequency were discussed in Chapter VII, and the methods 
for separation of sound and picture signals — in Chapter 
XIII.

In split-sound television receivers the i-f sound signal is 
amplified by several i-f amplifier stages. These stages, accord-

Fig. 107. Typical circuit arrangement of i-f amplifier of audio channel

ing to the circuit arrangement, differ slightly from i-f amp
lifier stages of the conventional broadcasting superheterodyne 
radio receivers. The stage load may be a single-element circuit 
or band filter tuned to sound intermediate frequency with a 
bandwidth of about 300 Kc/s.

In intercarrier sound receivers the intermediate frequency 
of sound signal for any type of the television sets is equal to 
6.5 Mc/s.

Let us examine a typical i-f amplifier for an intercarrier 
television receiver (Fig. 107).

The amplifier input circuit L1Cl is tuned to sound signals
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6 .5  M c/s  
ia)

-f

at an intermediate frequency of 6.5 Mc/s. It generates the 
voltage of this frequency from the composite signal developed 
across the video amplifier load. Serving as the load in the

anode circuit of valve VI is the 
band filter tuned to 6.5 Mc/s. A 
strong coupling is placed between 
the circuits L 2C2 and L3C3 so 
that the filter frequency charac
teristic is double-humped with 
steep slopes and a sag at 6.5 Mc/s 
(Fig. 1086). But circuit L iĈ  (see 
Fig. 107) has a resonance at this 
frequency (Fig. 108a) and, there
fore, the total stage frequency 
characteristic appears with steep 
slopes and a wide, almost flat, 
peak (Fig. 108c). The steep slope of 
the frequency response curve 
makes it possible to separate the 
adjacent frequencies of picture 
signal whose penetrat ion into the 
sound channel leads to strong 
sound distortions.

The voltage with i-f sound sig
nal is frequency modulated by 
sound, and amplitude modulated 
by video signal. The lower video 
frequencies may produce inter
ferences in the sound channel. To 
eliminate the influence of ampli
tude modulation, use is made of a 
special amplitude limiter. The vol

tage of i-f sound signal, relieved of spurious amplitude modu
lation, is applied from the output of the amplitudelimiter to the 
frequency detector. The frequency detector converts the fre
quency modulated i-f voltage into a frequency modulated 
audio voltage.

Kl \
(C)

Fig. 108. Formation of sound 
i-f amplifier stage frequency 

characteristic
a — frequency characteristic o lL t 
Ci circuit; b— frequency characte
ristic of L2C2L3C3 filter; c — fre
quency characteristic of the whole 

stage.

86. Amplitude Limiters

A l i m i t e r  is a device wherein, starting from a certain value 
of input voltage, the output voltage remains constant. The
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input voltage value starting from which the output voltage 
does not vary is called the threshold voltage.

For the purposes of limiting, use can be made of semicon
ductor devices and vacuum valves.

In television receivers the amplitude is limited by means 
of pentode limiters. The part of limiter is usually played by

the last stage of the audio i-f voltage amplifier. The circuit 
diagram of such a limiter is shown in Fig. 109a.

To realize the limiting function, the anode and the screen 
grid are supplied with stepped-down voltages of the order of 
20 to 40 V, the voltage on the anode in this case being lower
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than on the screen grid. At such voltage supply, the valve is 
cut off by low negative voltage on the control grid, and 
a saturation current is developed at low negative grid voltage.

Connected to the circuit of control grid is the coupling cir
cuit CgRg. When the signal voltage is applied, during the 
positive half-cycles a grid current appears which generates 
a negative bias voltage across resistor R g and charges capacitor 
Cg. During the negative half-cycles of signal voltage, capaci
tor Cg discharges through R g maintaining the negative vol
tage thereon. The higher the amplitude of the signal received, 
the higher the grid current and the negative voltage across 
control grid. At a certain amplitude value, the anode current 
is cut off and as a result the limiting will be upward (Fig. 1096). 
The downward limiting takes place due to operation on the 
upper bend of the curve of the valve anode-grid characteris
tic. The bend in the selected mode of operation is located in 
the negative portion of the anode-grid characteristic. The 
voltage differential Vd between two bends of the dynamic 
characteristic (points a and b) is termed the limiting charac
teristic gap.

The limiting characteristic gap for pentode limiters is 
equal to 1—3 V. An input voltage several times higher than 
the value of the gap must be obtained beforehand to ensure 
effective limiting, i.e., minimum 3—6 V.

87. Frequency Detectors

Frequency discriminator
Two circuits of frequency detection are most widely applied 

in television receivers. These are frequency discriminator and 
ratio detector circuits.

The discriminator circuit L 2C2 (Fig. 110) is LC-coupled 
with circuit L XCX which is a load of the amplitude limiter. 
Both circuits are tuned to the mean value of sound interme
diate frequency.

The upper point of the first circuit LXCX is connected through 
capacitor C with the centre point of coil L 2 of the second cir
cuit L 2C2. Connected through capacitors C, C5 and C4 in 
parallel with circuit L XCX is high-frequency choke L3. For 
the high-frequency currents, the capacitive reactances of capac
itors C, C5 and C4 are low and, therefore, the voltage on 
the choke is equal to the voltage Vx in circuit L XCX.
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Voltage Vx in coil L x is in phase ahead of coil current I x by 
an angle of 90° (Fig. 111a). The magnetic field produced by 
current I x induces the mutual inductance e.m.f. E2 in the coil 
of the second circuit L2 which lags in phase behind current

C Ls

Fig. 110. Circuit diagram of frequency discriminator

11 by 90°. Current 12 flows to the second circuit under the action 
of this e.m.f. If the sound signal of intermediate frequency 
frf sound arrives, then a current resonance appears in circuit 
L 2C2 and current 12 coincides in phase with the e.m.f. of E 2.

Fig. 111. Vector diagrams of frequency discriminator
a — sound• b — sound c f = f i - f s ound~^~.
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In coil arms L2 andL'2 of the second circuit current / 2 devel
ops voltages V2 and V2 which are equal in value but shifted 
in phase with respect to current / 2 by 90°. These voltages are 
opposite in phase with respect to the center point of coil L2.

Impressed on diode D x are voltages Vx and V2 from choke 
L3 and upper arm of second circuit of coil L2, respectively. 
The resultant voltage across the anode of diode D x is equal to 
the vector sum of the said voltages:

v ^ + v i
Impressed on diode D2 is voltage V2 from choke L3 and 

voltage V2 from the lower arm of the second circuit of 
coil L2. The resultant voltage across the anode of the second 
diode is equal to:

V n ^  + V l

As can be seen from the vector diagram in Fig. 111a, vol
tages V] and Vu which are equal in value are applied to both 
diodes. The currents rectified by the diodes are equal to each 
other and generate the voltages equal in value but opposite 
in sign across equal load resistors Rx and R 2 (see Fig. 110). 
The resultant voltage, applied to the 1-f amplifier from Ri 
and R 2, is equal to zero.

When the frequency of the arriving signal decreases (f=  
— ft-fsound — A/), there is no resonance in circuit L 2C2 and 
the circuit has a capacitive character. Then current 12 leads 
in phase E 2 (Fig. 111b); the vectors of voltages V2 and V"2 
are already out of perpendicular to vector of Vx and the equali
ty in voltages impressed on the diodes is disturbed. Voltage 
V, applied to the first diode Dx (see Fig. 110) increases while 
voltage Vu impressed on the second diode D 2 decreases. 
The current rectified by the first diode is higher than that 
rectified by the second diode. Therefore, the voltage across 
R 1 is higher than that across R 2 and a differential voltage, 
positive with respect to earth, appears across the load.

When the frequency of signal increases sound+ A/),
circuit L 2C2 has an inductive character and current I 2 lags 
in phase from E 2 e.m.f. (Fig. 111c). Now voltage Vu across 
diode D 2 is higher than voltage Vx across diode D x. The cur
rent rectified by the second diode is higher than that rectified 
by the first diode and a differential voltage, negative with 
respect to earth, is developed at the load.
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Since the frequency of the incoming signal varies along 
with the sound frequency, the differential voltage developed 
across R x and R 2 (see Fig. 110) also varies along with the 
sound frequency.

Discriminator load resistors %x and R 2 are selected 
of the order of several hundreds of kilohms, and the shunting 
capacitors C3 and C4 — from several 
tens to several hundreds of pikof- 
arads.

The ratio of voltage at the dis
criminator output to the frequency 
is called its frequency characteristic 
(Fig. 112a).

The frequency characteristic re
mains linear within the passband 
of circuits LXCX and L 2C2 (see Fig.
110) wherein at detuning the volt
age across the circuits varies slight
ly (Fig. 1126).

A disadvantage of the discrimi
nators is their sensitivity to para
sitic amplitude modulation of sig
nal. If parasitic amplitude modula
tion is available, voltage Vx across 
the first circuit will vary. Then the voltages impressed on the 
diodes will vary as well and the voltage of noises, amplitude 
modulating the signal will appear across the discriminator 
load along with the sound voltages. That is why when employ
ing a discriminator in a receiver provision of an amplitude 
limiter is mandatory.

Fig. 112. Discriminator ope
ration

a — frequency characteristic 
of discriminator; b — resonant 

curve of L t Ci circuit.

Ratio detector
The ratio detector (Fig. 113) differs from the discriminator 

in method of diode connection, the presence of high-capaci- 
tance capacitor C5 and balancing resistors R x and R 2.

Just as in the discriminator, at i-f sound signal both diodes 
are supplied with voltages equal in value, the currents recti
fied by the said voltages are equal and equal voltages are 
generated at resistors R 3 and R 4. Capacitor C5 is charged to 
the sum of these voltages.

When the frequency varies, the currents rectified by the 
diodes vary at sound frequency and the voltages up to which
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capacitors C3 and C4 become charged are developed across 
R 3 and R 4.

Spurious amplitude modulation causes rapid changes in 
signal amplitude. If the circuit did not have capacitor C6,

Fig. 113. Circuit diagram of ratio detector

the rapid change of signal amplitude would cause a change of 
voltage across resistors /?3 and R 4. When C5 is available, 
this phenomenon cannot take place: high-capacitive capacitor 
C5 becomes charged and discharges slowly and, therefore, at 
quick variations in signal amplitude the voltage across it 
has no time to vary.

The voltage, to which capacitor C5 becomes charged, is 
divided between sections C3R 3 and C4R 4. If at quick varia
tions of signal amplitude the voltage across C5 does not vary, 
then that of its part which is supplied from C4R 4 to the input 
of the 1-f amplifier does not vary. Hence, the ratio detector 
has low sensitivity to the spurious amplitude modulation and 
when it is used, the amplitude limiter may meet the lower 
requirements.

When signal amplitude rises slowly, the voltage across 
capacitor C5 will increase slowly and, therefore, the sound 
frequency voltage taken off of R 4 and the volume will also 
increase.

Balancing resistors R i and R 2 serve to balance the circuit 
and ensure delay in the charging and discharging of capacitor 
C5 thereby decreasing detector sensitivity to spurious ampli
tude modulation.

Compared to the discriminator, the voltage at the output 
of ratio detector, all other factors being equal, is 3 to 4 times
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lower. But this disadvantage is compensated by the detector’s 
low sensitivity to spurious amplitude modulation and the 
possibility of making a receiver without an amplitude limiter.

88. Sound L-f Amplifiers

The sound l-f amplifiers of a television receiver commonly 
comprises one or two amplifier stages of audio frequency 
voltage gain and a transformer output stage.

Let us examine a typical audio amplifier for a television 
receiver (Fig. 114).

To suppress inner noises, the television standard prescribes 
a rise in the gain of the higher audio frequencies of a sound 
transmitter. To avoid an excessive gain in high frequencies 
in the receiver, provision is made for circuit R x (of the order 
of 100 kilohms)—Cx (of the order of 100 pikofarads) connected 
behind the FM discriminator; R 1 and Cx comprise a voltage 
divider. As the frequency increases, there is a decrease in the 
capacitive reactance of capacitor C\ and the drop in voltage 
at the amplifier input. This is how a sag is created in high 
audio frequencies artificially raised by the transmitter. Sepa
rating capacitor C2 eliminates direct voltage supply from the 
load of FM discriminator to the control grid of valve VI. 
The capacitance of capacitor C2 is of the order of tens of 
pikofarads. Potentiometer R 2 (of the order of 1 megohm) 
serves as a volume control.

The standard audio-frequency voltage amplifier employs 
valve VI. The stage load is resistor R 4. The amplified audio
frequency voltage is applied from the said resistor through 
the tone control to the control grid of valve V2.

Coupling capacitor C4 has the capacitance of the order of 
0.1 microfarad and, therefore, passes both low and high audio 
frequencies equally well.

Resistances of R 6 (of the order of 100 kilohms) and Rp (of 
the order of about 10 kilohms) are low as compared with resis
tance R 7 (about 2 megohms). Capacitors C(. (with a capac
itance of the order of 2000 pikofarads) and C7 (capacitance 
0.025 microfarad) are connected in parallel to potentiometer 
R.r For the currents of high audio frequencies the reactances 
of capacitors C6 and C7 are many times lower than resistance of 
R 7 and, therefore, the impedance of circuit R (i—R 7—R ?—C(i— 
C7 for the currents of high audio frequency is low. For the 
currents of low frequencies, the reactances of capacitors C9
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and C7 are high and the circuit impedance at low frequencies 
is also high. Therefore, mainly low-frequency voltage de
velops across circuit R v—R 7—R 8—C6—C7.

Capacitor C5 with a capacitance of 50 pikofarads is con
nected in series to resistor R 10 (of the order of 1 megohm) and 
capacitor CH with a capacitance of about 2000 pikofarads. For 
currents of low audio frequencies the reactance of capacitor 
C5 is very high and, therefore, mainly the voltage of high 
audio frequencies develops across resistor R 10. By shifting the 
slider along potentiometer R ly the value of the low-frequency 
voltage at the grid of valve V2 is varied, and produces a rise 
or sag in the gain at low frequencies. In the same manner, 
by displacing the slider of potentiometer R l0i the gain in 
high audio frequencies can be increased or decreased. Thus, 
separate tone control at low and high frequencies is ensured.

The second resistive amplifier stage of low-frequency 
voltage employs valve V2.

To match the high anode resistance of the output valve 
and the low inner resistance of the loudspeaker audio coil, 
a transformer-coupled output circuit is used. The loudspeaker 
is connected to the secondary winding of the output step-down 
transformer.

To even out the frequency response curve of the stage, ca
pacitor Cn , rated for several thousand pikofarads, is connected 
in parallel to the transformer primary winding.

Aiming to decrease the non-linear distortions, a part of 
the voltage is applied from the secondary winding of the 
output transformer to cathode resistor R 12 of valve V2 
as the negative feedback voltage.

In some types of television receivers, use is made of step- 
by-step tone control by means of a key-type selector switch.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Explain how the pentode limiter operates.
2. Explain why resistor R 12 is not blocked by the capacitor in the cir

cuit of Fig. 114.



CHAPTER XVII

COLOUR TELEVISION

89. General

Projects of colour television systems have been developed 
in the past few dozen years. One of the first colour systems 
was proposed by the Soviet engineer I. A. Adamian back in 
1925. But practical transmission of colour pictures has become 
possible only in recent times after extensive practical experi
ence was acquired in designing monochrome television equip
ment. This can be explained by the fact that it is much more 
complicated to transmit a colour picture than a black-and- 
white image. For the transmission of a black-and-white 
image it is sufficient to send signals carrying the brightness 
of the given picture elements. In colour television transmis
sions special chrominance signals carrying information on 
the hue and saturation of the given picture area are needed.

The main obstacle to widespread use of colour television 
today is the high complexity and cost of modern colour tele
vision receivers; they are 3 to 5 times more expensive than 
black-and-white television receivers.

Many Soviet and foreign research institutes are engaged 
in development of simple and low-cost systems of colour 
television. The USSR has accumulated great experience in de
velopment and operation of colour television equipment. 
The Soviet Union regularly transmits colour television pro
grams.

90. Colour Vision

If solar (white) light is passed through a glass prism, a 
series of colour strips (spectrum) will be obtained. The colour 
of the strips changes continuously from violet to red. This 
means that the white colour is of complex nature and consists 
of a series of colour components.
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The colour of the picture carrier has three attributes:
— brightness;
— hue, which qualitatively characterizes the colour (red, 

blue, purple, etc.) and is expressed by the wavelength of the 
respective radiation;

— saturation which characterizes the grade of dilution 
of pure (spectrum) colour with white colour. The lower the 
colour saturation, the whiter the colour seems.

As far back as the XVIII century, Lomonosov established 
that any colour hue can be obtained by mixing the three pri
mary colours: red, green and blue.

The mixing of colours can be observed when a white screen 
is simultaneously illuminated by red, blue and green lights 
(Fig. 115). Colours will also be mixed when the screen is illu
minated by red, blue and green lights sequentially at a suf
ficiently high rate of repetition. In this case the impression 
of chrominance is the same as when illumination of thescreen 
with a light of three primaries is simultaneous.

The chrominance perception also appears in space mixture 
of colours. At a certain distance varicoloured dots cannot be 
distinguished from each other and the sensation is one of 
homogeneously coloured areas, just as when the screen is 
simultaneously or sequentially illuminated by light of the 
three primary colours.

From this data we can assume that the human eye has 
three different kinds of light-sensitive elements called recep
tors. The receptors of one art are sensitive mainly to the red, 
the other, to the blue and the third ones, to the green colours. 
When a complex colour, consisting of different amounts of 
the three primaries falls on the human eye, all three kinds of 
receptors are stimulated. The extent of stimulation in each 
kind of receptor depends on the amount of primary colours 
in mixture. The stimulation is transmitted from the receptors 
through the optic nerve to the brain, and depending on the 
ratio of the different receptor stimuli a definite colour impres
sion is produced. If receptors of all three kinds are equally 
stimulated, the sensation of white colour appears.

This conception of the nature of colour vision makes it 
possible to explain the sequential and spatial matching of 
colours. In sequential matching, the impression of chromi
nance is obtained due to persistance of vision. Spatial 
matching can be explained by the fact that at small angles of 
sight coloured elements cannot be distinguished separately,
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the eye sums up the light streams from fine details of the image 
and the observer gets the impression of a definite composite 
colour.

When the angle of sight at which the coloured object is 
observed decreases, the ability of the eye to distinguish colours

decreases and the colours proper appear to have changed. 
At a certain small angle of sight the chrominance impression 
disappears and all the small coloured details of picture appear 
to be gray.

The human eye is not uniformly sensitive to different 
colours. It is more sensitive to yellow-green colours. At the 
same light source power, other colours are sensed with a fainter 
brightness.

The curve showing the dependance of brightness sensation 
on the wavelength X when there is no fluctuation in the power 
of the light source is termed the visibility curve (Fig. 116). 
According to the visibility curve it is possible to determine 
the power, light sources of primary colours must have, to evoke 
a sensation of equal brightness. For example, if primary co
lours have three light sources of the same power the sensation 
of brightness from the red source will be 0.11, from the green— 
0.86 and from the blue—0.05 of the brightness of the yellow- 
green colour.
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Fig. 115. Mixing of three primary colours
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91. Sequential System of Colour Television

To transmit a colour picture it is necessary to display a 
multicolour picture of the scene being transmitted in three 
pictures in the primary colours red, blue* and green. These 
three pictures must be converted into three electric signals 
corresponding to the red, blue and green picture components of 
the scene being transmitted. The red, blue and green picture 
signals are transmitted through the communication line and 
in the receiving device should be converted into three separate 
pictures in primary colours. The pictures in primary colours 
are matched into one colour image.

The red, blue and green picture signals can be transmitted 
sequentially at a high repetition rate or simultaneously. 
Accordingly, they are distinguished as sequential and simul
taneous system of colour television.

A simplified diagram of the sequential colour television 
system is shown in Fig. 117. The picture being transmitted is 
projected to the photocathode of the camera tube through a 
rotating disc with three light filters: red, blue and green. 
Therefore, three picture signals—red, blue and green—are 
sequentially obtained on the tube load. Through the coupling 
channel these signals are applied to the receiver wherein a 
standard picture tube with white screen luminescence is 
used. A disc with light filters, similar to the one in the trans
mitting device, rotates in front of the picture tube screen. 
The discs rotate synchronously and in phase and, when the 
picture is projected onto the photocathode of the camera tube 
through the red filter, there is also a similar red filter between 
the viewer and the picture tube screen. The black-and-white 
image obtained on the screen is visible in turn, through red, 
green and blue light filters and if the filters change at a suf
ficiently high rate a continuous colour picture appears on the 
screen due to persistence of vision.

The synchronism and phase synchronization of rotation of 
the discs is achieved with the aid of sync pulses. The same 
sync pulses provide for synchronization of scanning in picture 
and camera tubes.

Experimental transmissions according to the method de
scribed were carried out in Moscow as far back as 1954—1955.

It is known that an image is reproduced without flickering 
if the rate of transmission is 50 fields per second at sequential 
scanning or 25 fields per second at interlaced scanning. Let
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us assume that the sequential system of colour television was 
interlaced scanning. Then, when the light filter of one colour 
passes in front of the transmitting camera lens, one field should 
be scanned. If the red filter passes before the camera first and 
scanning starts from the field of odd lines, then transmission 
of the colour frame is as follows: field No. 1—red, odd lines; 
No. 2—blue, even lines; No. 3—green, odd lines; No. 4—red, 
even lines; No. 5—blue, odd lines; No. 6—green, even lines.

The whole process is then repeated. To avoid flickering of 
the image, it is necessary to transmit not less than 25 fields 
of each colour per second, i.e., 75 fields instead of 25 should 
be transmitted in monochrome television at interlaced scan
ning. If the same number of lines is taken per field as in black- 
and-white television, then the passband occupied by the 
picture signal will be three times wider than the passband 
necessary for black-and-white picture transmission. It is 
difficult to ensure signal transmission with such a broad fre
quency spectrum. This is one of the reasons why the sequential 
system is not used in telecasting.

The other reason is that the sequential system is incom
patible with the existing system of black-and-white telecasting. 
Compatibility is an attribute which permits existing mono
chrome receivers to reproduce a monochrome signal from a trans
mitted colour signal or vice versa. The sequential system is 
incompatible due to three-fold rate of field repetition.

The applied standard television installations used in the 
national economy are not confined by the limits of television 
standard of black-and-white telecasting. The picture signal 
in such installations is conveyed from the transmitting camera 
via a cable to the receiving device located at distances rang
ing from several tens of meters to 1.5 — 2 km. Transmission 
of a wide-band signal by cable is not difficult. Therefore, 
the sequential system of colour television can be used in 
special telecasting.

92. Simultaneous System of Colour Television

In the simultaneous system of colour television, the signals 
of all three colours are transmitted simultaneously. The 
picture being transmitted is projected in three primary 
colours onto the photocathodes of three camera tubes. The 
total luminous flux from the picture transmitted is divided 
into three fluxes of primary colours more often with the aid
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of dichroic mirrors which reflect one of the luminous flux 
components and pass the others.

Mirror 2 (Fig. 118) reflects the blue rays and passes the 
green and red ones. Mirror 3 reflects the red rays and passes 
the blue and green ones. For this reason, the red, blue and 
green components of the luminous flux of the picture transmit-

Fig. 118. Schematic diagram of simultaneous colour television system 
(continuous lines with arrows show the blue rays, dot and dash lines — 

the green, and dash lines — the red rays)
/ — lens; 2, 3, 8, 11 — colour-separation mirrors; 4, 14, 15 — camera tubes; 5 — 
three communication channels; 6, 10, 13 — picture tubes; 7 — red filter; 9 — blue 

filter; 12 — green filter.

ted act on the photocathodes of camera tubes 4, 14 and 15. 
In all three tubes there is synchronism in the scanning and 
phase synchronization, and three picture signals appear at 
the tube loads. The signal is transmitted from each tube to 
the receiving device through an individual communication 
channel 5. In the receiver the signals are converted into three 
pictures in primary colours, and then these pictures are opti
cally matched to form one colour picture.

One of the methods of optical matching of single-colour 
pictures is shown in Fig. 118 (right). Employed in the receiver 
are the conventional black-and-white picture tubes 6 , 10, and 
13 with red 7, green 12 and blue 9 light fiiters positioned in 
front of them. The green filter is placed before tube 13 and 
therefore the picture observed through it will be green. The 
dichroic mirror 11 passes the green and reflects the red rays 
arriving from picture tube 6 through the red light filter. The 
dichroic mirror 8 reflects the blue rays coming from tube 10
7 * 195-



and passes the red and green rays. All three components of 
luminous flux from the picture being transmitted act on the 
observer’s eye and therefore the impression of only one colour 
picture is perceived.

In the receiver, picture tubes with red, blue and green screen 
luminescence can also be used.

In the circuit described, the red single-colour signal— 
red (R), blue (B) and green (G)—is transmitted via individ
ual communication channel. Each of these channels occupies 
a similar band of frequencies as the signal of black-and-white 
television, so that in this case as well a threefold frequency 
band is needed. The advantage of this system is the possibil
ity to use the same scanning standard as is employed in 
black-and-white television.

Numerous practical measurements have shown that for 
proper reproduction of the luminescence customary to human 
eye, the sum of these single-colour signals of primary colours 
must contain 59% green, 30% red and 11% blue signals.

If the signals arriving through each channel are mixed in 
this proportion, a luminescence signal similar to that in 
black-and-white television will be obtained.

Such a signal will produce a black-and-white image on the 
conventional receiver screen.

It is known that when red, green and blue colours are mixed 
a white colour is obtained. If the power of the red, green and 
blue rays is reduced by an equal number of times, the bright
ness of the resultant white luminescence will decrease, i.e., 
the white will become gray. If the sum of the power of the 
rays equals zero, the brightness of the resultant luminescence 
equals zero, i.e., a black spot will be obtained. Hence, when 
adding equal amounts of red, green and blue colours, all 
brightness gradations from black to white can be obtained. 
Therefore, if the black-and-white signal is applied simulta
neously to all three picture tubes of the system described, 
the viewer will see the usual monochrome picture. This means 
that the simultaneous system of colour television may be 
compatible. That is why the modern colour television broad
casting employs only simultaneous systems.

The optical addition of pictures obtained on the screen 
of three receiver tubes is highly complicated as concerns the 
engineering point of view, and a receiving device with three 
tubes is bulky and expensive.
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93. Picture Tube with Shadow Mask

The most widespread colour picture tube is a tube with 
tricolour mosaic screen and shadow mask whose design is 
shown in Fig. 119. *

The tube screen is covered with phosphor grains with red,

Fig. 119. Colour picture tube with shadow mask
/ — electron guns; 2 — deflecting system; 3 — shadow mask; 4 — mosaic screen; 

5 — electron beams.

green and blue luminance. The grains are positioned in groups 
(triades) of three colours, red, blue and green in each. The 
total number of grains is over one million.

The tube comprises three electron guns 1 with electrostat
ic focusing. The guns are located symmetrically at an angle 
of 120° to each other. A metal shadow mask 3 with holes is 
positioned in the plane where the electron beams converge.
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The number of holes in the mask is equal to the number of 
phosphor groups on tube screen. The electron beams, having 
passed through the holes in the shadow mask, diverge.

The electron beams of all three guns are respectively modu
lated by red, green and blue signals.

The guns, shadow mask and the grains of phosphor are 
positioned so that the beam of one gun, having passed through 
any hole in the mask, falls only on the phosphor grains with 
a red luminance, the beam of the second gun, on the grains 
with a green luminance and the beam of the third gun, on the 
grains with a blue luminance. As the grains are very small, 
the spatial mixture of the colours takes place on the screen 
and a luminous spot appears. Its colour depends on the cur
rents of electron guns, i.e., on the value of the red, blue and 
green signals received.

A tube with a shadow mask ensures a high-quality colour 
picture but its production is complicated and cost expensive. 
A great number of colour picture tubes of different designs 
have been proposed, but all of them are still laboratory models.

94. Colour Television Signals

To ensure compatability of the simultaneous colour tele
vision system, the following two problems must be solved:

1. The band of frequencies occupied by the three colour 
signals must be considerably narrowed and not exceed 6.5 Mc/s 
(USSR Standard).

2. The composition of colour television signal should be 
provided with a signal that will ensure a normal black-and- 
white image at the screen of the conventional television re
ceiver. In other words, one of the three colour television sig
nals must be a black-and-white signal.

The band of frequencies in modern systems of colour tele
vision is narrowed by making use of the properties of human 
vision and the peculiarities of the television signal.

Since at small angles of sight, fine coloured details are 
perceived by the eye as black-and-white, it is not necessary 
to transmit them in colour. They can be transmitted with the 
aid of only one signal, like the signal of black-and-white 
television. Only large areas which produce the impression of 
chrominance should be transmitted in three colours.

It is known that high video frequencies correspond to the 
fine details of a picture, while comparatively low frequencies
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correspond to large areas of picture. It has been experimentally 
established that a band of frequencies of no more than about
1.5 Mc/s is sufficient for transmission of picture colour details. 
Finer details that require high frequency for transmission 
can be transmitted with the aid of black-and-white (bright
ness) signal.

A colour picture can be transmitted by three signals: bright
ness, and the red and blue signals. As the brightness signal 
comprises 59% green colour, a special green signal is not 
transmitted.

The bands of frequencies of blue and red signals in this 
case can be reduced to 1.5 Mc/s. This means that the colour 
television picture is created by colouration of the convention
al black-and-white picture with special colour signals. 
But the red and blue colour signals carry information on hue 
and saturation in addition to information on the brightness 
of the given picture area, which is .absolutely unnecessary 
as a special brightness signal is already available. Therefore, 
instead of the red and blue signals, so called chrominance 
signals bearing no information on brightness are formed and 
transmitted. These signals are called chrominance signals. 
The use of such signals makes television equipment more 
simple in design and permits a decrease in the colour infor
mation interferences observed when receiving the signal of 
colour television station with a conventional black-and- 
white receiver.

The colour set receives the brightness and two colour 
signals. Using special matrix circuits red, green and blue 
colour signals can be formed which modulate the electron 
beams of a three-gun colour tube creating a colour picture on 
the screen.

95. Narrowing of Band of Frequencies of Colour Television
Signal

To meet the requirements of compatability, i.e., to ensure 
reception of the signal of a colour television station by the 
conventional television set in normal black-and-white picture, 
the total band of frequencies occupied by the signal of colour 
television must be reduced to the standard bandwidth of
6.5 Mc/s which is occupied by monochrome television signals. 
There are several systems of colour television which differ 
in methods of reduction of the band of frequencies.
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Let us examine the most thoroughly studied NTSC synchro
nous system with quadrature modulation developed in USA 
in 1954. This system makes use of the condition that the fre
quency spectrum occupied by the television signal is not 
continuous. It has been established that the television signal 
consists of harmonics whose frequencies are multiples of the 
frequency of horizontal scanning; the amplitude of harmonics

Fig. 120. Frequency spectrum of television signal

decreases when the frequency increases. Grouped near said 
harmonics are the other harmonics whose frequencies are 
multiples of the frequency of vertical scanning fv, while the 
amplitude decreases in keeping with its distance from the 
frequency which is a multiple of the horizontal scanning fre
quency f h (Fig. 120). The harmonics are positioned in groups 
and the middle of the interval between two adjacent groups 
is practically blank. This blank space between harmonics of 
the brightness signal is used for transmission of colour signals.

The colour signals can be transmitted with the aid of the 
so called frequency subcarrier (colour subcarrier).

In the colour television system adopted for experimental 
colour television broadcasting in the USSR, the subcarrier 
frequency fcs selected is equal to 4.43 Mc/s. The subcarrier 
is amplitude modulated by colour signals occupying a band
width of 1.5 Mc/s (Fig. 121o). At the subcarrier amplitude 
modulation, upper and lower side bands of frequencies are
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produced; each bandwidth is 1.5 Mc/s. The spectrum of colour 
signals resembles the spectrum of a black-and-white signal, 
i.e., it also has a blank space. The audio subcarrier fas equals
6.5 Mc/s.

By specially selecting the colour subcarrier frequency, 
it is possible to obtain an interlaced spectra of brightness 
and colour signals, i.e., the harmonics of the colour signal 
are located in the blank spaces of brightness signal spectrum 
(Fig. 1216). This method of transmission is called the method 
of interlaced spectra transmission.

However, to produce a normal colour picture, two colour

Fig. 121. Complete spectrum of colour television signal (a), 
interlacing of spectra of brightness and colour signals (6)

/ — brightness signal; 2 — colour signal.

signals are needed. To this end the NTSC system employs 
a special method (quadrature modulation) enabling both 
colours chrominance signals to be transmitted in one subcar
rier frequency. At the receiving end the colour chrominance 
signals are separated from the composite signal of colour 
television with the aid of special demodulators.
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The NTSC system is very sensitive to phase distortions and 
this hampers colour television transmission along the exis
ting radio relay network and cable lines. This disadvantage 
is eliminated to a certain degree in the PAL colour television 
system developed in FRG and which is, in a way, a modifi
cation of the NTSC system. A drawback of the PAL system is 
that it greatly complicates the colour TV receiver.

Of special interest is the Soviet-French SEKAM system 
of colour television, which is the main competitor of the 
NTSC system. The SEKAM system is the simultaneous-sequen
tial type, i.e., the colour television signals are transmitted 
along two channels instead of three: one channel carries the 
brightness signal and the other, both colour signals sequentially 
{interlaced). The colour signals are transmitted within the 
limits of brightness signal spectrum by means of subcarrier 
frequency modulation (in NTSC system, by amplitude-phase 
modulation), thereby ensuring less phase distortions influence 
on picture quality. The colour signals are applied through 
electronic commutator to the frequency modulator, i.e., the 
colour subcarrier at each instant is modulated only by one 
colour signal which makes it possible to avoid quadrature 
modulation. With the SEKAM system, it is easier to obtain 
steady operation of the receiver but such a receiver must have 
a delay line with a time lag equal to the duration of one line 
(64psec in Soviet standard), which is a very expensive ele
ment.

96. Colour Television Peculiarities

The red, blue and green colours signals are generated in 
the colour television transmitting camera. They are applied 
to the shaping device where the brightness and two colour 
chrominance signals are formed whose band of frequency sig
nals in the NTSC system does not exceed 1.5 Mc/s and in 
the SEKAM system is maximum 0.7 Mc/s. Then the chromi
nance signals are applied to the coding device where they 
modulate the colour subcarrier. The subcarrier, modulated by 
chrominance signals, is added to the brightness signal, sync 
signals and colour sync pulses which are necessary for separa
tion of colour signals in a receiver. These pulses form the 
burst, which is superimposed on the back porch of the hori
zontal blanking pulse (Fig. 122). The composite colour tele-
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vision signal obtained is applied to the radio transmitter and 
transmitted into the ether.

The sound signal, as in black-and-white television, is 
transmitted with the aid of separate transmitter by the 
method of frequency modulatidh.

The colour television receiver is considerably more complex 
than the conventional 
receiver and comprises 
almost twice as many 
valves as the latter. A 
simplified block-dia
gram common for all 
simultaneous systems 
of colour television re
ceivers, is shown in 
Fig. 123.

To the video dete
ctor inclusive, the co
lour television receiver 
is made like the conventional black-and-white television 
receiver. Developed across the load of the video detector is 
the composite colour television signal, i.e., brightness signal, 
chrominance signal, blanking and sync pulses and the signal 
of colour synchronization.

Chrominance information is separated from the composite 
colour television signal with the aid of an amplifier provided 
with band filter. In the selector a colour sync signal or a sub- 
carrier frequency burst is developed. The subcarrier frequency 
is necessary for the proper operation of the decoding device 
which separates two chrominance signals from the signal 
received.

The chrominance signals thus obtained are applied to the 
shaping device at whose output red, green and blue colour 
signals appear that modulate the electron beams of three-gun 
colour picture tube.

The synchronization unit, the scanning unit and the audio 
channel of a colour receiver are Ihe same as in the black-and- 
white receiver.

The most responsible unit of a colour television receiver 
is the decoding device which needs fine tuning. Also extremely 
difficult is the adjustment of beam convergence in tri-gun 
picture tube whose aim is to ensure that all three beams 
fall in one hole of the mask in any place on the screen. Higher

/ — blanking pulse; 2 — sync pulse; 3 — colour 
sync pulse.
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requirements should also be placed on the radio-frequency 
unit of the receiver. However, each year colour television 
receivers are becoming simpler, cheaper and more reliable. 
For several years comparative tests of NTSC and SEKAM 
colour television systems have been carried out in many 
countries including the USSR. These tests have proved that 
both systems ensure practically the same picture quality. 
The main advantage of the NTSC system is that it is well 
developed and fewer contingencies may be expected in employ
ment. The SEKAM system makes it possible to use both 
the NTSC and SEKAM systems. Tests have shown that with 
the SEKAM system the current television system can be used 
for colour television transmissions without considerable re
construction. The tuning and operation of colour television 
receivers can also be simplified. Considering the advantages 
of the SEKAM system, in 1965 the USSR and France signed 
an agreement of the mutual development of a colour television 
system based on SEKAM. A joint Soviet-French SEKAM-III 
system has been developed and is successfully undergoing 
test trials.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What are the three primary colours?
2. What are the peculiarities of colour distinction in large and small 

picture details?
3. Explain why the sequential system of colour television is incompat

ible.
4. Explain the purpose of the shadow mask in three-gun colour picture 

tubes.
5. Explain why the colour signal can be transmitted within the 

frequency spectrum of the brightness signal.
6. Explain the operation of a colour television receiver according to 

the simplified block-diagram.



I N D E X

Accomodation 11 
Acuity, visual 12 
Adaptation 10 
Aerials 123—132

directivity gain 124 
efficiency 123 
folded dipole 127 
input impedance 123 
line attenuation 124 
matching device of, 125 
m ultie lem ent 129 
power gain 124 
straight dipole 126 
wavelength 123 

Amplifiers 135
amplification feactor of, 

164-169 
cascode 135 
h-f 135 
i-f 145
circuits of, 146—149 
sound 188 
video 161 

Anterior chamber 10 
Aspect ratio 52 
Automatic gain control 173

Black level 62 
Blanking 62 
Blanking pulses 64 
Brightness 44, 62—64, 191 

control of, 20

Cascode amplifier. See Ampli
fiers

Cathode-ray tubes 28—50 
Chrominance 191 
Chrominance signals 199 
Coaxial cables 125

Coaxial feeders 125 
Compensation 170

of h-f characteristic 170 
of 1-f characteristic 170 

Cones 11 
Contrast 62 
Cornea 10

Deflecting plates 
horizontal 26 
vertical 26 

Diffuse reflection factor 10 
Dipole. See  Aerials 
Discriminator, frequency 182 
Distortion 158 
Dynode 30

Electron gun 28—50 
tetrode 20 
triode 20 

Electronic optics 16 
Emission, secondary 29 
Exponent 81 
Eyeball 10

Fall time 161 
Feeders 124

characteristic impedance of, 
124

Filters 145—152 
high-pass 71, 146 
low-pass 71, 146 

Flicker 54 
Flare 43 
Fluorescence 43 
Flux, luminous 9 
Flyback lines 51 
Focus 19, 25
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Gap, lim iting  characteristic 182 Q-f'actor 157

Harmonics 93 
Horizontal size control 105 
Hue 191

1. f. amplifier. See  Amplifiers
Illum ination 10
Im^ge section 33
Intensity, luminous 9
Ion spot 45
Ion trap 46
Iris 10

Kenotron 110 
Kinescope 41

Lens 11 
Light 9
Luminescence 9

Minute of arc 12 
Modulation 44 
Multivibrator 91

NTSC system 202—205

Overshoot 161

Peak detector 174 
Persistence of vision 12 
Phosphor 43 
Photocathode 33 
Photoeffect 28 
Photocell 28 
Photoemission 28 
Photoresistor 29 
Picture scanning 14 
Picture signal 14

d-c component ol, 62 
Pupil 10

Raster 13, 55 
Ratio defector 185 
Revolving angle 12 
Retina 11 
Rise time 161 
Rods 11

Sag 156, 188
Saturation 191
Saw-tooth voltage 80
Sclera 10
SEKAM 202—205
Sound amplifier. See  Amplifiers

Target 14 
Target mesh 36 
Target thickness 33 
Television signal 67 
Television transmission 13 
Threshold voltage 181 
Time-gated system 176

Vertical size control 97 
Video amplifier. See  Amplifiers 
Video signals 61 
Vitreous body 10 
Visibility curve 192 
Voltage transmission coefficient 

133

White level 62

Yellow spot 11

405-line system 57 
525-line system 57 
625-line system 57 
819-line system 57
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